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Landmarks of the soil
About 6,500 years ago, the folks who lived
by the Mediterranean Sea worshipped
Demeter, a goddess of agriculture,
peace, love and plenty.
In rural Maine, these ideas found expression in the grange hall- where womanhood,
religion and agriculture combined to ward off
the inhuman elements of 19th- and 20thcentury society.
Photographer Rose Marasco has created an
. elegy to these post-industrial landmarks.
See page 33
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Boy Scouts of America's
Northgate offices were the
site of a peaceful march by
75 activists protesting
BSA's policy of excluding
gays and lesbians.
Meanwhile Portland
City Councilor Peter
O'Donnell has drafted a
gay rights ordinance to
present to the council's
Public Safety Committee.
Seepage 2

Naples residents concerned about maintaining
their rural lifestyle may go
to court to keep a quarry
out of their neighborhood.
SeepageS
Cabbies in Portland are
ripped over a proposed
City Council ordinance that
would regulate their attire
and shaving habits.
5"" page 3
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When WGME-TV
recently canceled a Planned
Parenthood ad, it sent a
clear signal: NewsChannel
13 is more interested in
protecting its own bottom
line than in protecting
Maine women from
venereal disease and
unwanted pregnancies.
But CB W also faces
difficult questions about
advertising censorship. Are
bare breasts the price we
must pay for free speech?
Seepage 22
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Steve Gillis pulls a lobster trap from the waters of Casco Bay.
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Cleaning up Casco Bay
Casco Bay is Maine's most populous and urban
estuary. Its 24-town watershed is home to onequarter of the state's human population.
As a result, Casco Bay is dying. Many marine
species have already disappeared. More may be in
trouble.
The Casco Bay Estuary Project has five years and
S2.S million of government money to figure out

what's wrong with Casco Bay and how to fix it.
But a growing number of Casco Bay citizens _
impatient with the Estuary Project's bureaucratic
somnolence - have given up waiting and begun
wading into the bay on their own.
For more on restoring the bay, see page 10.
For a rundown of local water-watching groups,
see page 17.
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Cabbies fume over
"shave and shine"

Mercedes-Benz
Service
STRETCH

MOTORS

Quality plus Exceptional Value
Only

Cross over the boundry from an
ordinary facial to an extraordinary
skin care treatment, in a tranquil,
private atmosphere, using the
Dr. Hauschka herbal preparations.
Experience the difference.
Call for an appointment &
brochure.

25 years
Jactory-trained.

$30/hour

$239 compare 378.
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A.H. BENOIT & CO.
188 Middle St .. In the Old Port

THERESA BERMAN
Licensed Aesthetician
799-2792 • South Portland

865-4897

New from

ONKYO®
Compact Disk Changer 6 Disc Capability
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to immediately play your favorite song
without searching
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A review of the top news stories affec:tlng
Greater Portland: April 8 through 14, 1992.
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Toxins blowin' into Portland
A state stud y has found alarmingly high levels of six toxic
chemicals in the air above Portland.
The levels of pollution do not pose an immediate health risk,
according to Assistant State TOxicologist Catherine Zeeman. But
state Bureau of Health officials say long-term exposure to the
chemicals increases the potential risk of cancer and other
diseases.
High levels were also found over Rumford and Acadia
National Park.
The Maine Department of Environmental Protection collected air samples last year and analyzed them for 41 different
chemicals on a federal list of 189 toxic air pollutants.
About half the toxic chemicals were detected, mostly in trace
amounts. But chloroform, benzene and four other compounds
were found at levels well above state guidelines for protecting
human health.
'The study underscores the need for a comprehensive air
toxics monitoring program to tell Maine people what toxics
they breathe every day," said Peter Washburn, a scientist at the
Natural Resources Council of Maine.

• 6-ti_ avernmplinll digitalliltllr -

for smoother more natural high frequencies

• 4O-track memary-

program a sequence of up to 40 songs
for playback in any order you like

Rd., Scarborough, ME· (207) 883-4173 "Just one extra mile south of the Maine Mall."

Bring Home the Beauty of Spring...

Councilor writes gay-rights ordinance ...
Portland City Councilor Peter O'Donnell is drafting a city
ordinance that would make it illegal to discriminate against
homosexuals.
"It's long overdue," O'Donnell said. "Since I got on the City
Council, this has been one of my top priorities, (Discrirninatis>nl
is not action that we're going to allow t? ~_appen. It's a basic
human rights issue. When a person's beaten up in this city and
then is afraid to report that beating because their sexual orientation might get them fired, that really grates on me."
O'Donnell's ordinance would give homosexual victims of
discrimination in Portland groundS for lawsuits. If the Public
Safety Committee passes the ordinance, the full council must
then approve it at two separate readings. It would take effect 30
days after the second reading.
Though Maine lawmakers killed a similar state gay rights bill
last November, O'Donnell believes they might reconsider if
Portland passed such an ordinance.
"The state needs to pass this, and if they see Portland and a
few other places pass it, it will have less problems on the state
level," he said.
O'Donnell plans to present the ordinance before the council's
Public Safety Committee April 21 at 4 p.m. in City Hall Room
209. He encouraged the public to attend .

... as gays protest BSA no-gays policy

Select from 50 acres of quality trees, shrubs and flowering plants
for the northern landscape. Custom design services.
Lawn and garden supplies.

O'Donal's
Nurseries
Open Mon. through Sat. 8-5:30, Sun 9-5, Thurs. till 8
At the junction of Rts. 22 and 114,
Outer Congress Street, Gorham
just five minutes from the Maine Mall
Phone: 207-839-4262

A collection of local activists gathered at the Pine Tree
Council's Northgate headquarters April 13 to protest the antiga y policies of Boy Scouts of America (BSA).
"They were very nervous; we were their fear personified,"
said Terry, the Portland mother who was denied a position with
BSA. '1 was told again that I was not a good role model. So 1
told them that this issue will not go away." Terry was one of 75
protesters who marched peacefully into Pine Tree's offices,
some wearing Boy Scout hats, kerchiefs and badges.
"They wouldn't even process applications for people who
were gay. I felt like I was talking to Jesse Helms," said Edie
Hoffman of Queer Nation, who carried a plate of Oreo cookies
and dressed in an apron and a blond wig with pink rollers to
protest stereotyped den mothers. "(BSA's) rhetoric perpetuates
the myths that gay men are pedophiles and that gay women
shouldn't have kids."
Last year, local BSA officials told a Portland woman she
couldn't join the Scouts as a den mother because she is a lesbian
("Cub Scouts can't bear gay mom," 3.12.92).

I

Portland cabbies and cab
company owners are railing
against a proposed ci ty
ordinance that would
regulate cab drivers' clothing
and facial hair.
"I thought this was
America," said Bob, a D & R
Taxi driver decked out in a
blue sweat shirt. Taking a
pull on his coffee, he said, "In
the winter, it's cold, so I wear
a sweat shirt sometimes.
They want me to wear a
collar? I don't understand it.
Local people don't care what
I wear. They just want to get
from point A to point B."
Other cabbies reacted with
more anger.
''I'm a private contractor,"
said John Nichols, a driver
for ABC Taxi. "I don't work
for the city. This is like going
into a bar and telling the
owner what to wear. The
whole thing is pissing a lot of
people off; it's the only issue
in the world that might
actually unite cab drivers.
They're debating whether of
not we should wear hemmed
shorts or not while the city
falls apart."
Bob, who has driven cabs
for 25 years, believes the new
law could even endanger
some cabbies. "In a highcrime area, you can't go in
there all slicked up," he said.
"They'll eat you up like that.
We have to dress to blend in
with what we're hauling."
Portland City Councilor
Anne B. Pringle has said cabs
are public transit vehicles
licensed by the ci ty, gi ving
Portland the right to regulate
them.
The ordinance would
require annual inspections of
cabs for rust, trash, dents or
tom upholstery, and inspection of cabbies for clean
clothing, shoes and socks,
and neatly trimmed or
cleanshaven facial hair.
Violations would be punishable by fine.

P.ayson quits PMA
board of trustees
To avoid a potential
conflict of interest with his
New York art gallery, a major
benefactor of the Portland
Museum of Art has resigned
from its board of trustees.
John W. Payson's resignation
comes a month after an art
show he loaned the museum
crea ted a flap among Portland gallery owners.
The museum, trying to
raise money, had told patrons
that the floral works in its
"The Flower Show" exhibit
were for sale and directed
inquiries to Payson' s Midtown Payson Gallery in New
York. Payson had previously
agreed to give 25 percent of
the proceeds back to the
museum.
But that angered the
Maine Art Dealers Association, which contended that a
non-profit museum shouldn't
compete with commercial
dealers.
Continued on page 5
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38 Exchange SI. • In the Old Port· 774-0626· Mon. - Sal 10-6, Sun. 12-5

Allspeed Bicycle & Ski
1041 Washington Ave., Portland, 878-8741

Authorized Dealer For: GT, Fuji, Gary Fisher, Jamis, Kana,
Rocky Mountain, Stowe, Yeti, Bontrager

ALLSPEED RIDING SCHEDULE

-

d. cole
jewelers
10 Exchange S1. Portland 772-51 19
Hours : Sun. 12:5 Mon .-Sat. 10-6, Fri. lill 8
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Ihelmets required, and fOf evening rides, we suggest reflective gear)

Reading The Affordable Luxury
N

JUST IN TIME
FOR MUD
SEASON!
Functional, rugged and long
lasting wet weather gear is here!
See our large selection of wind
and raingear, infant sizes and up.
100% Waterproof Boots
Tot sizes 6 up to Adult.

AS THE CROW FLIES

"Jeffrey ~cher ranks !!t the top ten

storytellers

10

the world. - Los Angeles Times.

tommy-'s

bool{land
ojMaine
Portf4nd: Downtown 4nd NorthgMe, S. Portf4nd: M41J Pf4ZIJ 4nd
Mill Creek, Biddeford, S4CO, North Windh4m, B,...nswicl" 4nd Bath.

41 Exchange Street, Portland
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Open Daily 10-6. Sun. 12-5:30
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olitics
& other mistakes

Tree of Life Rings and Pendants- ,
An ancient symbol of productiveness. wisdom and life.

Pendants

Rings in 14K Gold

Sterling silver with chain $60 Narrow: Size 7'/2 & smaller $190
14K gold without chain $280
Size 8 and larger $225

Continued from page 3

Wide: Size 7'/2 & smaller $240
Wide $49
Size 8 and larger $290
Add $3 for shipping; Maine residents also please

The battle for the 'burbs, part 1

add 6% sales tax. VISA/MC/Amex

american crafts
44 Exchange Street • Portland, ME 04101
(207) 772-4880

Got a computer?
Need high quality
COLOR output?

G

Here. Now. Affordable. In full color! Great
Canon color laser output from your pc disk.
Call for details. All of this in addition to great
color copies, transparencies, typesetting,
business presentations, layout / design and
many more colorful services. All from
Portland's Color Copy Specialists •

.

!,

774-4455

GENERATED IMAGE
164 MIDDLE STREET

•

POIULAND, MAINE

Maine's Dress Address

Come
pick your
own
bouquet
at

10
Cada's

Amazing childn:n's shoes that mold
themselves to the chiki who wears them.
Peal1Jring pliant Flex Zonel1 ""lea, and
exclusive removable fOof:pads to fit shoes to
the c:ontoulS of the foot, in.sc:ead of vice versa.
SeYenl styles to chose f",m.

By AI Diamon

Rings in Sterling Silver
Narrow $39

TODJ)LER
UNIVERSITY

%
off

t h is week only_

Carla's Corner
Ocean Ave., K ennebun kport 967·2 206 • 19 Shore Rd., Ogu nq uit 646-3900

The races for the Legislature in the Greater Portland suburbs
range from a rerun in Scarborough and Saco to free-for-alls in
South Portland and Cape Elizabeth. It may not be pretty, but at
least everybody has choices.
The Scarborough-Saco state Senate contest pits incumbent
Republican Charles Summen against irrepressible Democrat
Peter Danton. Summers won the seat in 1990 by campaigning
door to door, a strategy Danton apparently never heard of. But
Danton, who's held this Senate seat off and on since Maine split
from Massachusetts, is said to be hungry for revenge. But
hungry enough to knock on doors? 'Probably not. Expect a
down-and-dirty slugfest.
Scarborough's House races are pretty much a yawn. Republican state Rep. Joan Pendexter has no opponent. Republican
state Rep. Peggy Pendleton has to contend with Democratic
gadfly Mark Anthony of Saco, who ran an unsuccessful but
annoying primary campaign against Danton two years ago.
The Cape Elizabeth-South Portland Senate seat is open due
to the retirement of Republican Barbara Gill. If South Portland
had normal politics this seat would be a sure win for the
Democrat. But it doesn't and it isn't. City Councilors Ralph
Howard and Robert Rckett and retired police officer Sam
Aspinall face off in the Democratic primary. Fickett is a
popular politician, but he' s somewhere to the right of Rush
Limbaugh. So his appeal in the primary may be limited.
Aspinall got trounced in the Senate primary in 1990. This race is
Howard's to lose.
On the Republican side Cape Elizabeth Town Councilor Jane
Amero, a moderate, takes on South Portland Taxpayers
Association member Richard Campbell, a conservati ve.
Amero has experience and name recognition, but Campbell
comes from the municipality with the most voters, and has the
backing of the Chuck Cianchette group that's trying to elect
more business people to the Legislature. Toss up.
On the House side Democrat Stephen Simonds snagged
Cape Elizabeth's seat in 1990 in spite of the GOP's overwhelming edge in voter registration. Moving and storage magnate
Jean 'Ginn Marvin is the Republican seeking to restore
normalcy.
In South Portland the only House incumbent running is
conservative Democrat Santo DiPietro in the city's east end.
He faces Republican Peter Larsen of the conservative taxpayers association. Independent liberal Lois Reckitt is likely to get
into the race before the June 9 deadline for non-party candidates. This is a wacky district that over the last decade has sent
conservatives, liberals, Republicans and Democrats to Augusta.
Only a wacko would try to predict this race.
The only Republican running in the central part of South
Portland is taxpayers association leader Judy Carpenter. But
the Democrats have three candidates: former legislator Peter
Cloutier, newcomer Thomas Richardson (former state party
chair Keron Kerr is directing his campaign), and former unsuccessful state Senate candidate Petros Panagakos. Liberal
Democrat Cushman Anthony is giving up this seat, but it's no
sure bet the Dems can hang on here. Carpenter, running as an
Independent in 1990, finished a strong second in a three-way
race_
Republicans failed to find a candidate in the west end of
South Portland, assuring the Democrats of holding the seat even
though the incumbent, Harry Macomber, is retiring. Birger
Johnson, who lost a state Senate race last time, faces unsuccessful school board candidate Larry Albert in a Democratic
primary that will help at least one of them restore their selfesteem. Give the early edge to Johnson, the liberal.
Next week we'll air out the political situation in the suburbs
north and west of Portland.

Do the coordinator shuffle. The H. Ross Perot for
President campaign in Maine has changed leaders again. Frank
Cronkite of Albion, who took over after Thomas Dunn of
Winslow was indicted for tax fraud, gave up the job almost
immediately. The new Perot state coordinator- the third in a
month's time - is Marianne Doyle of Biddeford. Potential
Perot-maniacs can reach her at 283-1029.
Hair-raising concern: The Bangor Daily News recently
followed up on this column's scoop that 2nd District Congresswoman Olympia Snowe had abandoned her trademark hairstyle, the bun. Snowe denied the style change had anything to
do with reshaping her image.
"I didn't want to lose it," said Snowe. "All that pulling back,
all these years, has caused damage to my hair." •
Did you inhale? Did you hold parties where people inhaled? And what
about exhaling? Inside dope is always welcome. Contad us care of Casco
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St. , Portland, ME 04101 .
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"I think the whole thing is

a mess," said Payson. "The
way the whole thing was
handled was distasteful to
say the least." Payson said
he'll continue to support the
museum.
Payson's father, Charles
Shipman Payson, was an
industrialist who bankrolled
the museum's new building.
His mother, Joan Whitney
Payson, was an avid art
collector whose collection is
now located in the Portland
museum.
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273 Congress St., Portland 772-5357
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CHARLOTTE MACLEOD

HEARD THE NEWS?

WE'RE MOVING!

Dragon will blast
Naples mountain
Residents who lost a
round in their campaign to
keep a quarry out of their
quiet Naples neighborhood
must now decide whether to
take their case to court.
With about 65 Naples
re-sidents looking on April 8,
the state's Board of Environmen tal Protection (BEP)
voted 6-2 not to reconsider a
Dragon Cement license to
quarry Madison Mountain in
Naples. The vote kills hopes
that the BEP would call a
public hearing on the proposal.
A group called Neighbors
of Madison Mountain
(NOMM) had asked the BEP
to revoke or modify the
permit it granted 18 months
ago for the proposed quarry.
The group feared dynamite
blasts and rumbling trucks
would lower property values,
taint water supplies and
disrupt their rural lifestyle.
But officials with Dragon,
Maine's largest supplier of
ready-mixed concrete,
successfully argued that
reconsideration of the license
wasn' t warranted .
"We never had a public
hearing and now we won't
get one," NOMM spokesman
Kevin Clark said angrily after
the meeting. Clark said the
BEP "turned its back on us."
Kim Matthews, a Portland
lawyer representing the
group, said the group may
appeal the vote to state
Superior Court.

Brown wins,
cat and all
Official figures released
April 8 by the Maine Democratic Party give Jerry Brown
an official win by a fraction of
a percent over Paul Tsongas
in the state's presidential
caucuses.
Brown, the former California governor, wound up with
968 delegates to the state
party convention, which will
choose delegates to the
Democratic national nominating convention in mid-May.
Tsongas, whose presidential campaign is apparently
Continued on page 6

On May 1st we'll be relocating to 563 Forest Ave.
In the meantime come in and see
our new Spring styles and colors.
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Maine author, Book Signing
Waldenbooks (near Sears) Saturday, April 18, 1-2pm
& 2:30-3 :30pm at Waldenbooks (near Food Court)
Comfortable long
lasting footwear for
adults and children .

Waldenbooks®
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"Parking lot in re ar"

walltaboul

MAINE MALL

337 Forest Ave • Portland, ME • 207-773-6601

Call 772-8166 or 775-0886 for details_
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Lounger!
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This Bitold Frame
converts with
ease to a full size
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PET BUNNIES

$19,99 each

Continued from page 5
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Slang Creepers are back! - - - - - - - - -....
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"Experience
is a hard
teacher
because she
gives the
test first,
the lesson
after. "

Tomorrow'. a new
beginning - love
your mother,

-Vernon Law

EAT GOOD FOOD AND THINK GOOD THOUGHTS
LIFE'S SIMPLE THINGS,

GERALDINE
r.

So Po COpS change
use-of-force rules

ANTIQUEWOLF

~

& ESTATE JEWELRY
Lovdy antiques, beautiful vintage jewelry, and a variety
of sterling silver items. Browsers welcome.
Tuesday . Friday: 11 a.m . - 5 p.m.; Saturday: 10:30 a.m . - 5 p .m .
26 Milk Street, in Portland's Old Port (207) 774-8994

COOKIN'
g'M\"a
'7idip 'ume: $'5. 00
arrange ment in
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T he pe rfect to uc h. Pretty p ink
carn ati on s anJ alstroeme ri a in

'Terra Cotta 'Planter:

Thanks to all of you who came when we
were brand new and more than a little bit
shaky,
Thanks to everyone for the helpful
suggestions. You help us do what we do,
better all of the time.
Thanks to Mom and Aunt Beulah for all of
the great napkins and cushions.

Reautiful ,mJ re- usilhlc!

Thanks (in advance) for coming here for
more good cookin' next week and in the
months to come,

[)es k-top cont;]iner filleJ with
an ivy plant anu iris.

AM ,s< )IT':- ExcLc'IVE.

.'April 20-24

RETARIES' WEEK
772.--4638
25 TEMPLE ST REET

Now

We need to say thank you to everyone for
helping us have a very successful first year,
Thanks to Gloria, Jim, Roxanne and
Thomas who have been with us since before
we opened.

I

~ '~\ ,

M lsnTT's EXCLUSIVL

,

KATAHDIN

~il!J

OPE:\! \\'EEK~I(aITS UNTIL

5:30 PM

over, wound up with 962
delegates. Maine Voters will
also send 521 uncommitted
delegates to the state convention in Bangor and 492
delegates representing
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton.
The totals do not include
62 delegates chosen March 8,
after the national party's
closing date for the state's
caucuses. Maine Democratic
Party rules allow caucuses on
that date; the party still hasn't
ruled on whether those
delegates will be allowed to
go to Bangor. Brown won 44
additional delegates during
the March 8 caucuses.
Asked by Reuters News
Service why it took so long to
tabulate the final caucus
results, Democratic Party
Executive Director Lennie
Mullen said : "One town
(official) said the cat ate the
forms."

And last, thank you Jerry for being the
world's best dishwasher and salad maker.
DON'T FORGET CHOCOLATE LOVERS FLING
SUNDAY APRIL 26
(j -, JJ-IJ

~

4 (() ~-

774-1740
SPRING AND HIGH STREET
M9N-THURS 5PM - IOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - 11 PM

South Portland's police
force, which has been
cri ticized and sued for
several alleged incidents of
excessi ve force or harassment, has adopted new useof-force rules.
The expanded rules
specify that an officer must
submit a written report
whenever any amount of
force is used during an arrest.
Each report is later reviewed
by a police board . Officers
must help citizens who want
to file excessi ve force complaints with the department,
and each complaint will be
reviewed by Chief Robert M.
Schwartz or his deputy.
Guns may be used only by
officers as the last resort and
"only in the defense of life."
"We're trying to reemphasize the need to make
the department accountable
and responsible to citizens,"
said City Manager Jerre
Bryant, "and to make sure
we're up to snuff on procedures. There are times when,
by necessity, force is used . It' s
important that those are the
last resort, and that our
people are trained well to
deal with potentially volatile
situations."
The department is currently involved in one
excessive force lawsuit, and
faces at least three other
pending complaints.

Whole-estuary
approach unveiled
As moisture from Casco
Bay snowed and sleeted
down outside, representatives of the Casco Bay
Estuary Project (CBEP)
updated the public on how
they've been spending their
time and money ("Cleaning
up Casco Bay," page 10).
About 40 people braved

the inclement weather to
assemble inside cavernous
Fort And ross in Brunswick, a
former paper mill on the
banks of the Androscoggin
River. Included were presentations of maps depicting
such diverse but interrelated
data as shellfish closures
around the bay, human
population growth patterns
and bird nesting sites.
"There was a lot of
discussion, which was good
to see," said Lee Doggett,
CBEP's director. "There were
definitely people there I
hadn't ever heard from
before. Obviously most came
from an environmental point
of view, but there were a few
businesses and the Army
Corps of Engineers there as
well."

Help pick train
station site
Pressed by state
transportation officials
to choose possible train
station sites soon,
Portland Mayor Thomas
H. Allen will host an
April 21 public hearing
at City Hall. The station
will serve as Amtrak's
northern terminus on a
Portland-to-Boston run
that state officials hope
to have built by fall of
1993.

The hearing takes
place April 21 at 7:30
p.m. in City Council
chambers at Portland
City Hall.

PROP to elect

two trustees
The People's Regional
Opportunity Program
(PROP), a county-wide
advocacy group for lowincome people, is accepting
nomination papers from
those low-income people or
their ad voca tes to fill two
seats on its board of trustees.
"This is a wonderful
opportunity for people to
have influence on the policies
that guide PROP," said PROP
spokesperson Sue Bonior.
"They'd playa role by
approving new programs,
raising money and helping
set the goals that drive that
agency."
Only Portland residents
are eligible for the three-year
seats.
Prospective nominees may
request a nomination from
PROP, or present the signatures of 25 other low-income
people to PROP by April 27.
To qualify as a low-income
person, someone must earn
less than 150 percent of the
federal poverty guideline for
his or her family size, or less
than $9,930 annually if he or
she is single.
PROP also needs to fill a
private sector vacancy on its
board of trustees, Bonior said.
Any business representative
in Greater Portland with an
interest in low-income issues
is eligible for consideration.
For more information, call
Sue Bonior at 874-1140, ext.
345.

7

Falmouth checks
out library fix-up
A Falmouth committee has
recommended the town
spend $1 million to renovate
its library.
The panel, made up of
library trustees, town
councilors and citizens,
concluded that Falmouth
Memorial Library is in high
demand but is too small and its facilities (including
restrooms, research materials
and periodicals) aren't
adequate. The building also
isn' t handicapped accessible.
To make those repairs, the
panel proposed a publicprivate split: Half the money
should be raised through
private donations, and half
should come from public
money. The panel said the
library should no longer be a
private non-profit corporation, but a public-private joint
venture instead.
"There was unanimity that
the current facili ty is woefully inadequate, that it ought
to be either restored or
knocked down and rebuilt,"
said Town Councilor Jon
Piper. '1t's a question of
funding and how you best
assure funding. Any substantial allocation is going to
require a referendum." Piper
said there are legal questions
about whether the town,
which already funds more
than half of the library's
expenses, could enter into a
joint-ownership agreement
with the library.
Library officials oppose
town ownership of the
library.

RECYCLE lOUR AWMINUM.

If you're finished with that softball equipment. we'l\ buy it
or seU for you. And put it back in the game.

onia®
Outlet

State to keep tabs
on child molesters
A new law sponsored by a
Gorham legislator will
require convicted child
molesters to register their
current addresses with the
Maine State Police, a list
whkh local police - and
some citizens - can access.
State Rep. Anne Larrivee,
who sponsored the bill Gov.
John McKernan signed into
law April 6, said she introduced it after discovering
that a number of child
molesters had moved to
Gorham.
"This reinforces the fact
that they did indeed commit
a crime," Larrivee said.
"There's a lot of denial there.
This helps them learn to Ii ve
with this disease. This isn't a
panacea; it's a first step."
Larrivee said she acknowledged a "trade-off between
the privacy rights of sex
offenders and the rights of
(potential) victims."
Under Maine law, child
molesters convicted of
felonies already provide their
names, addresses and other
information to state police.
Failure to update that
information when it changes
will now be a punishable
offense for up to 15 years
after the conviction.
"We opposed the legisla-

FALL '91 BLOWOUT SALE!
Prices effective through April 30

30% off
Synchilla® and Alpine
products for Adults and Kids
The Area's Largest Selection of:

pata~nia
Seconds' Overruns' Close-outs

#9 Bow Street
Freeport, ME
PH (207) 865-0506
FAX (207) 865-0716

Settler's Green, Route 16
North Conway, NH
(603) 356-3363
Additional bargains will
be available tltroughout
the montll! Sale items
limited to stock on hand.
© PatOlgllnia, Inc. 1992
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Irish
handerkerchief
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CHECK OUT OUR
SUNDAY SPECIALS!
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Open: 10 to 6,Mon.· Sat.
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-1 ..,..a
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fine clothing and craftwork

34 Exchall8e &.
Por~ and Maine
(207) 7[U52,19

Factory Outlet· Freeport Fashion Mall
2 Depot Street, Freeport • 865·0462

Parking Stamp Available

Easter is Sunday, April 19

Give A .G ift Of
Springtime!

Springtime
Basket Bouquet

T-G775

From bunny carts to beautiful baskets
brimming with springtime's loveliest
flowers, Teleflora has wonderful gifts to
celebrate the season. And each keepsake
will be a lasting memory for seasons to
come. To send one anywhere, call or
visit our shop today.

Picket Fence
Basket Bouquets

T-P777 (Large)
T-P778 (Small)

Lg.26

99

99
sm.21
31eleflora
Prices may vary out of town.

Open:
Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Sat. 9-5
Free Parking

tion. We think it's a bad
idea," said Maine Civil
Liberties Union (MCLU)
Exerutive Director Sally
Sutton. "But there' s not much
we can do now until someone
comes forward who's been
hurt by it."
Sutton said original drafts
of the bill were to have
required all sex offenders to
update their addresses for
life.

Crime washes
over Chebeague
Chebeague Island's crime
problems may pale beside the
problems of big cities like
New York, but they've got
island residents worried.
The swell of break-ins at
cottages and island businesses over the past few
months has caused residents
to start taking unusual
precautions such as locking
their doors and pulling keys
from their ignitions.
During the summer,
Cumberland police officers
are assigned to daily shifts on
the island. But in the winter,
when the population shrinks
to about 200, there is no
regular police presence.
Over the past few months,
at least eight incidentsranging from criminal
mischief to burglary - have
been reported on the island,
Cumberland police say. One
eight-year island resident
even installed a burglar
alarm.
Though no arrests have
been made, Cumberland
Police Chief Leon Planche
said his investigators are
doing all they can. He said
suspects have been identified
and the department is trying
to gather enough evidence to
make arrests and win
convictions.

New Gloucester
nixes elderly
housing project

Bunny Cart
Bouquet

T-B776

Continued from page 7

130 St. John Street
Portland, Maine

761-1580

New Gloucester' s Plan·
ning Board rejected a proposed elderly housing
development for the second
time, citing the building's
unappealing size and design .
The project's boosters
immediately began planning
an appeal of the decision.
New Gloucester Housing
Inc., a non-profit advocacy
group, had proposed building the 18-unit elderly-care
home on church land in 1988.
"It was an uphill fight
from the beginning. It was
clear that some members
would never vote for this,"
said attorney David Lourie,
who represents New
Gloucester Housing Inc. "As
we went through the process,
there was increasing opposition, in part because of

uncertainty over who the
residents would be. As
people talked more about
Pineland clOSing, that became
a significant issue."
The board had earlier
denied a request to waive the
town' s height limit ordinance
for the building - despite
favorable testimony from a
historian that a taller building
would better fit the historic
character of the town's Lower
Falls neighborhood .
Lourie said the advocacy
group would be raising funds
for an appeal, which could
run up thousands of dollars
in deposition costs.

BIW to build
three more
destroyers
Bath Iron Works Corp.
(BIW), Maine's largest private
employer, has won a $749.9
million contract to build three
new Arleigh Burke destroyers for the Navy. BIW said
the new contract raises its
backlog of work to $2.2
billion and guarantees the
shipyard work well into 1997.
"We must strive to be the
best builder of destroyers for
the Navy," BIW President
Duane Fitzgerald said in a
letter to the company's
employees, "and we must
also intensify our efforts to
expand our commercial
business."
BIW, which presently
employees about 10,000
workers, depends on the
Navy for 90 percent of its
work because it specializes in
building high-tech warships.
Said BIW spokesman
Kevin P. Gildart, "This is a
notch in our gun."

Nuke waste gets
cool reception
in Wiscasset
Despite their longtime
support for Maine Yankee,
Wiscasset residents are
worried about the leaks and
groundwater contamination
that might result if the
nuclear power plant becomes
a storage site for the low-level
radioactive waste it produces.
''We've got the plan t," said
Mildred Curtis at an April 7
meeting of the Maine LowLevel Radioactive Waste
Authority. "That's enough."
But waste authority
spokeswoman Dianne
Jackson said most Mainers
believe the waste should be
kept right at Maine Yankee.
Most of Maine's 30,000
cubic feet of low-level waste
is already generated by
Maine Yankee. Under federal
law, states must begin taking
responsibili ty for their own
waste by 1996.

Maine callers can
block Caller I.D.
Starting in August, thanks
to a new state law, Maine
telephone rustomers can
keep their numbers from
showing up on Caller LD.
devices at the other end of
the line.
The law, introduced by

Portland Rep. Herbert
Adams, gives phone subscribers who cite health or
safety concerns the right to
block their telephone numbers from Caller 1.0. boxes,
which show the owner of a
telephone where incoming
calls originate. Adams said
the law protects personal
privacy jeopardized by
advanced telephone technology.
New England Telephone
Co. said it would honor all
sincere line-blocking requests. "If a caller says health
or safety are an issue, we will
take them at face value," said
New England Telephone Co.
spokesman Peter Kovach.
The phone company said
advocates for abused women
and police made persuasive
arguments that Caller 1.0.
could be misused to put
battered women at risk or
hinder information-gathering
by police.

Cabinetmaker wins
cash from copycat
A renowned Maine
furniture maker has won an
out-of-court settlement from
a larger New York company
it claimed copied its unique
cabinet designs.
"We are delighted," said
Tom Moser, president and
co-founder of Thos. Moser
Cabinetmakers, announcing
the settlement with Harden
Furniture Company. Moser
said it was, to his knowledge,
the first time a craftsman's
partirular style of furniture
had been protected against
copying.
A company press release
said Harden agreed to "a
substantial monetary payment" to Moser. The agreement also requires Harden to
cease manufacturing copies
of Moser furniture, and alter
its new prod uct line to
remove all features of
Mosers distinctive style.•
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NOW EARN A 10% REBATE ON YOUR 1992 VISA
FINANCE CHARGES·

WEIVE TAKEN AN
ALREADY GREAT VISA
CREDIT CARD ..•
.15% ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE
• $12.00 ANNUAL CARD FEE
C:NAIVED FOR THE FIRST YEAR)

Reported by PaulKilrr arid
The Associated Press

• $250,000 OF TRAVEL ACCIDENT INSURANCE

AND MADE IT EVEN BmER.

weird news
Bungled burglaries
... Two bank robbers who
tried to make off with cash
from a Falmouth branch of
Casco Northern Bank April
13 were caught in the act by a
cleaning lady and got away
empty-handed. Local police
said the crime resembled
another recent bungled
burglary in Bangor.
... Several days before the
Falmouth robbery attempt,
another prospective crook in
the York County town of
Sanford was foiled when he
left footprints in new-fallen
snow. Police followed the
footprints to the man's house,
where they discovered a
cache of pilfered items.

During 1992 we will rebate 10% of your 1992
finance charges. With the government no longer
allowing interest deductions on credit cards our
rebate will allow you to reduce your credit card
finance cost. Compare what you are presently
paying on your other credit cards and then call the
credit union, we'll help you payoff your other
cards and transfer those balances to your Town &
Country VISA Card.
It real~ pays to have a credit card with Town &
Country Federal Credit Union! (To qualify for aVISA
Card with Town & Country you must live or work in South
Portland, Scarborough, or Cape Elizabeth.)

~
COUNTRY
FEDERAL • CREDIT • I.JNION

MAIN OFFICE

P.O. Box 9420, 557 Main St.· So. Portland, ME 04116-9420

Please cut here and return to Town &Country
Federal Credit Union or give us acall and we'll send
you an application.

1-----------,
I I would like to apply for a Town &
Country VISA card, please send me an
I application.
I
I 0 I am presentlyamember of Town &
I
Country FCU, Account Number:
I 0 I am not amember of Town &Country
I
FCU but would like information on joining,
II Name___________

BRANCH OFFICE

I

1343 Congress St. • Portland, ME 04102

:

Addres>-s- - - - - - - - - CiIY. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(207) 773·5656 • 1·800·649-3495 • FAX 772·3624

I
I

State
Zip
Phone Number _________

• The 10% rebate of your 1992 finance charges isto be credited

direct~ to your VISA account, February 1993, to member; who

were In good standing for all of 1992.

L ___________ ..J

•
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BREAKFAST
$1 49
• 2 EGGS, HOMEFRIES & TOAST
• OUR OWN HOT CEREAL
• MULTIGRAIN PANCAKE
WI REAL MAPLE SYRUP
• FRESH FRUIT SALAD WI TOAST

1\ If11TtIELY
lVJ[~ HAIR
Appointments taken
Walk-ins welcome

SAT BAM - 8PM & SUN 9AM - 3PM
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily

SWUNG PRODUcrS.

PEACE lind QUIET,
ANYONE?
Enjoy city convenience
in wooded seclusion
at

~

TAMARLANE
••••

or

BACK COVE ESTATES

Located off Ocean A...enue
ooerlooking Baxter Boule...aTd, Portland.
774-8842

CHOOSE FROM:
• Elegant single-level Capes and Gardens
• Beautiful two' story Townhouses
• Choice of 1 or 2 Baths
• Fully applianced Kitchens
• Washer/Dryer hookups
• Assigned Parking Spaces
• On,site Laundry Facilities
• Swimming pool, Tennis courts,
Clubhouse
• 24,hr Maintenance, and more!

So, whether you work Of' play in downtown
Portland, you'lllooe returning home
to the quiet serenity found at
Tamarlane and Back Cooe Estates
- the perfect combination of
luxury and location!

CB W(fonee Harbert

HARVESTING:

TOURISM:

Greg Griffin, left, hauls a lobster trap from Casco Bay while Steve Gillis reloads one
on the rail. Casco Bay fisheries reel in about $121 million in annual revenues,
according to the Maine Planning Office.

Passengers disembark from the cruise ship Bermuda Star at the Portland
International Ferry terminal. State estimates indicate that tourism and recreation
generate an annual $250 million in the Casco Bay watershed.

'C leaning up

Casco Bay

Across the Casco Bay bioregion, citizens groups
are popping up faster than pogies - and faster
than the federally funded Casco Bay Estuary
Project can deal with them.

than a snapshot before you can take action."
This qualifier, though, never appeared in the
Troubled Waters report.
When the report appeared late in 1988, it
sparked public outcry and ignited citizen and
government action. Around the bay, volunteer
groups sprang up and, by April 1990, the
Maine Department of Environmental Protection had persuaded the federal Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to name Casco Bay
to its National Estuary Program.
The National Estuary Program provides
five years of federal funds and support for
determining what's wrong with an estuary
and how to clean it up. In June of 1990, the
new Casco Bay Estuary Project (CBEP) office
was established in Portland.
Casco Bay is Maine's most populous and
urban estuary: Its watershed includes 24
towns and 979 square miles (an area almost
the size of Rhode Island), and is home to
roughly one-quarter of the state's population,

",'• .,-".-,M.':'.'.

Located on Canco Road,
off Washington A...enue, Portland
774-8664

• COLORING' PERMING· WAXING

865-9214
• EAR PIERCING' MANICURES
13 Royal Ave (off School St) Freeport • M-F 9-7 • Sat 8-4

ONE MONUMENT WAY • PnD • 772-7299 I FAX 772·9662
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• By Flis Schauffler

Cundy's Harbor rests at the thumb of a
long-fingered peninsula that stretches into
eastern Casco Bay. In the calm at twilight,
sounds skip across the water: the muttering of
gulls, the steady slice-and-glide of a dory
being rowed ashore. Two men load a seafood
truck outside Hawkes Lobster Pound in what's
left of the light. In this timeless village of white
clapboard houses, by shores and waters that
appear pristine, it's hard to imagine that
anything is amiss.
Hard to imagine, that is, unless you fish in
these waters.
A half-mile up from town, Guy Johnson III,
a commercial diver and fish harvester, sits in a
living room that runs the length of his large
wooden horne. Light sifts in through diamondshaped panes of glass, and comes to rest on a
vaseful of tired yellow poppies. A tall, barrelchested man, Johnson has a broad, cleanshaven face and cropped chestnut hair.
Speaking slowly, but without hesitation, he
describes what has happened to Eastern Casco
Bay.
Johnson has been diving in these waters for
nearl y three decades. During that time, the
visibility underwater has gone from 30 to 10
feet in winter, and from 10 to 0 feet in summer.
Around five years ago, the kelp beds died.
With them went the sea moss, green crabs,
horseshoe crabs, sea urchins and many fish
species.
"Over the years," says Johnson, "it's all
disappeared."
No cod, no hake, no haddock. Local people
used to catch 100,000 pounds of whiting a day.
Now there's none. All marine life experiences
cycles, Johnson concedes, but "never have I
seen a cycle when everything died at once and
didn't come back." Normally, one species
would replace another, but now "nothing's
there, it's just mudflat."
A third-generation fisherman, Johnson is
unable to make a living from the bay any
more, Last summer he joined the merchant

marine to make ends meet.
Johnson says he can't recall a time when
things were ever this bad: "I really believe we
have a disaster out there."

Troubled waters
The first warning bell for Casco Bay
sounded late in 1988 when the Conservation
Law Foundation and the Island Institute
issued a report entitled Troubled Waters, which
documented unexpected findings of contamination in Casco Bay.
The report drew on research done in the
early and mid-1980s at several sampling sites
around the bay. Funded by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), the research assessed contaminant
levels in sediments and fish livers as part of a
national study.
Out of 43 locations NOAA sampled around
the country, the sites sampled in Casco Bay
registered among the highest contaminant
levels found in fish livers (where toxins are
concentrated), In sediment samples, scientists
found elevated levels of lead, copper, zinc,
nickel, chromium and cadmium, along with
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), a
cancer-causing substance from unburned fuel.
Overall, contaminant levels in the Casco
Bay sampling sites rivaled - and, in some
cases, exceeded - those of the country's most
polluted urban harbors.
Dr. Peter Larsen, the Bigelow Laboratory
scientist who conducted most of those initial
studies, is not prepared to draw any conclusions about the overall health of the bay. The
degree of pollution, he explains, is "relative to
your expectations." People expect a lot of
pollution in major urban areas like Boston
Harbor or Narragansett Bay, but the waters off
Vacationland were - until the late '80sconsidered relatively clean.
The initial studies included a small number
of sampling sites, not enough to draw any
generalized conclusions about the state of the
bay, Larsen characterizes the early studies as
snapshots and cautions that "you need more

Washing down the watershed

Shaped like a clam shell, the shallow Casco
Bay estuary is a scenic collage of rocky
promontories, sparkling waters, tidal
mudflats and occasional sand y beaches,
crescen ts tha t look like fallen new moons.
Within 152 square miles of water, it holds the
greatest diversity of marine life along Maine's
3,OOO-mile coast.
The waters themselves are clear, but the
bottom is rich with mud carried down by the
major rivers that feed the bay: the Fore,
Presumpscot and Royal. Rivers carry sediments and nutrients that feed the estuary. But
with those benign imports corne contaminants
such as chemicals, bacteria and excess nutrients. When fresh water reaches salt, the
pollutants settle out and accumulate in the
bottom sediments of the bay.
Located at the margin of land and sea,
estuaries have a high tolerance for change.
Contaminants may gather
for years and even decades
before problems become
evident. But eventually
All marine life experiences cycles, but
they reach a critical
"never have I seen a cycle when everything
threshold. At that point,
accon;ling to University of
died at once and didn't come back."
Maine marine scientist Dr.
Les Watling, "they crash."
Guy Johnson III
No one knows how dose
Casco Bay is to crashing.
Beneath its surface, the bay has a wide range
A 1990 study of Casco Bay released by the
of what Watling calls "eco-regions," where
Maine State Planning Office revealed the
distinct species and submarine geology
tremendous economic value of sustaining the
characterize different parts of the bay. Casco
bay. Preliminary estimates indicated that
Bay is "extremely heterogeneous," Watling
tourism and recreation generated $250 million
explains, and "heterogeneity is a real problem
in goods and services, while fisheries brought
for ecologists." The biggest problem facing
in another $121 million.
researchers, he says, is that "we don't know
Now, two years after Casco Bay was
enough about the system to sort out natural
named to the National Estuary Program, the
catastrophes from human catastrophes,"
shock value of the scientific findings has worn
Watling, a member of CBEP's Technical
off and the slow process of restoration has
Advisory Committee, cites Guy Johnson's
begun.
claim that Casco Bay has died as one example
Volunteer citizen groups are out sampling
of this blurred distinction.
waters, a baykeeper has been hired as "a voice
The death of marine organisms in eastern
for the bay," and four committees of the CBEP
Casco Bay may be due to contamination from
have begun putting federal funds to work.
human activities or due to a natural event like
They are making headway in defining the
the l00-year flood in 1987. Satellite photos
problems facing the bay, but the biggest
during the flood showed a huge mass of fresh
challenge lies ahead, in mobilizing public will
water moving from the base of the Kennebec
to reduce pollution and pay for restoration.
The question remains: How do you
convince a quarter-million people to help
dean up a bay that doesn't look dirty?
Continued on page 12

ENVIRONMENTALLY
SAFE
Beautiful, long lasting,
hand knotted and hand
woven. Made from a
renewable resource ... wool,
the original miracle fiber.
So take some home ... and
beautify your environment.

Discover...
"The Maine Source of
Oriental Rugs"©
Bringing you Oriental Rugs
at unbeatable prices since
, Y 1\ t / 1974.

HARD CIDER
FARM Oriental Rugs
45 Middle Rd., Rt. 9
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appointments: (207.) 775-1600
Out of Town 1-800-660-RUGS
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Gift Certificates Available.

THE ROMA
casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining
769 Congress Street. Intown Portland 77 3-9873
Est. 1924 (In the histone Rines Mansion)
M-F 11:30 am-9 pm . Saturday 5-9:30 pm
I

Many fabrics
to choose from.

"Over 25 years Experience
Estimates Pick Up & Delivery"
Roy Banks, Proprietor 1883-38801 617A US Rt1 , Scarborough

pounds of sediment sifted with fertilizer; a
sprinkling of road salt greased with car oilall served up with an array of polystyrene foam
cups and plastic bags.
Storm water runoff and other types of
diffuse (or non-point) pollution are harder for
scientists to identify and harder for policymakers to address. Point sources, like industrial outfall pipes or sewage treatment plants,
can be regulated. But runoff, disposal of toxins
in the home and waste disposal among boaters
can't be controlled well through regulations.
It will be a year or two, Larsen and Watling
speculate, before scientists have more data on
sources that policy makers or activists could
use. Some citizens, though, aren't prepared to
wait that long.

River into Casco Bay. That water may have
contained a heavy load of chemicals, Watling
says, but not necessarily. Heavy metals and
other toxins can take weeks, months or years
to kill aquatic life. Freshwater can kill marine
organisms in 10 minutes, Watling explains,
and it may be years before an ecosystem
recovers.
Several studies are underway to determine
which changes in the bay are part of natural
Waking a sleeping giant
cycles and which are ind uced by human
"I'm glad someone's doing something ... it's
activity. In the first phase of study, researchers
about time." That, says Baykeeper Joe Payne, is
are working to identify what contaminants are
the reaction he typically gets after he tells
there and where they are located. Bigelow
people about his job.
scientist Peter Larsen has taken core samples
Payne, a hefty man with a full brown beard
from the bottom of the bay that will reveal 600
and
graying hair, was hired last summer by the
years of pollution history. And last fall, the
citizen group Friends
CBEP funded a
of Casco Bay to educate
$100,000 study of
Some CBEP committee
citizens about the ba y
trace metals in bay
and to serve as a
sediments to identify
members hope
watchdog, ensuring
where "hot spots" of
that the Estuary Project will
that users of the bay
pollution are.
abide by environmenResul ts of both
lead toward a system
tal regulations. Having
these studies, due
of regional environmental
talked with people
out by June, may
from all walks of life,
help to determine
management
Payne is convinced that
whether the existing
most people in the
that
follows
natural
pollution has
region
are concerned
accumulated from
geophysical
boundaries,
and a "significant
historic uses of the
minority" are read y to
bay, such as 19thinstead of town lines.
act on their concern.
century ind us tries,
Already, more than
or from current
a dozen groups around the bay have begun to
sources. The CBEP is funding an environmenhelp monitor local waters. (See "Pollution
tal historian to document historical sources of
patrollers," page 17). The League of Women
pollution around the bay this summer.
Voters is starting a campaign to stencil "No
The second phase of study will prove more
dumping" signs onto storm drains, and the
challenging: tracing contaminants back to the
Portland Water District is working with citizen
source. Some sources of pollution are already
groups
around Sebago Lake to protect that part
evident, but most remain hard to pinpoint.
of the watershed.
Among the most apparent sources of
The challenge for the newest organizations
pollution are the half-dozen combined sewer
- Friends of Casco Bay and the CBEP - has
overflow (CSO) systems that ring the bay. In
been to get established, hire staff and start
dry conditions, these 19th-century sewer
doing actual projects. Citizens ready for action,
systems direct sewage to secondary treatment
Payne notes, have been frustrated that the
plants, but even a light rain causes the systems
organizations aren' t ready to work with them.
to overflow, dumping a mixture of raw
This criticism is leveled most often at the
sewage and storm water into the bay.
CBEP, which took more than a year (of its short
While an obvious source of pollution,
five-year term) to get established. The process
sewage may not be the worst culprit. A larger
was slow, in part, because the Estuary Project
and more intractable problem could be storm
represents a new model for government
water runoff from roads, parking lots and
involvement at the local level. Rather than
farm fields. Storm water carries a modem-day
dictating standards for cleanup set in Washingwitch's brew into the bay: quarts of pesticide
from manicured yards and golf courses;
dollops of detergent from car-washings;
Continued on page 14
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A swimmer braves the water at his own risk at Portland's East End Beach. Signs are
posted daily to indicate bacteria levels in the water.
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MAY
VOTER'S

GUIDE
on the stands

CLOTHING FROM URBAN OUTFlmRS. WE BE
BOP ECOTE. OUTER LIMITS. CANAL JEAN •••

April 30, 1992

Register now for Casco Bay Weekly's May Voter's Guide.

SPORT FISHING:

*49% of Casco Bay Weekly readers are not affiliated with
either major political party, but prefer to choose candidates
and issues themselves.

CBW/Tonee Harbert

Fisherman wait for the mackerel to bite at Maine State Pier. Depending on the
season, fishermen can catch smelts, pollock, small flounders and cunners.
citizen group. She is a regular at both management committee and CAC meetings. Dyer's
worried expression belies an imperturbable
sense of humor. "The way they (the management committee members) move," she says,
"makes a snail look a speed demon!"
Despite the frustrating pace, Dyer is pleased
Continued from page 12
with the way the Estuary Project works and its
plans for the next few years. She has high
ton, D.C., the federal EPA offered Maine $2
praise for the project's six staff members (four
million. The money (to be matched by $500,000
employees in Portland and two in EPA's
in state funds) is to help decide - in a particiBoston office) and for fellow committee
patory, consensual process - what should be
members. People on the management commitdone to protect (and, if necessary, restore) the
tee are willing to listen and consider all views,
health of Casco Bay.
she says; they "never make you feel 'Well,
One member of the Citizen's Advisory
well, dear, it's pleasant to have you here but
Committee characterizes the project as a
you don't know anything.'"
"sleeping giant." The project has enormous
The challenge now, Dyer believes, is to
potential to help the bay and raise public
foster "more public dialogue" and reach up
awareness, observers agree, if onl y it can shake
into the watershed with educational efforts.
its bureaucratic
The CBEP has taken a
somnolence.
slide show on the
The vision of regional manage- road, and has plans
"It's a very awkward structure," Dr.
for workshops, a
ment is ambitious, concedes
Les Watling concedes,
speaker's bureau,
but "things are getting
Casco Baykeeper Joe Payne:
posters, fact sheets
accomplished
and
a traveling
"This is all in the realm of what exhibit.
slowly."
Last month,
The CBEP works
they began a miniif." Its success may depend on
through a system of
grant program to
the extent to which CBEP,
four committees: a
fund public education
management commitFriends of Casco Bay and other projects around the
tee that decides the
bay. Last week (on
groups around the bay can
budget and work
April 11), they held a
plan, a technical
public forum at Fort
engage people in the process.
advisory committee
And ross in Brunswick
(comprised of sciento update about 40
tists), a local government advisory committee
citizens on their progress.
(comprised of municipal officials), and a
Educating people about the bay will be no
citizens advisory committee or CAC (commean feat, says Dyer, especially when those
prised, at least on paper, of business people,
people are scattered throughout a watershed
environmentalists, fish harvesters, developers,
that reaches 65 miles inland. The headwaters
farmers, seafood marketers, educators, marina
of the rivers that feed into Casco Bay lie in
operators and others).
Bethel, a scenic village in the foothills of the
All committee meetings are open and work
White Mountains. Not many people up that
by consensus. While this approach prevents a
way, Dyer speculates, would know what to
disgruntled minority from undermining
make of a sign that read "Casco Bay Starts
efforts to dean up the bay, it has proven
Here."
frustrating and ponderous for participants in
Reaching out
the process.
Jean Dyer, who co-chairs the public outThe Estuary Project won't reach people
reach subcommittee (within the CAC), acuntil it involves more of them in the committee
knowledges that a lot of issues are revisited,
process, says fish harvester Guy Johnson, who
meeting after meeting, in the search for
served as co-chair of the CAC until last
consensus. The selection of a logo consumed
summer, when he had to ship out in the
six months of committee discussions, and the
merchant marine.
hiring of the public education coordinator
The CBEP committee meetings are held
came only after five separate rounds of
during workdays, which reduces most
interviews, spanning four months.
committee participation to agency staff,
Dyer, who has lived on Chebeague Island
retirees and staff of non-profit organizations.
for 43 years, refuses to watch the bay go down
"I was not corporately sponsored like
without a fight. A petite retired teacher with
everyone else there," Johnson explains,
gray hair swept back in a schoolteacher's bun,
Dyer is president of the Casco Bay~sland
Development Association, a 30-year-old
Continued on page 16

Make plans now to reach this exceptional market.

CLEANING UP
CASCO BAY

Back Bay Tower
Music, theater, art, restaurants, shopping,
special outdoor activities ... it's all right
up the street or just around the corner
from Back Bay Tower. Or if you prefer
the comforts of home, here are more
reasons for living at Portland's finest
intown address:
• Panoramic views of Back Bay,
Casco Bay and the White Mountains
• Indoor pool, saunas and exercise room
• Secure parking garage
• State-of-the-Art security
• Secluded rooftop terrace garden
• Elegant lobby with concierge
• Spacious 2 and 3 bedroom apartments
with plenty of closets
• Private balconies and terraces
• On-site management and maintenance
• 25 different floor plans

or call for
an appointment

BACK BAY TOWER
772-7050
401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101

'Wimbush & Associates, 1991 Reader Survey.
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A man and his dog make the 20-mlnute passage from Peaks Island to Portland
Casco Bay Lines carries about 650,000 people a year, servicing six islands In th~ bay_
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:'they'r~ taking this on as part of their jobs. It's
Impossible for a working man to give up half
a day's pay."
A member of the public outreach subcommittee who teaches high school shares the
~me concern: She hasn't made a meeting in
SIX months because the afternoon committee
meetings conflict with after-school roaching
demands.
Robert Moore, CBEP's public outreach
coordinator, acknowledges that the CAC
needs to reflect a broader spectrum of the
community. The project recently restructured
the CAC and is currently recruiting 20 to 25
new members.
As the only fish harvester to serve on either
the CBEP management committee or the
CAC, Johnson says he often felt like he was
trying to describe colors to a blind man. He
would like to see more involvement by other
fishermen but doubts they can be enlisted.
"There's a high level of concern" among
fishermen, he suggests, but also "a high level
of denial .. . our livelihoods are at stake."
Johnson explains that fishermen tend to
"presume that the scientific community and
government knows (about the problem) and
are either trying to protect them or do them
in."
The Estuary Project, in the estimation of
Johnson and others, is doing its best to bring
people together and get them talking. Johnson
characterizes the staff and committee members as "interested, dedicated, methodical
people" who are good organizers. He is
concerned, though, by the absence of charismatic leadership: 'They don't seem to be
inspiring much."
The lack of inspiration may stem, in part,
from lack of a common vision.
Participants in the CBEP committees have
all brought different agendas to the process:
Scientists want more funds for research ,
citizens want actions to reduce and prevent
pollution, businesses want Simpler environmental permitting and regulations and local
government wants more money to improve
their sewer systems and manage storm water
runoff.
Jeff Jordan, assistant city manager in South
Portland, says towns will be "doing (the)
lion's share of spending" (three) years from
now when plans for cleaning up the bay
beoome actions."
Many participants in the Estuary Project
have ever been involved in a project that
strives to bring many different interest groups

to consensus. Dr. Les Watling says that he is
accustomed to working from a scientific model,
where you start with an idea, develop a
hypothesis, set goals and objectives for,research, then try to find precise answers to the
questions you have posed. The Estuary Project,
he says laughing heartily, "clearly doesn' t
work that way."

And after the party's over
Many participants aren't sure where the
CBEP will be in 1995, when the federal money
runs out, or even where they want it to be.
Some CBEP committee members hope that
the Estuary Project will lead toward a system
of regional environmental management that
~ollows natural geophysical boundaries,
mst~ad of town lines. Rather than applying
enVIronmental regulations on a town-by-town
basis, the whole Casco Bay watershed would
follow one set of procedures.
Regional management could be an essential
step to ensuring the health of Casco Bay, but it
won't come easily to an area steeped in a
tradition of local control. The only law that was
moving towns in that direction, the Growth
Management Act (which helped towns undertake comprehensive planning), was effectively
repealed by the Legislature this winter. Towns
that just began comprehensive planniI.g work
don't appear to be ready for regional cooperation.
Freeport Town Planner Jacqueline Cohen
explains that the current process is "so timeconsuming dealing within the community,
(it's) hard to move outside the community."
Within her town alone, she cites five different
committees that are working to address local
water-quality issues.
The vision of regional management is
ambitious, concedes Casco Baykeeper Joe
Payne: 'This is all in the realm of what if." Its
success may depend on the extent to which
CBEP, Friends of Casco Bay and other groups
around the bay can engage people in the
process.
"An involved citizenry," Payne believes, "is
absolutely necessary." Payne hopes that those
people already working with the Estuary
Project, Friends of Casco Bay, citizen monitoring groups and local land trusts can pull new
people into their efforts.
In difficult economic times, volunteers can
provide the backbone of cleanup efforts as
citizen groups and government agencies strive
to do more with less.
"It's going to take a lifetime commitment"
on .~e part of vol~teers and taxpayers, says
actiVIst Jean Dyer: 'When the federal money is
gone, the bay will still be here." •

Flis ScMuff1er is a freelana writer who lives on II
highly populated piece of Casco Bay located between
the Fore and Presumpscot rivers.

In the four yea rs since
Troubled Waters roiled Casco
Bay, approximatel y 20 citizens
groups from Kittery to
Eastport have formed to test
the waters of the coast, its
estuaries and the rivers that
flow into the Gulf of Maine.
Several have common
origins and common denominators, but by and large, each
is an independent effort to
clean up the environment. A
number are based in the
Casco Bay region.
Most members see themselves filling a void left by
government. They cite the
state and federal governments' ongOing fiscal problems as one reason.
"Nobody trusts the
government to take care of the
environment," says Christine
Neumann. "What can weordinary, concerned citizens
- do to help?"
Others have jobs at stake:
Fully half of Casco Bay's
11~80 aciesof clamnfla ts are
closed due to fecal bacterial
pollution. Hundreds of acres
were closed in the past five
year s; hundreds of clam
diggers are out of work.
"People were seeing clam
flats closing left and right,"
says Doug Babkirk, a University of Maine Cooperative
Extension educator who has
assisted in forming a number
of coastal pollution committees. 'They fel t helpless,
victimized. The coastal
pollution groups were formed
as a means of community
empowerment."
Here's a rundown of local
water-watching groups, both
public and private. Most of
the citizen groups are looking
for help, and would welcome
your call.

Maine Department
of Environmental
Protection
Charged by the statutes
with monitoring Maine
waters, the Maine Department
of Environmental Protection
(OEP) has for years been
conspicuousl y absent.
Largely spurred by the
initiatives of others, but still
citing lack of money and
manpower, OEP had planned
to jump in the water in a big
way. In January it outlined an
ambitious plan to monitor the
state's rivers and streams. The
plan, presented by John
Sowles, DEP water quality
chief, envisions 1,300 sam-

piing sites and as many as
1,000 volunteers - many
from existing groups and
many others in groups yet to
be organized.
Webster Pearsall, who
already runs a similar lakes
program, was named to direct
the OEP's effort, and Massachusetts acid rain monitoring
veteran Leon Ogrodnick
signed on to recruit, train and
oversee the legion of volunteers expected.
The promised mid-March
announcement has come and
gone and DEP is nowhere
even close to caIling for
volunteers, according to
Ogrodnick. "It could be 1993
before we can get going," he
said recently.
(OEP has also been
involved in a regional mussel
monitoring project. Last
summer, tests designed to
determine whether mussels
are valid indicators of water
quality were conducted in
Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia . The project
was mostly symbolic; it
proved that U.s. and Canadian entities can cooperate on
a research project.)
Ogrodnick can be reached
at 443-%97. OEP's Portland
office is 879-6300. The Augusta office is 289-3901.
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Burst a Balloon and SAVE!
Receive up to a $50 credit
on your Spring purchase
(credit slips hidden within balloons)

Thursday, Friday &
Satuday, April 16-18

JONES NEW YORK
FACTORY STORES
Open Seven Days

31 Main Street. The Mikasa Building
Freeport, ME • 865-3158

Fast Cuts.
Frjendly Cuts.
Fabulous Cuts.

Casco Bay
Estuary Project
The progeny of a complicated federal-state bureaucratic mating. the Casco Bay
Estuary Project is described in
the cover story.
Last August, the Estuary
Project dredged bottom
sediments in 65 Casco Bay
locations. They were sent to
Texas A&M University for
analysiS for organic carbon
and nitrogen, sediment grain
size and 64 contaminants
including pesticides, heavy
metals, petroleum products
and a group of known
carcinogens once used in
electric transformers.
The analysis has been
completed and Texas A&M's
report is currently undergOing
a tortuous review process.
Why so slow? In addition to
basic goals of scientific
soundness, the project's
Technical Advisory Committee wants no repetition of the
torrent of serious scientific
criticism that accompanied the
Troubled Waters report.
Publication and public
Continued on page 18
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86 Exchange St. Old Port
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TIME TO RIDE YOUR
BIKE TO WORK!!

A fun filled bike tour offering cyclists the choice of 10, 25,
50, or 100 mile routes. The tour begins and ends at the
Shawmut Inn in beautiful Kennebunkport. For more
Information call 1-800-870-8000
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SALE

POLLUTION
PATROLLERS
presentation by the scientists
are expected within a month
or two, but CBEP Project
Director Lee Doggett cautions
that "preliminary results
show few surprises."
Regardless of the outcome,
the dredging results will only
serve as a baseline for a more
detailed, long-term trend
analysis that will be drawn
from core samples, obtained
by deeper drilling into "hot
spots" identified by the
sediment samples. These
projects, which are beyond the
scope of volunteers, are
reserved for professiona I
scientists.
, The project is cooperating
in two field efforts tha t will
involve volunteers. It is
funding the Pleasant River
Riverkeepers, a joint project
involving the Cumberland
County Soil and Water
Conserva tion District, the
Portland Water District and
Trout Unlimited.
Why is CBEP sponsoring
activities so far upriver? "We
want to encourage inland
communities to take care of
the water resources at their
d~rstep," says CBEP Director
Lee Doggett. "In the end, it all
flows in to the bay."
On April 25, Pleasant River
volunteers will plant 2,000
willow shrubs to stabilize a
mile of crumbling riverbank
along the Presumpscot River's
largest tributary. Smith is also
seeking some volunteers to
help survey land use by
interpreting aerial photographs. And volunteers are
needed for an educational and
outreach program. Call
Director Jody Smith at 8718651 to volunteer.
CBEP Outreach and Public
Information Director Bob
Moore is available for for
group presentations. Call him
at DEP's Portland office at
879-6300.

Friends of
Casco Bay

8 SESSION

AEROBIC CARD l i:;::r;::z::::::Z:::I:,:p*'1

$25
8 SESSION

TAN CARD

BEDWORK

$25

WATERBED & MATTRESS CO.

299 FOREST AVENUE
773-5762
next to Portland Lighting

20 MILK ST •• OLD PORT 871-7054

R.estoration and Design
of Fine Art Glass Windows
Since 1976-
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Last summer,Joe Payne
blew into town the same da y
as Hurricane Bob.
Bob blew out just as fast as
he came, but Payne's bosses at
Friends of Casco Bay expect
that the influence of Casco
Bay's first baykeeper will last
into the 21st century.
Friends of Casco Bay was
created three years ago in the
wave of concern that followed
Troubled Waters . Many
supporters believe that
Maine's environmental
monitoring and enforcement
have been underfunded and
halfhearted.
One reason for a full-time
baykeeper was to provide an
independent watchdog.
Friends of Casco Bay clearly
intends to watch government
agencies, too.
"Governments are innately
inactive," says co-founder
Dave Perkins. "They need to

We carry supplies and glass
for the stained glass artisan.

630 Forest Avenue
Ponland, ME
774-4154

Enjoy a Panoramic
View of Casco Bay
Specializing in Seafood
and Homemade Desserts
Westbrook High School students display water samples collected
for the PresumpScot River Watch program.
be prodded."
In his first six months on
the job, Payne has moved
ul tra-cau tiousl y, "networking" (he hates the term, but
uses it constantly), and
"learning to become a team
player."
Friends of Casco Bay is
attempting to put together the
largest team of all. If their
$75,000 proposal is approved
by the EPA, Payne, Friends of
Casco Bay and several
hundred volunteers will be
teaming up with Casco Bay
Estuary Project in the state's
largest water quality monitoring effort.
One unavoidable result of
this -partnership: State and '
federal governments will
become, instantly, Friends of
Casco Bay's biggest contributors. The watchdog would be
on the payroll of the watched.
Payne's background is
engineering and he approaches this project wi th an
engineer's meticulous
attention to both soundness of
concept and detail. "We want
to ensure that we have a
sound, valid program in place
when we start ."
It will also be thorough and
geared for the long haul, he
inSists, noting that consistent,
year-to-year data will be
required to monitor trends
over time. When Payne says
time, he means decades.
The sampling project will
begin modestly enough in late
Mayor June with a dozen
field sample-takers and
volunteer lab technicians.
Payne envisions it expanding
to "easily 100 volunteers" by
summer's end.
Payne has been making
presentations to area groups
since last fall and says that he
anticipates no problems
finding the volunteers. "I
know there are a lot of people
interested," he says. "I expect
that a lot of people will come
forward ."
Payne has been pitching
boating groups including local
yacht clubs, the Propeller
Dubs and the U.5. Power
Squadrons. "Recreational
boaters are a built-in resource," he says. "They've
already bought into the idea
of having a clean and usable

environment."
Interested persons should
call Joe Payne or Friends of
Casco Bay Administrative
Assistant Paula Palmer at 7998574.

Presumpscot
River Watch
The Presumpscot River
flows 22 miles from Sebago
Lake to Casco Bay through six
communities: Windham,
Standish, Gorham,
Westbrook, Portland and
Falmouth. Major tributaries
drain Gray, Raymond and
Cumberland. Counting the
Sebago-Long Lake drainages,
the watershed extends north
to Songo Pond in Bethel.
Once extolled in poetry as
"the fairest in Maine," the
Presumpscot was horribly
polluted by paper mills and
tanneries in the late 1800s.
Beginning in the 1960s, the
worst forms of industrial
pollution were eliminated.
Some fish have returned to
the river. In summer, children
frolic in several scenic
swimming holes in sight of
the S.D. Warren paper mill.
"Not good enough," say
the l00-plus members of
Presumpscot River Watch,
one of Maine's most active
and most successful citizen
water quality monitor groups.
In 1990 Presumpscot River
Watch began monitoring the
river, using volunteers under
the direction of University of
Southern Maine biology
professor Ray Riciputi and the
assistance-of River Watch
Network, a Vermont-based
group that currently assists 37
river monitor groups, principally in the Northeast.
Two fecal bacterial problems were detected in 1990.
Following Hurricane Bob last
year, fecal bacteria counts 10,
15 and in one case 30 times
the state's allowable standard
were measured on the river.
The Piscataqua River, a
tributary that drains the
bucolic Cumberland and
Falmouth farm countryside,
turned up the highest count of
all.
. These findings received
statewide media coverage and
focused attention on the

Presumpscot's residual
pollution problems. They also
focused attention on the role
that volunteer monitor groups
could play in a field traditionally reserved for state government.
And the attorney general's
office awarded Presumpscot
River Watch $1,500 to prepare
a three-year summary report
for the six main stem communities.
This season Presumpscot
River Watch seeks volunteers
for an expanded monitoring
program. In addition to
refining its bacteria monitoring program, it is also looking
at a far broader measure of
the health of the river.
"Benthic macro-invertebrate analysis" is a fancy
name for collecting bottomdwelling insect larvae,
classifying and counting
them. The method relies on
the fact that some insect
species can only live in clean
waters. Others are highly
tolerant of pollution and can
survive anywhere. Still others
eschew clean water and thrive
on dirty.
Riciputi's lab director,
USM senior Cheri Bond,
points to one of the latter, a
rat-tailed maggot, in the field
of her dissecting microscope.
"It looks like a little sac of pus,
with a taillike a rat. They
really look pretty gross," she
says. But it's not how they
look that really concerns
Bond.
"You don't find these guys
in clean stuff. Find a lot of
these and it's bad news for the
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LOG CABIN RESTAURANT
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HARDWOOD STOOLS
Sale $35.95

river."

Riciputi has teamed up
with high school teachers and
students in several area high
schools: Windham, Standish,
Westbrook, Deering and
Falmouth. Some work in the
lab, others work taking water
samples in the field . He
estimates that as many as 300
area students are involved in
the project.
New Presumpscot River
Watch president Susan
Webster welcomes new
volunteers and may be
reached evenings at 773-18%.
Riciputi has been teaching
Continued on page 20
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2 Wharf Street ·In the Old Port· 772-7400 Open daily

.-----Public Cable - - - - - .
and Preble Street Resource Center present

walk
Walk 3.6 miles around Back Bay
with us and
"Let Laughter Bring Hope to the Homeless"

SATURDAY
MAY 16

Payson Park
Portland -lOam
(rain or shine)

• 9 am - Registration
• 10 am - Walk begins
• Noon - Bring a picnic lunch
and laugh with us. Comedy
Concert, giveaways & more
at Payson Park.

POLLUTION
PATROLLERS
Continued from page 19
environmental issues and
developing high school
programs for 20 years. Call
him at USM at 780-4268.
River Watch Network is
available to start new river
watch groups. Call Regional
Coordinator Geoff Dates at
802-223-3840 .

Friends of
Royal River
Rising in the pastoral
picture-postcard pastures and
woodlands of the Gray-New
Gloucester highlands, the
Royal River winds its leisurely
way to Yarmouth. It has no
densely populated areas, most
riverside industry died off
years ago and there are no
major sources of pollution .
Last year a small group of
Yarmouth and North
Yarmouth citizens organized
Friends of Royal River. Their
purpose: to keep things that
way.
The Friends, who currently
number 30 dues-paying
members and a mailing list of
more than 100, publish a
newsletter, conduct nature
walks and educational
meetings. Planning, zoning
and land use issues concern
the Friends more than any
doubts about the quality of
the water, which. has no
obvious pollutiQn problems
bu t has not been tested in
nearly 30 years.
Lee Doggett, director of the
Casco Bay Estuary Project,
notes that the Royal is one of
three principal freshwater
inputs to the bay. The others:
Presumpscot and Fore.
Doggett agrees that the Rqyal
"has no obvious pollution
problems."
But, she says, "They might
be surprised what they find
when they do start testing."
One founding Friend, Gil
Birney, a North Yarmouth
riverside farm owner, says
tha t wa ter testing is next on
the agenda . But he's not
exactly diving in. "These
things move slowly, like the
river in August."
To join this effort, call
founding Friends Gil Birney
(829-6256) or Harry Nelson
(829-61 31).

Scarborough
Coastal Pollution
Committee

$5 registration (children under 12 free)
To receive pledge sheets contact Comedy Walk/Public Cable.
P.O. Box 8180. Portland. ME 04104. or call Preble Street
Resource Center at 775-0026.
Proceeds from walk to benefit Preble Street
Resource Center providing breakfast and
housing location services to Portland's
homeless and low-income communities.

Preble
Street
Resource
. . . . Center

----3([8
Public Cable
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The Scarborough Coastal
Pollu tion Committee is one of
the state's newest citizen
groups - and one of its most
effective.
The group has its origins in
the clam flats of the
Scarborough River. Years ago
a cornerstone of the local
economy, the once-productive
expanses of the estuary were
closed, acre by acre, as
residential development, with
its concomitant profusion of
inadequate in-ground septic
systems, spread along shore.
By the time the town's

Stanislaus Sonnenholzner takes water from one of the creeks that empties into Maquoit Bay.
sewer system was installed,
eliminating most sources of
pollution, Maine Department
of Marine Resources adopted
more stringent sampling
requirements for shellfish and
Simultaneously cut its field
staff. Reopening the flats
became a bureaucratic
football.
Clammers countered by
organizing the Shellfish
Conservation Committee with
go-getter Dick Haehnel, who
doubles as the town's shellfish
conservation policeman,
serving to head up the effort
to continue efforts to reopen
them. The effort involves
drawing samples to Department of Marine Resources
schedules and standards, then
driving the samples to
Boothbay for analysis. Once
Boothbay certifies the
samples, Haehnel pushes
Augusta to issue the final
orders required to reopen.
Haehnel's remarks on
dealing with Augusta are
unprintable.
The shellfish committee
assisted testing the wa ters on
the flats and succeeded in
reopening approximately 80
acres in the past few years.
When they felt they had
reached the limit of their legal
mandate, Haehnel helped
form the Scarborough Coastal
Pollution Committee last
summer to test the waters
further upstream, pinpointing
pollution'S shoreline and
inland sources.
Some high-powered locals
signed on. Co-chairman Ray
Riciputi is a University of
Southern Maine biology
professor and expert on
freshwater ecology. The other
co-chair, Denis Netto, runs a

hospital laboratory. Other
members include a town
planning staffer, another
university professor, a
sanitary engineer and a longtime clam digger.
Adopted as an advisory
committee of the town
government, Scarborough
Coastal Pollution Committee
has tripled the testing effort
and redoubled pressure on
Augusta to reopen fla ts.
The group also helped
eliminate two pollution
sources. For bureaucratic
reasons, two homes with
failing septic systems had
never been hooked up to the
town sewer and were leaking
into the Spurwink River
estuary. When the committee
fingered the source, the
bureaucrats yielded to
backhoes. Both houses were
hooked up.
Co-chairmen Riciputi and
Netto want to extend the
sampling program much
further inland - where they
expect to find all the usual
sources - but the project is on
hold for the moment due to
lack of laboratory fac ilities.
The state is giving its usual
money and manpower plea.
Boothbay will analyze only
tidal ri versoFreshwa ter
samples are someone else's
department.
The Scarborough Coastal
Pollution Committee estimates that a $1,000 to $1,.500
donation would buy the
necessary equipment for the
Scarborough High School and
pu t the freshwa ter program
on full flow . To date, the
group has operated on a town
budget of zero. It has made do
with a few donated items plus
the time and travel of its 11

volunteer members.
While the group has
requested some money from
the town budget as well as
from the state, it remains
committed to its shoestring
approach - fired up mainly
by the enthusiasm of its
members. Haehnel recently
told one group: "We have
enthusiasm! We have momentum! We're going places! "
The Scarborough committee is assisted by several
University of Maine Cooperative Extension educators who
have actively helped water
quality monitoring groups for
the past two years. The
school's leading water quality
expert is Esperanza Stancioff
in the Rockland office: 800244-2104. The local coord inator is Doug Babkirk: 780-4205.
The Scarborough Coastal
Pollution Committee seeks
volunteers to take the samples
and others to work in the
education and outreach
programs. Call Denis Netto at
883-5683.

Intertide
Corporation
Last summer this Brunswick-based mariculture
consulting firm recruited a
dozen volunteers who took
several hundred "archive
samples" - a precaution samples for a post-mortem
that was never needed. In the
event of a recurrence of the
1988 Maquoit Bay' shellfish
die-off, they would have been
analyzed .
Intertide co-owner Chris
Heinig is now a member of
the board of directors of
Friends of Casco Bay and
anticipates that water quality

sampling program will
su pplan t his own. Still, Heinig
notes that it was a simple,
inexpensive program, and
could be resurrected quickly if
needed. Call Heinig at 7294245.

Brunswick Shore
Stewards
Like Scarborough Coastal
Pollution Committee, Brunswick Shore Stewards was
born on the silent expanses of
once-productive clam flats.
The flats of Bru nswick,
Harpswell, Phippsb~rg and
West Bath, recently linked by
common shellfish regulation,
currently account for approximately 35 percent of Maine's
soft-shell harvest - despite
closures that account for 60
percent of former acreage.
The primary source of
shellfish pollution is hundreds
of licensed residential overboard discharges that line
more than 200 miles of
shoreline in the area. Many in
Brunswick are being shut
down by the town, one by
one, with the aid of more than
$1 million in state bond
assistance money.
In anticipation of a solution
to the direct discharges into
the bays, Brunswick Shore
Stewards has started monitoring the streams that carry
inland effluent to the sea.
Organized with the help and
some money from the state's
Shore Stewards Program, the
Brunswick group currently
numbers 18 active members
and monitors three of 12
streams that feed Maquoit and
Middle Bays and the New
Meadows River estuary.
Brunswick Shore Stewards'

CBW/Tonee Harbert
efforts are direct! y proportional to the numbers it can
field, says Alan Houston, who
doubles as the town's shellfish
warden. "If we get more
people, we can monitor more
streams. It's that Simple." Call
chair Tim Johnson at 725-8131.
Kathleen Leyden, state
planning office Shore Stewards Coordinator can assist
new groups. Her Augusta
office is 289-3261 .

Maine Island Trail
Association
While Maine Island Trail
Association (MITA) does not
monitor water quality per se,
its Portland trailkeeper, Karen
Stimpson, organizes cleanups
on 13 public islands from
Cape Elizabeth to the
Kennebec, including Fort
Gorges, Little Chebeague and
Jewell.
While MITA's detailed
work schedule won't be
decided for several weeks,
trailkeeper Karen Stimpson
sa ys island work parties are
scheduled nearly every
summer weekend . While
volunteers with their own
boats are especially welcome,
Stimpson promises transportation to "anyone who's
willing to go out with us to an
island on a work party."
MITA will hold an information meeting on May 20 for
people in terested in MIT A' s
"Adopt-an-Island" program.
Hop on MITA's boat by
calling Stimpson at 761 -8225 . •

Scott Andrews is QFQlmouth ski
bum and freelance writer. He
watches the snaws melt away and
flow to the sea after the lift s close.
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Censorship 'is simple, free speech is not
When WGME-TV canceled a TV spot bought by
Planned Parenthood, the Guy Gannett-owned
station broadcast a clear signal: NewsChannel13 is
more interested in protecting its own bottom line
than in protecting Maine women from venereal
disease and unwanted pregnancies.
In mid-March, WGME agreed to sell Planned
Parenthood of Northern New England 34 television
ads scheduled to run during daytime soap operas
and the "Oprah Winfrey Show." The station aired
the spot for eight days - until General Manager Bill
Stough saw it, and killed it.
"It was a mistake," said Stough. "A young sales
guy sold the ad and it got on the air. He was
unaware that it violated policy at the station: We do
not accept advertisements on controversial issues."
The 30-second spot opens with pictures of
students walking out of a building. In the background a rap singer chants, "You gotta check it out."
The ad then cuts to a young woman sitting in a
kitchen, who says:
"Birth control. Maybe it's not romantic, but it's
important. Maybe you feel. .. embarrassed or you're
worried about what it will cost. Relax. Talk to the
women at Planned Parenthood. They understand we
don't have lots to spend and every visit is confidential. Don't wait. Call Planned Parenthood today."
This ad was too controversial to run during
afternoon soap operas, which contain an average of
35 sexual references per hour? This ad was too
controversial for the unflappable Oprah, whose
recent shows addressed topics like "When your
landlord wants sex" and "Sex with an ex"? This ad
was too controversial to run between commercials
featuring busloads of blonde, bikini-clad beer babes
and Diet Pepsi's dance hall full of black women in
tight skirts?
"This spot featured a teenager talking about birth
control," said Stough. '1f that's not controversial, I
don't know what is."
Stough must not know that a 1990 Roper poll
found that 67 percent of adults approved of television broadcasts of contraceptive commercials.
Stough must not know that a 1987 Lou Harris poll
found that 72 percent said they would not be
offended by contraceptive advertising on TV.

Stough must not know that another 1987 poll found
that 83 percent of parents approved of condom
advertisements. And Stough must not know that
similar ads have alread y run on Public Cable and on
radio station WBLM.
"Once we take an ad for a controversial issue, we
open the station up to anybody who wants to
ad vertise," said Stough.
"We'd have one side angry that we took the ad,
and the other side saying we should take it,"
continued Stough, who added that he had also
refused an ad from a pro-life group. "Clearly, we
don't want to put ourselves in that position."
Casco Bay Weekly is in that position.
Presently, this newspaper is being pressured to
censor an ad for Mark's Showplace. Recently, CBW
was pressured to
censor an ad for a Tshirt that featured a
swastika (see
"Citizen," below). In fact, Casco Bay Weekly has been
in this poSition more or less continuously since the
paper was founded.
Bill Stough told CBW that WGME's policy is fair,
and that it is applied equally to all issues. (It's worth
noting that none of the other local broadcast TV
stations either aired the commercial or reported the
story.) Stough said he regrets the "mistake," but
stands behind the policy.
We at CBW think that policy is the mistake.
The pro-censorship rationale behind
NewsChannel13's no-controversy approach to
public service is even more troubling than the sexist
decision by Stough to pull the Planned Parenthood
ad. WGME has demonstrated that censorship is
ali ve and well here in Portland.
There are instances in which the media's responsibility to its community outweighs the community's interest in free speech. CBW edits the
Personals, for instance, and screens the Personal Call
system, in an effort to ensure that these services are
used by adults, and not by those seeking to engage
in prostitution. By so dOing, CB W is commi tting an
act of censorship.
But when such difficult situations arise, we try to
approach them with open minds and patient

consciences, not with blind corporate policy. We
know that no matter what decision we make,
someone will be sure we are in error. So we strive to
err on the side of free speech.
And so it is that an ad for Mark's Showplace
appears on page 31, even though CB W readers and
staff ~ind these ads offensive (see Letters, on facing
page).
Contrary to popular opinion, these decisions
have nothing to do with the revenue these ads earn.
At CB W, we lose more money as a resul t of the
controversy created by these ads than we earn by
publishing them. The same is true for WGME. From
a strictly financial Viewpoint, Stough made the right
decision: He minimized the risk of offending other
advertisers, and he avoided having to deal with an
opposing side asking for equal time.
What price will the rest of us pay for WGME's
financial decision?
Through its no-controversy policy, NewsChannel
13 has proven itself more interested in protecting
Guy Gannett's out-of-state stockholders than in
protecting its thousands of young viewers who will
face unwanted pregnancies this year.
And by refUSing to allow a message about
contraception to mix with its 35 explicitly sexual
messages per afternoon hour, WGME has broadcast
loud and clear that Bill Stough and Guy Gannett
boss Jim Shaffer don't care that they are encouraging
hundreds of thousands of young Mainers to risk
contracting the AIDS virus through unprotected sex.
In these hands, NewsChannel13's little orange ball
might one day be as heinous a symbol as the
swastika.
And what about Casco Bay Weekly? By running
ads that refer to women as "pets" and "girls who
dare to bare" - ads that send messages not unlike
those sent by the soap operas and the beer babes will CB W also earn its place on the trash heap of
history?
Perhaps it will.
But if so, we will go defending the right for
Planned Parenthood to advertise wherever they like,
and we will go defending the right for Mark' s
Showplace to do the same. •
(MP)

The swastika: a symbol of hate
• By Meyer L. Bodoff

.1

Recently, Casco Bay Weekly published an advertisement that included the prominent display of a
swastika intertwined with President Bush's name.
Perhaps some readers hardly noticed the ad while a
few others found it comical. Let me assure you,
however, that a large number of readers found the
ad offensive and slanderous. I urge Casco Bay Weekly
to stop publishing this ad immediately.
We live in an era when it is easy to forget what
that swastika stood for: the brutal slaughter of six
million Jews, including a million-and-a-half children; the murder of millions of other innocent
civilians; the barbaric treatment that Allied prisoners
of war were subjected to; methods of killing so
Scientifically perverse that they remain unique in the
history of mankind; the selections, death camps,
crematoria, gas chambers, cyclone B, mobile killing
vans, mothers and fathers, sons and daughters,
brothers and sisters, torn apart and destroyed .
Yet today we are witnessing a revolting phenomenon of Holocaust denial. A tiny fringe group of
racists are having a public relations field day by
denying the Holocaust ever happened .
Forget that a scattering of survivors are still alive
to bear direct eyewitness testimony. Forget the
documented findings of Allied troops as the camps
were liberated. Ignore the crematoria that still stand .

Pretend that the precise detailed records that the
Nazi regime kept don't even exist. Just keep telling
people that "it's all a Jewish plot, a grand master
plan to dupe the world." Make people question
reality. Tell people
it's time to put the
past behind us. Help
people forget the
magnitude of the horror. Belittle the suffering and
pain that will never end. And lastly deny the victims
their final justice by letting their history and
memory be stolen from them.
And so the symbol of all that horror and death,
the swastika, is made trivial by using it as a comical
political barb.
Let us never forget what the swastika actually
stood for. To deny the Holocaust happened is racist.
To belittle the historical basis of the Holocaust is also
a racist act. To forget the past horror is an insult to
all of humanity. Let us at least be honest with
ourselves.
. I submit the moral issues confronted here far
outweigh any economic factors (such as the money
Casco Bay Weekly earned from publishing the ad). As
an independent newspaper I believe you have a
higher responsibili ty than making a dollar at all
costs.
Certainly Casco Bay Weekly must be concerned
about freedom of expression, which is a lofty ideal.

citizen

But in reality there are civilized limits even to
freedoms. You cannot shout fire in a crowded
theatre. You can't smoke in a no smoking area.
One should also not be allowed to preach racism
or further hatred in the public press.
It is time to confront the rising level of hate
crime in our own community. Let us look carefully
at those who use the swastika today: neo-Nazis,
skinheads and Klansmen are just a few examples.
For those who think it can never happen again,
just look around. Racism is on the rise. Violence
against minorities is increasing at an alarming
rate. Parents are teaching their children to hate.
And the leaders of the community remain silent.
Enough! As a community it is time to say, "No
more." Let us dedicate ourselves to building
bridges between people. Let us denounce those
who preach hate. Let us turn our backs on the
revisionists. Let us learn from the tragic lessons of
history.
I urge Casco Bay Weekly to reconsider its
decision. The pain that this ad generates must be
stopped today. As Edmund Burke told us, "All
that is necessary for evil to triumph is for good
people to do nothing."
It is time we do something .•
Meyer Badoff is Executive Director of the
Jewish Federation of Southern Maine.
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letters
Offensive caption
I was profoundly disgusted by your choice of
caption underneath a picture
of musician Koko Taylor
(Calendar, 2.27.92): "This
woman gives good mike." Do
women in this very sexist
SOciety need to be objectified
by a self-proclaimed "progressive" I)ewspaper? Not
only does this kind of
"clever" innuendo effectively
undermine what should have
been a pronouncement of Ms.
Taylor's musical talent but it
reeks of racism, too. Looking
at it from a historical perspective, American culture has a
clear pattern of inappropriately sexualizing women of
color: She's both eroticized
and exoticized as a way to
maintain her marginal status
or justify sexual violence
done to her.
CBW, this feeble attempt at
being witty was nothing less
than completely offensive,
racist and sexist to the core.

Feminists Against Rape
Portland

Church helps
the underclass
Tom Hanrahan's petty
diatribe on the Church of
Rome and, in particular,
Bishop Joseph Gerry ("Saving
souls, born and unborn,"
3.5.92) would seem unworthy, even coming from an
embittered, self-described
"recovering Catholic." Or
even, for that matter, from
someone who owns up to
haVing made his living
writing for the New York
Daily News.
Among the faults
Hanrahan finds most egregious in Bishop Gerry are: As
a Catholic prelate, he is, get
this, against abortion - a
stand which most might
assume shouldn't leave Mr.
Hanrahan so thunderstruck;
and, oh yes, the bishop is a
"feminist nightmare, rigidly
sexist."
The ex-Daily News man
might be surprised to find
that, in a current mailing, a
national right-to-life group is
sharply critical of Maine's
Catholic hierarchy vis-a-vis
abortion, calling Maine's
diocesan views the most
liberal of any state's. Should
Hanrahan deign to drop by
the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception or other
diocesan parishes, he'd
become aware of an active,
involved feminine ministry,
both in the liturgy and in
community service.
Hanrahan notes that the
bishop's hands are "soft and
fleshy ... no heavy lifting
reqUired .. ." Should we
assume that a hard day at his
vvordprocessorleaves
Hanrahan with painfully
calloused hands? The man's
evident hand fetish extends
to observing the bishop has

seen
• By Tanee Harbert

"hands that have never
caressed a woman's breast."
... This is another cheap shot
in an article replete with
such.
Hanrahan may be unaware of how much the city
of Portland relies on the
Catholic Church to help feed,
clothe and otherwise comfort
the growing underclass of
our society ... Perhaps a day
as a volunteer at the
Cathedral's soup kitchen
might give Mr. Hanrahan a
more balanced perspective ...
He'll find it just off Congress
Street - in back of Bishop
Gerry's parish church.

~~/Z¥-~;t
John P. Wirtz
Portland

Misogynistic
adverdslng
In light of the incidents of
child abuse, sexual abuse, gay
bashing, rape and violence
against women that CBW
reports so frequently, why

Craig Lewia approached me on Congress Street April 9.
He was after 20 cents. Craig Is homeless and was, at the
time of our encounter, intoxicated. When I was ready to
leave he asked, "So where you off to nowl" I told him
that I was going to take some more pictures. I didn't
have the heart to tell him I was going home.
does it choose to promote
Mark's Showplace in its
advertisements. I find this
disillUSioning.
Clearly, you have not
made a connection between
child molestation or hate
crimes and depictions of
women that reduce us to
objects. CBW is running an ad
that refers to women as "girls
who dare to bare~' and "pets"
that "appear live on stage."
Women are not girls. Women
are not pets. And references
to children do not belong in
Mark's Showplace ad vertising.
Before running this ad
again, I hope CBWs editor
and staff will reconsider the
sexist implications of advertising Mark's Showplace. I
am aware that I may be
interpreted as advocating
censorship. However, I also
realize that the paper has
limited space, and its editor
is, in some respects a paid
censor who decides what will
and will not be included in
CBW. As far as I know, the
freedom to advertise is not
engraved in our constitution.

Advertisements comprise
a significan t portion of
newspaper content and are
relevant to the newspaper as
a whole. It would be a
refreshing change to see CB W
take a stand against racism,
homophobia and sexism.
Since advertiSing is an
editorial decision, does Editor
Monte Paulsen wish to
sustain and reiterate the
misogynistic (woman-hating)
message of Mark's Showplace?

~~;;::.
Melissa Savage ~

anti-gay political stance in a
personal context. This is
never a wise thing to do
when dealing with people
who claim that divine insight,
not prejudice, is the gUiding
force behind their busy
political agenda.
Divinity is a very useful
thing. Since many people
read iI y admi t tha t their
operating instructions do not
Originate from On High, it
allows the Inspired to avoid
the tedium of debate with the
faithless .... It comes in handy
when one's belief system is
confronted by science,
hypocrisy or illogic. And it is
the ultimate character
defense, which is why Bishop
Gerry's defenders feel it is
perfectly OK for His Excellency to back specific legislation that would intimately
affect the personal lives of
non-Catholics, but who
cannot be criticized for doing
so because he is ... well,
Catholic.
I don't know about you,
but claims of Divine Guidance make me itch.
Tom Hanrahan may not be
the world's most astute or
sensitive journalist, but he
was perfectly justified in
sharing his opinions on
Bishop Gerry and the
church's attempt to meddle
in secular affairs. If His
Excellency chooses to cross
the line separating theology
and politics, his defenders
should knovv that he is going
to get some heat from those
vvho view him as just another
guy in embroidered mufti.
Holiness is an inspiration
only to the faithful; legislation, except in Iran, requires a
somewhat broader appeal.

0~
Paul D. Proud ian
Gray

BEST weekly
At the risk of sounding
prosaic, if not downright
sycophantic, CB W is the BEST
of its kind: most caring, weIrpositioned, actively activist, a
purposeful and selfless leader
of public opinion. And FREE!
Thank you! Thank you!
Thank you! Thrive on! Yes!

~Frtiie..
Carlo Pittore
Bowdoinham

Freeport

Casco Bay Weekly

Hanrahan
was justified
It certainly was interesting
to watch the faithful rush to
the defense of their Imam,
Bishop Joseph Gerry, following his interview with Tom
Hanrahan in CB W.
Hanrahan apparently
made the mistake of putting
Bishop Gerry's (and the
church's) anti-abortion and

welcomes your letters.
Please limit your thoughts
to 300 words, include a
daytime phone number
and address to:
Letters, Casco Bay Weekly,
551 A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101.
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• All about Nina: Drop by
the Portland Museum of
Art after work at 5:30 today
for a gallery talk on "Artists in Line: An Al
Hirschfeld Retrospective."
Find out more about the
caricatures adorning the
cover of the Sunday Times'
Arts & Leisure section, and
Hirschfeld's daughter, the
infamous Nina. The talk is
free with museum admission, and will be repeated
Friday, April 17 at 12:30
p.m. Call 775-6148 for
further info.
• All about friendship,
being female in the '90s
and relationships between
the sexes: "Women in
Manhattan" - written by

April 16, 1992

author of "Moonstruck" is brought to you by producer / actress Lew-Ann
Leen, who put on "Danny
and the Deep Blue Sea" at
Mad Horse last year. Also
performing are Karla
Knight, co-producer Charlotte Tragard, Lowell Jeffers
& Gregg Trzaskowski. See it
tonight at 8 at the Leavitt
Theater in Ogunquit (Route
1 North across from Old
Village Inn). Tickets are $10;

JOhnpatri~

call 646-6825 for reservations and other 'show times.

• A man and his piano and
his bassist and his percussionist: Joining jazz phenom
James Williams tonight (and
tomorrow) at cafe no will be
Fringe bassist John
Lockwood, one of the East
Coast's most sought-after
sidemen - and Alan
Dawson, one of the world's
great jazz percussionists.
Williams, who has led his
own quintet and trio in
major jazz clubs and concerts throughout the world,
has also appeared live and
on record with Elvin Jones,
Ray Brown, Milt Hinton and
Benny Carter, among others.
Hot stuff! Sets are at 9 & 11
p.m. at 20 Danforth St. Call

f

the men with the hip cafe
and the best beat on music
in town at 772-8114 for
reservations.
• If it's a pan-American
beat you seek, seek no
longer. Take a rhythmic
journey from a Puerto Rican
bomba to a Venezuelan vals
with Ror de Cana, voted
Outstanding Latin Act in
1990's Boston Music
Awards. Let 'em fill your
ears with exotic sounds and
textures tonight at Zootz, 31
Forest Ave. Tix are $8. Call
773-8187 for sizzling details.

• "Piano Music by Gay
Composers": Martin Perry
- Juilliard graduate,
Bowdoin faculty member &
!'SO pianist - will perform
tonight at 7:30 in Kresge
Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center, Bowdoin College,
Bowdoin. The concert,
featuring works by Samuel
Barber, Leonard Bernstein,
John Cage, Aaron Copeland

I

and others, is free. Call 7253253 for details.

group from Greater Portland, is funnier. Much
funnier. See 'em in USM's
Community Programs
Building, 68 High Street,
Portland. It's free. (WAY).

• Ry a kite for Elijah & the
Easter Bunny: The 1992
Easter /Passover Kite Ry
takes place today from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Fort
Williams Park in Cape
Elizabeth. Come one, come
all! It's better exercise than
genuflecting, less fattening
than matwh ball soup. Call
871-0035 for more nonsectarian details.

• Concerned about preserving Portland's great green
spaces? Wondering how to
you deal with an historic
park when you can hardly
keep up the maintenance?
Or how to develop a park
constituency? Find out
tonight from Tupper
Thomas, the administrator
of New York City's Prospect
Park. Thomas will give a
talk on "Managing an
Historic Park: Priorities for
Preservation and Programming" tonight at 7 at
Portland Public Library (5
Monument Square). It's part
of the ongoing Open Space
Lecture Series sponsored by
Portland Friends of the
Parks Commission & the
Maine Olmsted Alliance.
Call 772-6595 for the great
green details.

• Excellent public access
cable, man: If you'd like to
be a member of the audience for a Loosen Up show
on public access cable
tonight at 7, call 926-3094 collect! - to make your
reservations. Almost like
visiting the set of Wayne's
World (NOT). Loosen Up,
an improvisational comedy

l '
• Women, take control! The
Greater Portland chapter of
the National Organization
for Women (NOW) will
sponsor a public forum on
"Women Taking Control in
Birthing" tonight at 7:30

p.m. at the YWCA, 87
Spring St., Portland. Call
Kathryn at 879-0877 for
more information.
• Prick up your ears for
Vintage Repertory Co.'s
production of Joe Orton's
one-act "The Ruffian on the
Stair," which draws its
comic venom from love,
honor and vengeance.
Orton's other plays include
"Entertaining Mr. Sloane,"
"Loot" and "What the
Bu tIer Saw." See "Ruffian"
tonight (or April 29) at cafe
no, 20 Danforth St. Tickets
are $5; call 772-8114 for
reservations.

• Reproductive rights and
gay people: Lesbian feminist activist Christine
Torraca, chairperson of the
S.A.F.E. Fund (Safe Abortions for Everyone) and
former national board
member of NOW, will
explain why men should
care about gay reproductive
rights tonight from 7:30-9 in
Rines Auditorium, Portland
Public Library, 5 Monument
Square. Torraca's talk is
sponsored by the
Matlovitch Society. For
further info call 657-2850.

feel all better tonight with
Twisted Roots and Sam the
Wagon at Zootz the nightclub, 31 Forest Ave. The
action starts at 9 p.m.
Admission's $4 at the door
for oldsters over 21. Call
773-8187 for more.

• As large as life, and twice
as natural: The Maine State
Ballet (formerly American
Ballet East) presents an
original adaption of "Alice
in Wonderland" set to
music by !bert and Walton,
and "Stars and Stripes
Forever" to the music of
Sousa. Also included in the
program: "Setting the
Square," a lively modem
piece set to the music of
Claude Bowling, and the
neo-classical "Memory of
Three Loves," a romantic
interlude danced to
Tchaikovsky. MSB will
perform today at 2 and 7
p.m. Tickets are $12 reserved, $10 for children &
seniors. Call the ballet at
878-3032 for other performance dates.

chea thrill:

Celebrate Writers!
This is it, folks: Celebrate Writers! - Maine's largest
letters festival - is here again. USM presents its sixth
annual writers' festival April 20-25 at various locations
on the Portland campus. Last year over 1,200 people
attended, and each year the audience has grown.
"It's unusual in that it pulls together faculty and
visiting writers," says Barbara Hope, acting director of
college writing, "and so there's a lot of enthusiasm
generated by the coming together of these groups. The
festival makes literature accessible and fun, rather than
an academic pursuit."
In addition to student writers selected from creative
writing classes, the following faculty and visiting writers
will read:
• Jacquie Fuller & Barbara Hope, April 22 at 4:15 p.m.
• Perry Glasser & Constance Hunting, April 22 at 7:30 p.m.
• John Pijewski & David Walker, April 23 at 4:15 p.m.
• Dianne Benedict & Alfred DePew, April 23 at 7:30 p.m.
• Dennis Gilbert & Monica Wood, April 24 at 4:15 p.m.
• "Crime, Punishment, and Writing," a panel with
Barbara Hope, Portland Police Chief Michael Chitwood,
USM law professor James Friedman, poets Michael Leavitt
and Mekeel McBride, and novelist Cathie Pelletier, April 25
at 3:30 p.m.
• Mekeel McBride & Cathie Pelletier, April 25 at 7:30 p.m.
So if it's been awhile since anyone's read aloud to you,
seize this rare opportunity to hear great writers read
their stuff. It's absolutely free. Call 780--4291 for more.

Let these people stir your soul and
awaken your feet, Friday, April 17 •

• Doctor Rain and his sixpiece band will make you
The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10d~s

and more
ways to be
informed,
get
Involved
and stay
amused.
, Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be
rec~ved In writing on the Thursday prior to publication. Send
you~ Calendar and Listings Information to Ellen Llburt,
Ca~o Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.

What Do You Want
the Easter Bunny to
Bring

126 Norih Boyd St.,
Poriland, ME 04101
- UPCOMING EVENTS -

fA77 : ~~::

ULL·

music
great beer &wine

NOW PAYING

to

• THURS 4/16
USM'S STIJDENT ENSEMBLE

IMPROVISOR'S ORCHESTRA
Jamce Willlallll,l'iarWt
Jon Lockwood, oouut
Alan Dawson, drums

-CaU for ReservatiolU-

• 4m JOE ORTON'S
TIw Ruman. on. the Stair
open ja.. jam .unday 4:30-8pm
rCBCl"valionll welcome

clolcd mo,nuuyo

20 danforlh

114

CDs
TAPES
Only 15 min. from P",llnn,rl

YARMOUTH MARKETPLACE
Yarmouth. ME (207) 846--4711
7 days a week. 10 to 10

• FRIDAY APRIL 17

MADHOUSE

53

• SATURDAY APRIL 18

BICYCLE
THIEVES

$

.4/17.18 SUPER nuOl

,---- Jrt'

T·B/reI,
53

• UPCOMING
4/23 .JENNY &

for

THE WOODMEN 53
4/24 THE FAT
CITY BAND 54

Used CD's

Voted BEST Happy Hour
CBW R.ad.r', Poll

Right 00 the corner
of Lower Exchange Street
intheOldPort • 774-6010

$250 happy hour giveaway
every FRIDAY.
NATIONAL HEADUNER
COMEDY EVERY SUNDAY

\': l:QT
0 IDEr

FLOR de CANA and FORTALEZA

,.)1

Hot, spicy! Siuling South
American music. From the Pan
American World Beat rhythms of
Fior de Cafia (10th on Billboard
World Music charts) to the gleefu l
pan pipes and flamenco-like
flourishes of Fortaleza's Andean
music, an evening that will stir
your soul and awaken your feet.
Event Sponsor: Androscoggin Savings Bank
Tickets call 782-7228 or L-A Shop 'n Save Supermarkets
LA ARTS 234 Lisbon St. Lewiston, ME 04240
1991·92 SEASON UNDERWRITERS: Aetna. Fleet Bank . KISS 100/ WLAM.
Liberty Mutual. Mechanics Savings Bank. Mid·Maine Savings Bank.
Shop 'n Save Supermarkets Sun·Journal/Sunday and WCSH-6 Alive!

,-, I.. '-,

serving breakfast. lunch.
dinner (15 sunday brunch
58 Pine St., 773-8223

April 24, 1992, 8 PM
lewiston Junior High $12

4ri120

'theThree of Us

ACdU~TIC

COffEE
· · HOUSE
.
.;-

MoniJ;iys in March & April
Doors open at 6,30 PM
Ser~ni featured desserts & hot
drinks. Beer & wine specials.

25

AA Incomparable
singer- stylist
playing a unique
blend of music.
Irom classical
piano to the
electroniC sounds
aflhe ·9Os.

Wed. 8- 11pm
Thu.8-mldnlght
FriJSot.8·30pm - 12:300m
Vislf the Rib Room lor fine dining
before lhe show. Free Parking

TO>
OF THE EAST

Sonesta Hotel Portland
nS-5411

-
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Heer1s of Darien ...

Entertainment

C='~.~W~,~"ND~

WHAT'S
WHERE
OJe to scheduling changes after
CBW goes to press, moviegoers are

27

SCREEN
The Babe

The life 01 a baseball legend: pitcher-

turned-slugger George Herman "Babe"
Rulh. Set in the 1920s. Starring John
Goodman, directed by Arthur Hiller.

Eleanor Coppola's behind-tha-scenes
documentary of her husband Francis Ford
Coppola's filming of "Apocalypse Now."
High Heels
A flamboyant singer returns to her n,,"
glected daughter, who is now married
with mother's former lover. Pedro
Almodovar's irreverence spins this and

other tales into a tapestry of postmodem
confusion in Madrid.
Hook

steven Spielberg'sversion of "Peter Pan"
stars Robin Williams in the lead role as a
corporate lawyer who must rediscover
himself as Peter Pan in order to save his
children from the cruel and vain Hook,
played by Dustin Hoffman.

WATER "WEAR"
•
•
•
•

Bailie Instinct

"Streets of San Francisco's" Michael
Douglas finally returns as a detective in
tliserotic murder thriller directed by Paul
Verhoeven notal Recall"). Slick and entertaining. Or subversively homophobic.
See it and decide for you",elf.
"auty and the .....t
Disney's animated extravaganza based
on the fairy tale.

D
• Private Scuba Lessons
• Rent to Buy Program
• Dive Club with
Weekly Activities

Swimwear by Jag
Wetsuits 3mm & 6mm
Snorkel Equipment
Reef Sandals

SCUBAPRO FULL SERVICE DIVE FACILITY
227 Commercial Street • Portland • 772-4200

advisicJ to confirm .times
with theatres.

Michael Dougl.. and Sharon Stone s.. rch for sharp obfects together.

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland
774-1022

"Basic Instinct" is homophobic
Director Oliver Stone rehashes the story
that unceasingly captivates the American
ima9inatlon. KeVin Costner plays Jim Garri son, the DA who believes he has uncove"'ll
the truth about the conspiracy surrounding
the president's assassination.

Dates effective April 17·22

My <10usln Vinny (R)
1:35,4:20,7.9:35

Fried Oreen Tomato.. (R)
1 :20, 4:10.6:50,9:40

Wayne's World (PO-13)
1,3:10, 5:30,7:35,9:45

UPCC>IVIIN<:7 CC>NCERTS

Beethoven (Q)

::A~;=L ~:Vfio~ ~
~:;i~ewl ~
J)E,,"ANA,_

1,3, 5, 7:15,9:15

Salsa. Meringue. Soca. Calypso. Andean, 9PM/S8
If you missed them the last time . be there friday!
FRIDAY APRIL 24TH
and from London DR. RAIN plus

TWISTED ROOTS
SUNDAY APRIL 26TH

QUEEN IDA

and
her Bon

Fern Oully (PO)
1:30,3:20,5:15,7:25,9:15

Newsies (PO)
1 :45, 4:30, 7:10, 9:45
The Babe (PO)

1 :15, 4,7,9:25

-

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland
879-1511

SAM the WAGON
~~

'----::7=PM
C -:

Dates effective April 17-23
Beauty and the Beast (0)

Temps ~l!l=~ Band

MONDAY APRIL 27TH

THE SAMPLES Rock Reggae from Colorado
TUESDAY APRIL 28TH

MIRACLE LEGION - Rising Alternative Stars

1:40

A
.

CHEM FREE EVERY WED NIGHT AT ZOOTZ
. and now ... Every FRIDAY at WHEREHOUSE
pin .. REINDEER RECORDS 9th ANNUAL ROCKOFF
22 BANDS. 3 NIGHTS. Sun. Mon . Tues April 19.20.21
Call 874-9002 for info . Support your high school bond!

"-

Beethoven

Suburban parents of three, played by
Charies Grodin and Bonnie Hunt, have to
deal with a St. Semard that joins and
disrupts their household .
City of Joy

An American doctor, together with a Brit
and an Indian couple, runs a clinic in an
impoverished area ollndia.
The Cutting Edge

I

The Cutting Edge (PO)
1:10,4,7:20,9:30

Basic Instinct (R)
12:40,3:30,6:30,9:20

White Men Can't Jump (PO-13)
1,3:50, 6:40, 9:10

Ladybugs (PO-13)

A love story between a rough hockey
player and an ice skater. Unableto pu",ue
his pro league dreams, the hockey player
turns grudgingly to figure skating , finds a
refined partner and lalls for her.
Father of the Bride

Ladybugs

A comedy with Rodney Dangerfield.
Two parents oversee the frantic wedding
The
Lawnmower Man
of ",eirdaughter. Diane Keaton and Steve
SCience fiction thriller, based on a sbort
Martin team up in this remake olthe 1950
story by Stephen King, about a mad scioriginal.
entist and a gardener.
Fern Gully
Afairy from the Fem Gullyrainforestmeets My Cousin Vinny
Ralph Macchio and MItchell Whitfield star
a human and together they try to stop the
as college students wrongly accused 01
ecological destruction which threatens
murder in a rural Alabama town. Joe Pescl
the fairy's own home. Anirrsted.
plays the inept Brooklyn lawyer who
comes to their rescue.
H_I..

4:30,6:50, 8:50

Young newsboys stage a strike against
an unfair newspaper and wreak havoc in
the company in this musical set in the

Thunderheart (R)
12:50,3:40,7:30, 10

straight Talk (PO)

t880s.

1:20, 4:10, 7, 9

Rock-A-DoocIle
Animated lilm about a chicken.

Sleepwalkai' (A)

Sleepwalker

1:30, 4:20, 7:40, 9:40

Extraterrestrial vampires terrorize a small
Downeast town, always maintaining their
respectability with their assumed human
forms.

City of Joy (PO-13)
12:30,3:20,7:10,9:50

Stopl Or My Mom Will Shoot

Comedy starring Sylvester Stallone as a
los Angeles cop who teams up with the
witness of a murder - his own mother!

The Movies
10 Exchange SI., Portland
772-9600
Matinees Sat & SUn

Hearts of Darkne.
April 15-21
Wed-Tues 7,9
Sat-Sun 1,3

High Heels
April 22-28
Wed-Tues 7, 9:15
Sat-Sun 1,3:15

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle streets, Portland
772-9751
Dates effective April 17-23
Second showing doesn't

nm on Friday.

Orand Canyon (R)
6:40, 9:30

Father of the Bride (PO)
12:50, 3:50, 7:10, 9:20

Hook (PO)
12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:25
stopl Or My Mom WIll Shoot
(PO-13)

1 :10,4:10

Rock-A-Doodla (0)
1:30,4:30

The Lawnmo_r Man (R)
1,4,7,9:50

JFK(R)
7:30

Ffnal Analpls (R)
12:40,3:40,6:50,9:40

Welcome to Casco Bay Weekly.

Final

Anl'fyI,ls

A forensic psychiatrist who routinely testifies at criminal trials gets involved w~h a
schizophrenic lemale patient , whose sisterseduces the unsuspecting shrink. The
relationship triangle uncovers an otherwise perfect murder. Stars Richard Gere
and Kim Basinger.
Fried

a ....n Tomatoas

AA overweight and neglected housewife
befriends a Ionefy older woman living at a
rest home. They develop a close relationship based on the elder's memories - a
tale two women friends in the ':lOs which helps to restore the housewife's
joiedevivm. Flawed but interesting parallel tale starring Jessica Tandy, Kathy
Bates, Mary louise Parkerand Mary Stuart
St.. lght Talk
Masterson.
Comedy starring Dolly Parton as womanO ..nd Canyon
on-tha-street tumed straight-talking raA black tow-truck driver rescues a white
dio perronality. W~h James Woods.
lawyer, whose flashy vehicle has broken
down in a poor neighborhood, before a Thunderhear1
An FBI agent with Native American roots
local gang can do anything about H. Their
is sent to investigate a murder on a reserlives intenningle, revealing the predicavation. Intel~gent and absorbing.
ments of severel other characte", at difWayne's World
ferent ends 01 American society.
Alata-night cable show broadcast from a
basement, featuring Metal Heads Wayne
and Garth (of "Saturday Night live"), who
make pronouncements on teen li'e and
share lantasies about the lovely babes
from Babylonia.
White Men Can't Jump
Acomedy-drama in which Wesley Snipes
("Jungle Fever") and Woody Han-elson
(TV's "Ch--.'1 team up to make money
scamming other basketball playe'" on
LA's playgrounds. Entertaining and action-mled.
Omlirllud on page 28

0'

There are a lot of people who don't want you to see this movie.
The activist group Queer Nation disrupted its shooting last year,
calling it a "clearly homophobic, lesbophobic film that once again
inverts the realities of our lives." ACT-UP/Maine is disseminating an
anti-"Basic Instinct" media packet that, among other things, encourages people to stand in theatre lobbies and reveal the film's ending to
everyone standing in line. What are these radicals so upset about?
A bad movie. A dangerously bad movie, on several levels.
Michael Douglas stars as a police detective Nick Curran, a former
alcoholic and cokehead who has killed four civilians under suspicious circumstances. As the film opens he is sleeping with his police
psychologist in order to pass an internal investigation. He spends the
film cruising the streets of San Francisco in search of a female
psychopath who wields a mean ice pick in the sack.
The prime suspect is Catherine Trammell (Sharon Stone), a
bisexual novelist who starts coming on to Nick the moment they
meet. (At her formal interrogation, in front of half a dozen policemen, she flashes her pubic hair at him .) Catherine and Nick are
drawn to the dangerous element in the other, and before long they
are tearing each other's clothes off.
Of course, the bij?; question is whether or not Nick is sleeping with
a killer. "Basic Instinct" is yet another psycho thriller in the 'Jagged
Edge" /" Fati\1 Attraction" /"Sea of Love" mold .. . and by this time,
" mold" is the first word that comes to mind . The plot comes down to
this: A man dies a horrible death .
Nick and Catherine thrash around
in bed . Some poor fellow meets a
grisly end. Nick and Catherine
thrash around in bed ... ad
"Basic Instinct," directed
by Paul Verhoeven, starring nauseum .
There are many problems with
Michael Douglas and
the story. Douglas' character is so
Sharon Stone. Showing at
unsympathetic that it' s difficult to
Hoyts Clark's Pond,
root
for him, even against a serial
333 Clark's Pond Road,
killer.
The plot is so constructed
S. Portland. 879- 1511.
that anyone with three active
brain cells can see within an hour who the killer must be. (The script
fairly creaks trying to come up with other viable suspects.) Thi s is a
thriller in which everybody knows whodunnit and nobody cares.
Corpses pile up like laundry. Sex scenes float past like neon signs,
begging the audience to keep paying attention.
There are other reasons to dislike this flick . All the murder
suspects are either lesbians or bisexuals, and it is strongly suggested
that their sexual orientation has something to do with their crimes.
All the women in the film (excepting one maid) are killers . A Martian
watching "Basic Instinct" would quickly conclude that the female
species is not fit to be trusted with sharp objects. There is no love in
"Basic Instinct," only sex and violence: One is never invoked without
the other. This presentation of women in general and lesbians in
particular stretches verisimilitude to the breaking point: [t is also
quite offensive.
All that said, do gay and lesbian groups have good reason to be so
angry about "Basic [nstinct" ? Is homophobia really that widespread,
that dangerous? Do media images have such a powerful effect on
our attitudes?
Yes . Incidents of gay-bashing are on the rise in Portland . Two
examples from the last six weeks alone: Benjamin Kowalsky, a gay
man, was beaten bloody near Milk Street; and boy from Munjoy Hill
was driven out of the Cub Scouts because his mother is a lesbian
("Hate crimes rock Portland," 3.12.92). It seems clear that
homophobia exists right here at home, and that if you happen to be
homosexual you may suffer serious bodily and/or e motional harm
as a consequence.
What does "Basic Instinct" have to do with some guy in the Old
Port getting kicked in the face? Queer Nation would say that when
our culture fosters a negative image of gays and lesbians, it becomes
acceptable to treat them as less than human. Faced with this charge,
Hollywood throws up its hands: It' s only a movie! That mayor may
not be true, but what is certain is that "Basic Instinct" insults the
human dignity of all homosexuals and the intelligence of its audience.
Even bigots should be able to find a less tiresome way to spend $7.

These new and returning advertisers help
support us in our endeavor to provide
you with an alternative to the daily news.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wiscasset Ford, Wiscasset
Hair Cuts For Less, Portland
Classical Rags, Portland
Victory Dell, Portland
L.L. Kern, Portland
Fidelity Union Life, Portland
Long Horn Equestrian Center, Scarborough
O'Oonnal's Nunerles, Gorham
University of New England, Biddeford Pool
Ecology House, Old Port 10 Maine Mall
Breakwater School, Portland
Breakthrough, Cape Elizabeth
The Patagonia Outlet, Freeport
The Olde House, Raymond
Finance Authority of Maine, Augusta

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maine Educational Loan Authority, Augusta
L.A. Arts, Lewiston/Auburn
luy's Cheesecake, Old Port
Palmer Spring Co., Portland
T,I. Cinnamon, Old Port
Beal's Ice Cream, Old Port
Dave's Auto, Portland
Maine 8allroom Dance, Portland
Subs Unlimited, Portland
Casco Bay Movers, Portland
Minott Florist, Portland
Bridgeton Road Pottery, Westbrook
Bayview Gallery, Portland
Westbrook College, Westbrook
Pet Lover's Tropkal Fish, Portland

screen

Jason Wilkins

JOIN US
SATURDAY
APRIL 25, BPM

VIDEOPORT

5TH
ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION
MOVIE THEME BASH
VIDEO PORT CARD REQUIRED
FOR ADMISSION • NO COVER
21+ POSITIVE ID REQUIRED.

VIDEOPORT
~oU'/;qfJcr#--.9tP'lt
lIIMR llE·161 MIllE IT· PIIIIlMD ME·77S-1.1'II1D -lD

28

GIsco &y Wukly
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ANJON'.S

Entertainment

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge since 1957

Fine Italian Cuisine
531 U.S.Route 1
Scarborough, Maine

at

883-9562

BAKED VIRGINIA BAM with Raisin Sauce
or

KOAST LEG OP LAMBwith Mint Jelly

Continued from PIIge 26

STAGE
·A Doll'. HOII'"
The Theater Project stages Ibsen's drama
about the dilemmas of a modem woman in
a male-dominated society. Through May 3
- Thurs-Sat, 8 pm; Sun, 2 pm - at The
Theater Project, 14 School St, Brunswi cl<.
Call 729-8584 for reservations.

·AII"e In Wonderland"'

Your Dinner Includes:
• Chilled Fruit Cup
• Mashed Potato & Gravy
• Butternut Squash
• Sweet Young Peas
• Cranberry Sauce
• Freshly Baked Bread
& Butter
• Vanilla or Chocolate
Ice Cream
• Coffee or Tea

your choice
Children's
Portion

$3.95

Also Serving Our
FUll DINNER MENU
Steaks. Seafoods· Italian Specialties

All Major Credit Cards Accepted • Reservations Accepted
• Plenty of Free Parking •

The Maine Stato Ballet presents this ballet
comedy: an original adaptation of the music
of Ibert & WaHon.ApriI24&25-Fri, 10:30
am (special mini-performance for children)
& 7 pm; Sat, 2 & 7 pm - at Portland High
School audijorium, 284 Cumbertand Ave,
Portland. Til" $12, $10 seniors & children .
For reservations, call 878-3032.

·Co.... Back to the Five and Dime,

Jimmy Dean, Jimmy Dean"
USM students stage this blend of Southern charms and heated emotions in a
drama-comedy about the 20th reunion of
a 19505 James Dean fan club. April 17-26
- Thurs-Sat, 7 :30pm; Sun,S pm-althe
Mainstage, Russell Hall, USM Gomam.
Tix: $7 public, $6 USM staff & seniors, $4
students. For reservations call 780-5483.

Comedian. Tim Femtll, Joanne Ch_ie
and Kevin &hone
ask lheage-oldquestion: Doyoufearmimes,
sad c lowns and puppetry? Yes? Then you'll
love the improvisational comedy of Tim,
Joanne and Kevin. The demented trio lovingly take audience ideas and transform
them into two hours of comic mayhem.
Every Thursday, armed with big sticks, they
take pokes at washed-Up actors, bad lV,
pompous po@cians, mood swings. lesserknown nursery rhymes, criminally insane
behavior, Jim Nabors, indoor-outdoor carpeting, and other sacred cows you suggest.
For three bucks you can't go wrong. Uke
fingerprints, no two shows are alike. Every
Thursday at 8 pm at the Cave, 29 Forest
Ave. Call 879-0070 for info.

"D.rIc Rive'"
MaC Horse Theatre Company presents a
tale of greed and self-deception in which a
Maine family plunges inlo tragedy and a
town into ecological caam ily. Through Apri l
26-Thurs-5at, 8pm; Sun, 7 pm-al Mad
Horse Theatre, 955 Forost Ave, Portland.
Tix: $15. $13 sludents & seniors. For reservations (requ i red~, call 797-3338.

·Hoepltalit)' Suite"
Schoolhouse Arts Center stages Hank
Beebe's musical about passion and prof~s . Through April 26 - Thurs-Sat , 8 pm;
Sun, 2 pm - in the Center located in
Route 114 at Sebago Lake. For tix prices
and reservations, call 642 -3743.

"Ladl. . First"
Robin Lane's one-woman portrayal of six
first ladies. April 24 1 pm - at
OceanView,52 Falmouth Road. Falmouth.
TIx: $5. For reservations. call 781-4460.

L.......,Upl
with this unique brand of improvisational
comedy. April 22 - 7 :30 pm - at the
Gortlam Connection Restaurant , Route
25 (next to Flag Store), Gorham. Cover:
$2. For reservations call 839-5407.

"Melody Hour Murders"
at The Mystery Cafe Dinn ... Theatre, Bak...'.
Table Banquet ~, 434 Fore St, Portland.
Shows evory Saturday at 8. For info and
reseovalions cal 693-3063 or l-BOO-834-3063.

"Peda~o.

• Palavra."

•
1

A performance with storyteller Joe
Perham, dancer Debi Irons, teen troupe
Energize Us' and dancers Scott
WiHinghamand Daielma Santos. Included
are modem and theatrical dance. balet
and jazz. April 18 - 8 pm - at Oxford
Hills High School, Route 26, South Paris.
Tix: $7 adults, $4 kids & seniors. For
reservations, call 743-5569.

·The Ruffian on the Stair"
Vintage Repertory Company presents
Orton's rarely slaged first play in which love.
honor and vengeance provide the comic
venom . Through April 29-Wed, 8pm-at
cafe no, 20 Danforth st, Portland. Tix: $5.
For reservations, call 772-$114.

Famous
"We
OLD FASHIONED
~~~e
ICE CREAM Yogurt Too! Own·

ave

REASTER
HAND PACKED

Pints "50¢ Off, Quarts " $1 Off

.....- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.J

expires 4/30/92

KX>OC>O< 394 Fore St_

"Women of Manhattan"

FREE Pint of Pork Fried Rice

Shenanigans presents a two-act comedy
about lifo and the rage between tho sexes.
Through April 19 - Thurs-Sat. 8 pm; Sun. 2
pm-altholeavitThealre, Route 1, Ogunquit.
Tix: $10. For reservations, call 646-6825.

DELIVERY
AVAILABLE

L;tt~e China ~'Xvn

Ca.tlngforCha..etersln Original Murder MpterJes

FINEST CHINESE FOOD

'"

ONE INJUSTRIAL WAY

144 Cumberland Ave. Portland .775-2370. Closed Monday

~-----------------------------r-----------------------------r-----------------------------

DAVE'S AUTO CARE:
UNCLE ~ILLV'S
I
~l're..
~."'''
.
:·.1""\)~~'S\V ..~;Q.\)~.

552 Commercial St., Portland, Maine
SPECIAL AUTO RECONDITIONING PACKAGE #1

Adutts of all ages, 15 male roles , 2 female
roles, on April 21 at 7 pm in the Schoo~
house Arts Center, Sebago lake. For
further info cal 642- 3743.

'f1~'9-:

:}O

100 PKG 11 INCLUDES:

• SPRING HAS SPRUNG.
,,~
.
.U'~
WOLFIE'~
B~.r&ri
19
Restaurant &

, . Pickup and Delivery

2. Wash, But! and Wax Exterior
3. Shampoo Carpets
4. Clean IJashboard, Ooors, Ooor Jams and Windows
5. Clean and Condition Vinyl top and TIres
6. Reconditi on Engine and Trunk Areas

Call 774-4364 For Appoin..!ment Anytime

FRIDAY 4.17

etA s nl"
CJ~ ~

1

60 Ocean St., So. Portland. 767-7119

SALE

:

f otosh 0 p S

WITH THIS COUPON
59 Federal Street
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 774-2933

Monday-Friday 10-5:30
Salultlay 10-5:00

BEHIND LEVINSKY'S· PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
r-------~---·-------------------

:." .{ i':., . . .. . . . . '.

$150

ASTCOUPON
10:30AM

EXP 4/30192

&

\-~

; ': ~j::!j::.~ 'lI .i. ;~
0

..

priceandmourstock.

$2 99

I

Car.~~_.$4995

~

JAZZ

OFF

CD OR TAPE

°

200;(

WlTHTHISCOUPON

one

cusro~er

_'/}f.,.11

WU ~

OFF

AMADEUS

°

MIntUhCOSld1poCrt

"

:}i~/~~

332 Fore Street
Portland' 772-8416

FAMILY EYEWEAR

~~~~~.$3595

$30 OFF

Free computerized Brake & Alignment Test in 30 seconds on our
Hunter B400. With this coupon; most makes and models.
CBW
4 W;'U,","' "'G·MM.''"
142 Years of
" • .. - . , r
"CJ:.£. "'-"

f:~t':oblyou.

P /i.'~l!;; , ~iE R

on complete pair of
eyeglosses

B'Rlx:T;
~Rf::Cfs

Expires 5129192.
(minimum purchase aner discount $95,
no other discounts apply)

SPRI G OMPANY (800)24~742 6OOCongressSI.
.',"'.'.'
Undt:
2 Offen
355
Ave.,
ME • 772-0121 L~~K~~iTA:-!~~ILABLE
----------------------L Exp·5.31.92
_____________________________
_____________________________ 1:

<

Forest

<

\p\.
Maine's ~ Authentic

Guote,.
Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Laurel Guerin. Kevin Kelrstead and Kathleen Weddleton (I. to r.).

USM presents "Come Back to the Five and Dime, Jimmy Dean,
Jimmy Dean," a comedy-drama set in a small Texas town on the
occasion of the 20th reunion of a fan club called the Disciples of James
DeJln. See it - at 7:30 p.m. April 17-18 & April 23-25, and at 5 p.m.
April 19 & 26 - on Russell Hall's Mainstage at USM Gorham.
Tickets are $7 for the public, $6 for USM staff and seniors, $4 for
students. Call 780-5483 for more information .

~

._. ..Good filru April1S, 92.
o. ~

Oyster Bar

University students with a cause

?/t

J3t11Jt/~ ~

~ markedat~u/ar/

4 Wh

RGER,CHIPS,DRINK

EXP 4/30/92

R,'11 '/0 i k-..£

200A

C
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Exchange St.

t

• .r "",~"'iI'
Old Port
!l'~o
Put a little spice in your life.TM

P
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--------------------------------------------------------ANY ONE

20%
OFF
All Yarn

·········N
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c:~HEI:SEI3U

E~"

airs

-CALL FOR CLASS OATES-

OUT 797·7077

SATURDAY 4.18

G1ejl.~ J.

passporlS
• re

KNITTING· SPINNING· WEAVING· SUPPLIES· INSTRUCTION

'S DRIVE IN

~II~~(I'TLD' CDRNER WAlTD:

517 CIIIP'"It. PlPtiad • Me, VIlA I

fo1

fI
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FFIN & LG COFFEE

(chamber) 8 pm, Corthell Concert Hall ,
USM Gorham . Mozart's Quartet in G minor lor Piano, Violin Viola and Cello, K .
478; Brahm 's Trio inC minor, Op. 101 . for
violin , cello and piano; Heiss' Episode II
(Elegia) for Solo Double Bass; Schubert's
"Trout" Quintet in A Major, Op. 114, for
piano. violin. viola. cello and bass. TIx: $8,
$4 students & seniors. 780-5555.

CInnamon Roll Packs
Buy One, SAVE $1 on the Second

exPires~~~~2

exp.4/30/92

String Fa"ulty

Continued on page 30

773-3501

Portland

Color film
developing
24 expo reg. $7.95 • $4.99 wI coupon
36 expo reg. $10.95 • $6.69 wI coupon

Quality E,icyc.1e Sales
and SeroJcesmce 1981

15
% off
ANY REPAIR

(choral) 7:30 pm, United Church of Christ,
301 Cottage Road . S. Portland. 767-6018.

(piano soloist) 7 :30, Kresge Audilorium,
Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Wor1<s by Samuel Barber,
Bernstein, John Cage and Copland .
Gratis. 725-3201 .

•

1

First Congregational Church's Chancel Choir with guest soloist.

Mariln Perry

TO GO MENU •
10Of70 0ff--.
193 Middle St.
'*

"Swine Dining"

I

r-----------------------------------------------------------r------~----------------------

THURSDAY 4.18
USM Jau Musician.
(jazz) 7:30 pm, Corthell Concert Hali, USM
Gorham. TIx: $5. 780-5555.

Daniel Wong

SINCE 1938 & FOUR GENERATIONS

POR~~g.9~ 04103

IbtI..,'. ·An Enemy of the People"

CON
CERTS

With Coupon
Exp. 4(YJ/'l2

wI your order, AND

AUDITIONS
Anyone with an enthusiasm for acting is
welcome on April 25 from 11 am-4 pm at
the Visitors Center, Seashore Trolley
Museum, Kennebunkport. For more info
call 883-2460.

• Old Port· 828-1335 X)(XX)::)I

Our Full Menu served from llAM to Midnight
Best Steamers In Town

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of '1'_,$_ __
5 Port1and Pier
772-4828

<'

0

1S~..~~__--

Portland,

"BEST IN TOWN"
Golden Fried Chicken
Barbeque Spareribs
wI homemade sauce

icliartf's
Join Us for Easler Dinller
12 to 8pm

EASTER SPECIAL
Call for Reservations
Roast Turkey Basted in Pineapple sauce
Old Fasioned Vegetable Plate
West Indies Fish wi Spicey Sauce
Assorted Desserts

Mon-SatB-9
Call for take out
773-8964
14 VERANDA ST.

PORTLAND

7'hur" Fri & Sal, Dinner 5 10 9
Re.ervalion. Apprecioled

729-9673
RT 123, NO. HARPSWELL, ME

April 16, 1992
,

You Moose
It To Believe It.

Moose River
Moccasin Co.
OPEN 7 DAYS
32D Main St.· Freeport
865-1444

HECYCLE?
We've Been Doing
It For Years.
Clothing
Consignments

•••••

Mon-Sat
Call for Appointment
774-1241

<t\ftTfRlftl

O~JfCTS

484 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101
774-1241 o Sunday 12-4
Monday-Saturday 10:30-5:30

Entertainment

CERTS
TUESDAY 4.21
GIllian W.r
(Kotzschmar organ) 7:30 pm, Portland
City Hal Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St, Portland. Donations. 767-:rl.97.

Psyc"ovslcy goes Into the mythk at Fether O'Hara's April 24,

UPCOMING

New band features a funky, open sound

Flor d. Calla " ForbIl.ZII
4124192 (pan-American rhythms) 8 pm,
Lewiston Junior High School, Lewiston.
Tix: $t2. 762-7228.
USM .hou En. .mble " USM Improvl.ora OrchHtre
4124192 (swing & bebop) 8 pm, Corthel
Concert Hall, University of Southern
Maine, Gorham. Tix: $3 public, $1 stu dents. 780-5555.
The Communllr Orch..tn of the PortlMld
Symphony, f.lumg Cerrle Cdf_
4126192 (claSSical) 4 pm, State Street
Church , 159 State 51. Portland .
Gabrovsky's" Allegro in a Minor" ; Mozart's
Piano Concerto No. 27; wor1<s by Gluck,
Delius, Barlow and Tchaikowsky. Tix: $5,
$3. 883-2460.
Jazz F_tlval featuring four banda
4126192 .Gazz) 1 pm, The Chocolate
Church, 804 Washington St , Bath . Tix:
$15-$10. 729-7152.

CLUBS

Sugarloaf/USA THURSDAY 4.18

Sugarloaf
Mountain
Hotel
Spring Specials

$60
ppdo, per night,
lodging &
lift tickets,

Call Now
1,800,527,9879
or write

Sugarloaf
Mountain Hotel,
Carra bassett Valley,
Maine 04947

SATURDAY 4.18

CON

..
On top
of it all at

Flor d. Celie (Caribbean & Lalin) Zoots. 31
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6187.

USM'a Student Ensemble Improvlsor'a
Orch_tre Gazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St,
Portland. 772-8114.
Th. Kopt.rz (rock) College Pub, USM
Campus Center, Bedford Street, Portland. 874-6598.
0_ J. Landry (acoustic rock) Geno's, 13
Brown St, Portland. 772-7891 .
Acoustic Jam (b.y.o. jam) Mountain Lion
Caffehouse, 127 Middle St, Ptld. 772-5242.
.lc!Yrlde (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Mou~on
St, Portland. 774-0444.
Cheryl WMeler (blues) Raoul's Roadside
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Ptld. 773-8886.
Way Cool (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
D_Iay Greg Pow.ra (laser karaoke)
Tipperary Pub, Sheralon Tara Hotel, S.
Portland. 775-6161 .
Annl.Clark(acoustic)WoWoe's, I93Middle
St, Portfand. 773-3501.
Lany Brown (acoustic) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Biliards, 39 Forest Ave,
Portland. 775-1944.

FRIDAY 4.17
Dave Roberta (acoustic) Bramhall Pub,
769 Congness 51. Portland . 773-9873.
TrIoWillarne, 0 - " Lockwood (jazz)
cafe no, 20 Danforth St, Ptld. 772-8114.
Lethal C ....... Cnwen. Krualx (original hard
rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Ptld. 772-7891 .
Hot Cherry Pie (rock) Moose Alley, '46
Mar1<e1 51. Portland. 774-5246.
Bill 8hlmemure, Bob . .chand, St....
Grev. (acoustic) The Mountain Lion Coffeehouse, 127 Middle St, PUd. 772-5242.
Joyride (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton
St, Portland. 774-0444.
Port Cltr Anatera (A&8) Raoul's Roadside
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Ptld. 773-8886.
Red Ught R._ (R&B) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett st, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Madhoua. (dance rock) T-Birds, 126 N.
Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.
Tony Botho Trio (Top 40) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotef, S. Ptfd. 775-6161 .
B,B. J_ (rock) The Wrong Brolhers' Pub at
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, PIId. 775-1944.

Psychovsky goes for the gut
At first I thought, what is this, some kind of fake pop gimmick? Here we've got a new Portland band calling itself
Psychovsky, and get this, instead of the usual electric guitars
they've got an electric mandolin. But the thing is, the mandolin,
heavily amplified and processed through a floorful of effects
pedals, sounds exactly like an electric guitar. So what's the point,
other than to simply be "different"?
Then I listened to their new tape, "Sighcoughski." And,I'm
happy to say, the notion of gimmickry melted right away.
Psychovsky plays a likably loose brand of unpretentious,
straightahead rock, with a funky raw edge that goes for the gu t
and usually gets there.
As for the mandolin, well, it's quite a novelty to hear Ben
Trout wailing away on it like some midget Jimmy Page. But a
closer listen reveals a far more open sound - despite the
distorting electronics - than
the usual power chord crunch
you get from your basic sixstring axe. And the way Trout
plays it, riffing around and
through the tunes with facile improvisational skill, is true to the
instrument's traditional role in bluegrass and other acoustic
musics.
_
In the band's official bio, which bassist/band spokesman
Andy "Flash" Fleischman quickly dismisses as merely "hype to
get us club dates," it says that Trout began studying classical
violin at age 5, but by the time he was 12 he was stripping the
pickups off an electric guitar and taping them onto an acoustic
mandolin (which has the same tuning as a violin). Whether or
not the story is entirely' true, this is surely the stuff of rock
legends.
"Ben doesn't play guitar because he doesn' t want to,"
Fleischman insists, bristling a bit at the suggestion that the band
is into gimmicks. OK, OK, I'm convinced.
Besides, for all of Trout's virtuosity, the real star of
Psychovsky is singer Tina Villadolid (who also happens to be
Fleischman's wife). Her voice, which comes through stunningly
on the tape, is definitely the key factor in this band's
listenability quotient - sweet, silky, and yes, sexy. Classically
trained herself (she provides unobtrusive electric keyboards to
some of the mix), Villadolid's solid musicianship and sensuous
spirit add up to one of the finest female voices I've heard in
some time.
Psychovsky's songs, penned by Reischman, Villadolid and
Trout (with arrangement help from jazz-schooled drummer Jeff
"Chicken" Thompson), deal with some interesting subject
matter, too. In "Mind Over Matter," Villadolid sings of a
relationship with her body in terms of the impermanence of the
physical realm. Whew. Elsewhere, on songs like " Feed the Fire"
and "An Ancient Story," the lyrics attempt to tap into the
mythic.
"One of our greatest influences is Zeppelin," Reischman
says, attributing their timeless appeal to a focus on the mythic
and spiritual rather than "phallic images." Hmmm, did someone say, "Squeeze my lemon till the juice runs down my leg"?
"We do covers by Led Zeppelin and Sly & the Family Stone,"
he ploughs on. "Betwixt and between the two is where we
stand."
H there's any fault with "Sighcoughski," it's in the sameness
of the sound from track to track - the standard rock tempos,
the arrangements, the instrumentation. With Trout being such
an accomplished mandolin and violin play.er, it would be nice
to hear something other than faux guitar here and there. Some
different studio treatments on Villadolid's voice would be a
welcome addition, too.
But the tape isan attempt to capture the band's live sound,
not an exercise in studio creativity. Recorded in five hours with
minimal overdubs, it's got the spontaneity and expression, if
not the sonic energy, of a live p~rformance. For the latter, check
Psychovsky out Friday, April 24, at Father O'Hara's. Gimmicks
aside, this band's a hot one.

music

Michael Townsend

Dev. Roberta (acoustiC) Bramhall Pub,
769 Congness St, Portland. 773-9873.
Trio Wlllb""a, Dllwaon. Lockwood Gazz)
cafe no. 20 Danforth St, Ptld. 772-8114.
The Return of the Time Belnga, Th.·
Teta (original garage rock) Geno's , 13
Brown St, Portland . 772-7891 .
Hot Cheny PI. (rock) Moose Alley. 46
Mar1<et St, Portland. 774-5246.
Amoebe Cro. . Beetlon. Steve Holmes
(acoustic) The Mountain Lion Coffeehouse, 127 MiddJeSt, Portland. 772-5242.
Joyrld. (rock) Old Port Tavem , 11 Moulton
St. Portland . 774-0444 .
Lonnl. MlICk (blues) Raoul's Roadside N traction, 865 Forest Ave, Ptld. 773·6886.
R.d Ught R.vue (R&B) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767- 4627 .
Blcycl. Thieve. (rock) T -Birds, 126 N.
Boyd 51, Portfand. 773-8040.
Tony BofflIBand (Top 40) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Ptld. 775-6161.
B.B. J_ (rock) The Wrong Brolhers' Pub aI
Pori Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, PtId. 775-1944.

SUNDAY 4.19
Open Jam Seaalon Gazz) cafe no, 20
Danforth 51, Portland. 772-8114.
Burly Brothere (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton St, Portland . 774-0444.
Comedlen Marcl R.... (stand-up)T- Birds,
126 N . Boyd St, Portfand. 773-8040.
Three nlghla with 22 bend., Wherehouse.
29 Forest Ave, Ptld. 874-9770.
D.J. Landry (acoustic) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port BiUiards, 39 Forest Ave,
Portland. 775-1944.

Oh ?k~S~ ) ~n~ilbo)l' ~CO ntQil1 0\.. le:tfer- trolYl SOme 6ne
'-r.1V~ +oto.lly (o1"'5oiter'l abovI) whD h~s never
been o.bk to h,;('~et me.. and wanTS n see In€..
o,.ja.iY) ,ond will eve.niuo.lly-+Urh cut to be +he..
po'soY) I'll t:atl ih love. wl'f-h"l ()I')d we:',( get married
o.hd -:I'/I be ho.rN for the (t"st
at- rn~/1 ite.

Casco Bay Weekly,
see page 29.

I HAVE NO CONTROL
PRODUCTIONS
presents:

SfPRfSS

tim fenell

MONDAY 4.20
Burly Brothere (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444 .
Open Mlc Show with Randy Moreblto
(b.y.o . jam) Raoul's Roadside Attraction,
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Th. Three of Us (acoustic) Westside Restaurant, 58 Pine St, Portland. 874- 2351.
Three nlghla with 22 bend., Wherehouse,
29 Forest Ave, Portland. 874-9770.

joanne chessie
kevin shone

Don't you think it's time
you tried the personals?

every thursday nite
atBpm $3
at the cave 31 forest ave
sponsored bY:III\t1;,.:ftiJ

r:i~-:og;g

To place a Casco Bay Weekly
personal ad, cali 775-6601.

To respond to a Casco Bay Weekly
personal ad, cali 1-900-370-2041,
Call costs 99¢ a minute.

IWM3A

IUESDAY!.Zl
Bicycle Thl._(rock)Old PortTavem, 11
Mou~on St, Portland. 774-0444.
Open Mlc Night with P.t.r GI.aaon
(b.y.o. jam) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickell
St, S. Portland. 767-4627 .
Three nlghla with 22 bend •• Wherehouse,
29 Forest Ave, Portland. 874-9770.

WEDNESDAY 4.22

APPEARING
LIVE ON STAGE

Vintage Repertory Co.'. "Ruffian on the
Stair" (play) cafe no, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-81t4.
"ch.lora' Night (topless) Moose Alley ,
46 Mar1<et St, Portland. 774-5246.
Lazy Mercedea (acoustic) The Mountain
Lion Coffeehouse. t27 Middle St, Portland. 772-5242 .
Blcycl. Thl._ (rock)Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton St, Portland . 774-0444.
Albert Collins (blues) Raoul's Roadside N traction, 865 Forest Ave, Ptld. 773-8886.
Wing and 8 Preyer (rock) Spring Poinl
Cafe. 175 Pickett St, S. Ptld. 767-4627.
Open Mlc Night with The Cool Whip.
(b.y .0. jam) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port
Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944.

BEA

[ID~~[f¥1] 1J~[I [IDL%OO~~~®
OPEN SIX NIGHTS A WEEK
CONTINUOUS TOPLESS ENTERTAINMENT
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY 4 PM TO 1 AM
OPEN EVERY FRI & SAT NOON TO 1 AM
HAPPY HOUR HOT BUFFET SERVED
DAILY TILL 7PM

DANCING
Gotta Dance, Inc•• Thompson's Point,
Second floor Bldg 1A, Portland. Smok.,.
and chern- free dances w~h swing, Latin &
ballroom music Fridays from 9- 12 pm &
Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558.
Main. Ballroom, 614 Congress St, Portland . Every Sat 9-midnight. Cost: $5. No
neseMItions required. 773-0002.
Th. Moon. 425 Fore St, Portland. Open
nighlly , 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am
Cover: $2. Thursday's are college alternative night. No cover with college 10, $1
without. 871 - 0663.
Salut... 20 Milk St, Portland . Open nightly
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
T -Blrd'a, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun:
comedynight;Weekdays: special events;
Fri & Sat: rock & roll, dance. 773-6040.
Wherehouae Danc. Club. 29 Forest Ave,
Portland. Progressive music. Fri, chem free,
all ages wijh Deejay. Sat, women's night
from 9-1 wijh deejay Deb. 874-9770.
Zootz,31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed: chern free; Thu: cutting edge dance; Fri: live national acts; Sat: Deejay till 2:30 am, live at
The Cave; Sun: request night. 773~187.
Qmtjnued On

page 32

FUL

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
~D[ffilL$ WIX1@ lIDM~ 1r@ ~~

WIN $500 CASH FIRST PRIZE
lXIDIT lOOlID ~1imm ~
CALL HOUSEMOM FOR CONTEST DETAILS

JASMINE FOXX
APRil 14 -18
SEVERAL SHOWS DAILY

200 RIVERSIDE STREET

~i WlSID

0$ ImOmnrnolID£i IXIO(;1HJ'ij"

CELEBRATE BIRTHDAYS ON WEDNESDAY NIGHT THE WEEK OF YOUR BIRTHDAY
FREE ADMISSION FOR BIRTHDAY BOY AND FREE CAKE
DELIVERED TABLESIDE BY A DREAM TEAM DANCER

PORTLAND ME.

(207) 772·8033 1·800.992.0006

~2
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Entertainment

ART

Continued from page 30

SCENE

ART
OPENING
Ar1 Gallery at the Phoenb.
630 Forest Ave. Portland. Opening reception April t 7 from 6-9 pm for "Spring Exhibit
- Seven Artists- featuring the mixed media
wor1<s of N Waterman. Carlo Pittore, Chris
Newcomb, Tom Behan. Jeff Perron and
Glovina Ferrante. Showing through May 23.
Gallery hours: Thurs-Sat t 0-5, Tues-Wed
by appointment. 774-4154.
12 Pine Street
Apt. #1, Portland. Opening reception Apr"
24 from6-9:30 pm for "The Shroud Series
and Other Happenings," an exhiM highlighting Peter Herley's recent mixed m<>dium paintings. On view through May t.
Hours: by appointment only. 775-07t 2.

PAINTINGS BY SCOTT MOORE

f1
~ ~~;;2~.~r5?~h~~~Y73-3007
APRIL 17-MAY28

AROUND TOWN

THE PINETREE SHOP &

FREE ENTREE
before or after a movie at the Nick or whenever you want a good meal
& a good deal. Buy any entree from Spm til close, an~ night of
the week & get an equal or lesser fare entree for FRE !
WITH THIS COUPON. EXPIRES 4/30192

.....

~

E'J8\1 WBI -'

~

~!J

!\~WOLFIE''''':'
r~ ~

Restaurant & Bar

193 Middle St, Old Port. n3-3501

THE N E U

NAKED
THIRSTDAYS
AT

THE MOON

I T

i,

25¢droft beers
ALL dr inks $1..25

NOCOVEa
EVERY THURSDAY 8 TO 11
"I

THE MOON DANCE CLUB· 427 FORE ST. • 772-1983

Thur, Apr. 16 SOIENO. PICTION

PUBLIC HOUSE

Tms

WEEK

Frl, Apr. 17

SOIENCB I'ICTION

Sat, Apr. 18

PUNKY BLtJESTBBS
Grateful Dead

Sun, Apr. 19

EDDIE KIBKLAND &
The Energy Band

Mon, Apr. 20 Bud Drafts $1.50
Tues, Apr. 21 JIM GALLAN'r
1/2 Price Well Drinks
8-11 only $1.78
Watch Cor Jame. Montgomery on Apr. 301

AT FATHER O'HARA'S
45 Danforth Street

e

Portland

e

ME

Maine Mall
264 Maine Mall Road, S. Portland. "Sculptures of Endangered Species" is an exhiM by high school groups in which clean
lrash and other non-toxic materials have
been used to construct sculptures. On
view through April 18 during mall hours.
828-2063.
The Photo Gallery
Portland School of Art. 619 Congress St,
Portland. "Photographs by Bob Kelly"
through May 8. Gallery hours: Mor>-Thurs
9-9, Fri 9-5, Sun 11 - 4. 775-3052.
The Pine Tree Shop & Bayvlaw Gallery
75 Market St. Portland. Exhibition of new
works by realist landscape painter Scott
Moore. Through May 30. Gallery hours:
Man-Sat 10-6. 773-3007.
Planeta
27 Forest Ave, Portland. "Emotions Surfacing," an exhibit of Alexandra
Bachman's abstract expressionist works
curated by 3 Views Gallery. On view
through May 3. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat
5-1 . 628-0112.
Portland Muaeum of Art
SevenCongressSquare, Portland . Hours:
Tues. Wed, Fri & Sat 10-5, Thurs, to-9,
Sun 12-5. Admission: adults $3.50, senior citizens and students wrth 10 $2.50,
children under 18 $1 . group rate $3. Museum admission is free 10-noon Saturday. 773-2787.
'Ar1lata In Une: AI Hirschfeld Retroapectlve
An exhiMion of 67 etchings, lithographs
and original drawings chronicling stage,
screen and television during Hirschfeld's
long career as a caricaturist for The New
York Times. Through May 24.
'Contemporary Vialona
Nineartists lrom the museum's American
collection interpret landscape with styles
ranging from realism to abstraction. Featured artists Irom Maine and around the
nation include Reuben Tam, Lisa Allen,
William Keinbusch and Nison Hildreth .
Showing through May 24 .
'The Flower Sh_
A luN floral bouquet of painting, sculpture
and photography by such artists as
BevertyHallam, Alex Katz, Ellsworth Kelly,
Robert Mapplethorpe, John Cage and
Nancy Graves. Through June t4.
'The Holocauat
Contemporary American sculplor George
Segal has distiHed the meaning of this
atrocrty in a life-sizecomposrtion of hauntinl) white plaster figures. On view through
Oct 18.
'Spirit.: Selectiona from CollectIon of
Geoffrey Holder and Carmen
deLavallade
Angels and demons , Christ figures and
voodoo legends exist side by side in a
celebration of contemporary folk art from
Africa, the Caribbean and North America .
More than 150sculptures, paintings, carvings and masks illuminate the potent validity of non-Westem arts and rituals .
Through April 19.
Portland Public Ubrary
5 Monument Square, Portland. Recent watercolors by Portland artist and art teacher,
Marguerite M. l.awier. Showing through April
29. Gallery hours: Mon. Wed & Fn 9 -6, Tues
& Thurs noon-9. Sat 9-5. 87,., 710.
Portland Wine and Cheese Co.
t 68 Middle St, Portland. Oil paintings by
AI Waterman and watercolors by Frieda
Lundberg . Showing through April 30 during store hours. 772 -4647.
School of Law
University 01 Maine. 246 Deering Ave ,
Portland. An exhibrlion of paintings and
designs by architect Donald L. Dimick
On view through April 29. Hours: Mon-Fri
8-11 , Sat !t-8, Sun to-1 t . 780-5409.
The Stein Gallary
20 Milk St, Portland. Robert Wilson's
multifaceted sculptural works. Through
May 30. Gallery Hours: Mon- Fri 11-6, Sat
12-5, Sun 11 - 4. 772-0072.
Sun Gallery
496 Congress St, Portland . Estelle
Roberge's paintings and Joan Uraneck's
paintings and sculptures . Showing
through April 25. Gallery hours: Wed -Sat
11 - 6, or by appointment. 773-88t 6.
Thee. Meeer Cabinetmakers
415 Cumberland Ave, Portland. A traditional rug hooking exhibition. Showing
through May 8. Gallery hours: Man-Sat 95. 77 4-379t .
K. J. Wolflea'a
193 Middle St. Portland. Brian Currier's
new oils. showing through April. Gallery
hours: Man-Sat 11 - 11. 773-3501.

Alberta'.
2t Pleasant St. Portland. 3 Views Gallery
is curating a series of shows appearing at
Planets and Nberta's restaurants. Featuring local artists, the shows range from
the polite to the outrageous and highlight
the verve of local talent. Alberta's will
showcase the paintings 01 Paul
Hollingsworth through May 3. Gallery
hours: Sun-Sat 5-10. 774-0016.
Ar1 Gallery
University of Southem Maine, Gorham.
Annual juried student exhibition on view
through April 30. Gallery hours: Sur>-Thurs
1-4. 772-2070 .
The Ar1 Gallery
6 Deering Street, Portland. Two one-person shows: Timothy Parks of Portland
and- Lynne Drexler of Monhegan Island .
Exhibit of pastel paintings by Parks and
oils by Drexler will be on view through
April 25. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 11 - 5,
the first two weeks of the month; the
remainder by chance or appointment.
772-9605.
The Baxter Gallery
Portland School 01 Art, 619 Congress St,
Portland. "As Seen By Both Sides: The
Vietnam Experience in the Work of American and Vietnamese Artists." an exhiM
by artists from both countries and the first
Voetnamese art in the United States since
the Vietnam War. Showing through May
3 . Gallery hours: Tues-Sun 11 - 4, Thurs
11 -9. 775-3052 .
Congre •• Square Gallery
42 Exchange St, Portland . Gallery artists
- including Rob Pollien, Ellen Gutekunst ,
Paul Niemiec -exhibiltheirwork . Gallery
hours : Mon-Sat 10:30-5. 774 -3369 .
The Danforth Gallery
34 Danforth St. Portland . "On the Deckle
Edge: Handmade Paper Arts in Maine."
an exhibit lea turing two- and three-dimensional handmade paper artworks of
Padi Mayhew Bain, Martha Blowen ,
Marianna Casagranda , Kate Fairchild,
Randy Fein, Georgeann Kuhl , Richard
Lee, Katie MacGregor. Jennifer Morrow
Wilson, Quint- Rose, Nancy Bell Scott,
Bernie Vinzani and Eart F. Weeks . On view
through April 23. Gallery hours: Fri-Sun
11-4. 646-8194.
Elena'a Cafe
606 Congress St, Portland . Stililifes by AI
Waterman April 1a-May 31 . Open weekdays & Sunday. 6 am-10 pm.
Freet Gully Gallery
4 t t Congress St, Portland. Group eXhibition featuring the works of all gallery artists, including oils, watercolor, pastels,
and sculpture in a wide range of styles
and subjects by Dalavlpcar, DeWrttHardy ,
Eric Green, Laurenze Sisson, Alfred
Chadboume, Martha Groome, Sharon
Yates, Cabot Lyford and John Laurent.
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 12-6. or by appointment. 773-2555.
Gr. . nhut Galleri. .
146 Middle St, Portland . "The Re-Open- Bowdoin College Muaeum of Ar1
ing." paintings and sculpture by Maury
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. The museum is open to the
Colton, Jeff Peters, Jim Wilkinson. Mike
public free of charge. Hours : Tues-Sat
Maltby, Noriko Sakanishi & Guy Williams .
t 0-5, Sun 2-5. 725-3275.
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 10-5:30, Sat t t -5.
772-2693.
'Jamea Cherlea Roy
An exhibit of photographS from the CelticHuaaon College South
222 St. John St. Suite 240. Portland. Oil
Christian Irish islands of In ish murray and
Inishkea North and Scottish lana. In the
paintings by artistlteacher Helene Poulin
Hawthome-LongfeHow Library. Showing
throughout April . Gallery hours: Tues-Fri
through the end of May. 725-3253.
10-2. 774-2895.
'Holocauat: The Preaence of the Paat
Juat Me
An exhibrtion by Maine artist Judy EHis
490 Congress St, Portland. Oil paintings
by N Waterman and watercolors by Frieda
Glickman featuring black & wMe photographs of srtes connected to the HoloLundberg. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri to-5,
caust: concentration camps, graveyards,
Sat ·10-4:30. On view throughout April.
memorials. On view through May 3t .
797-9450.

OUT OF TOWN

-The Pr•• ene. of Women
An exhibrtion of paintings, pastels, prints
and photographs from the permanent
collections cefebrating women as artists
and patrons. On view through June 28.
Cry of the Loon Ar1 Gallery
Route 302, S. Casco. "Foodworks," an
exhibrlion by 21 artists depicting food
and related thoughts in a variety of media .
Showing through April t 8. Gallery hours :
Tues-Sun 9:30-5:30. 655-5060
Elementa Gallery
19 Mason St, Brunswick. Gallery hours:
Tues-Thurs 10-4, Fri & Sat 10-5. 729 -1108.
'Wildlife
Sculpture and wall pieces by t2 artists,
realistto conceptual : Larry Fuegen, David
Smus, Timothy Fisher, ElisabethShuman,
Richard Lewis , John Bryan , Albert
Croston, John Gingrow, Peggy Clark
Lumpkins, David Pollock, Sandra Stanton
& Ava Tews. ln the mini-gallery: recent oil
paintings by Diane DeGrasse, from a series inspired by old Maine family photographs. On view through May 2.
'Diane deGra. .e
Recent oil paintings inspired by old, preWW II family photographs . Showing
through May 2.
Harrington Houae
Freeport Historical Society, 45 Main St,
Freeport. "Elmer Porter: Freeport Builder
and Contractor." a collection of 19thcentury planes and tool originally owned
by Porter as well as photographs of buildings he constructed . On view throughout
May. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 10-5, Sun
noon-5. 865-3 t 70.
Maine Audubon Society
Gilsland Farm. 1t 8 US Route 1, Falmouth.
Paintings and drawings by wildli1e-artist Clare
Walker Leslie. Showing through May 27. Hours:
Mon-Sal 9-5, Sun noon-5. 781-2330.
Maine Maritime Muaeum
Maritime History Bldg, 243 Washington St,
Bath. Gallery hours: daily 9:30-5. 443 -1316.
'Sidney M. Chaae. 1877-1957
An exhibit on the photographic record of
the lives of fishermen and mariners with a focus on the communities of Port
Clyde and Matinicus - at work in the
early 20th century by the Massachusetts
artist who summered in Maine most of his
life. Showing through May 3.
O'Farrell Gallery
46 Maine St. Brunswick. Exhibiting Gregory
Shattenberg'srecent experimen1al worl<sln
which images and words combine in symbolic congruency. Showing through May 2.
Hours: Tues-Sat 10-5. 729-8228
Viale Parloll Gallery
24 Pearl SI. Bldg J. Biddeford. Landscapes, stilililes and figurative works by
the American realist painter George Van
Hook . On view through Mey 2. Galery
hours: Wed-Sat 11-5.284-0370.
The Weltehan Library
Saint Joseph's College, on Sebago Lake
in Standish . Portland artist and art instructorChuck Thompson shows his most
recent paintings through April 24. Gallery
hours : Mon-Thurs 7 :30- 11 , Fn 7:30-5,
Sat-Sun noon-5. 892-6766.

Staying human in an industrialized age
(irange halls fought loss of farming community
Rose Marasco boasts in her darkroom an enlarger
that was a house-warming present from Todd and
Lucille Webb. She grinned happily when she showed
it to me. It must be useful to her, for she is a prolific
photographer.

r,

Annual Arts & Artl.... a Fair
The fair committee is seeking artisans to Increase the vanety of rtems for th iS all-juned
event offering quality arts and crafts from
around New England. All items sold at the fatr
must beluried. For more infoon deadlines and
the jurying process, call 925-3177
"Art and Commerce: The Influence of
the Market on the Mind"
As part 01 PSA's liberal Arts Lecture
Series,asymposium - wrlhpainterAbby
Shahn; special effects artist Nelson Lowry;
C . David Thomas, art professor at
Emmanuel Collega ; Anita Douthat, curator of Boston's Photographic Resource
Center - is scheduled for April 23 . This
event IS free and takes place in The Baxter
Bldg, 6t9 Congress St, Portland. For lurther info call 775-3052 .
Career Skilia Seminar
One-day seminar open to all artists seeking
to make sense of a constantly changing
enVironment, commercial and otherwise.
Speakers Will be carol Sederstrom, DaVid
Weinstock, Lu Bauer and Linda Cross
Godfrey. April 26 from 9-4:30 in Baxter
Auditorium, 619CongressSt, Portland Cost:
$35 members, $45 others. call 348-9943.
Juried Flower Sh_
Artists should defiver their work reiated to
the floral theme no later than April 28 at
The Center for the Arts at The Chocolate
Church, 804 Washington SI. Bath . Open
to all media except photography. Fee:
$tO three pieces by non-Bath Garden
Club members. $8 for two. $5 for one. For
further info call 371 -2697 .
1992 Maine Festival
All Maine artists are invited to submrt
proposals to participate in the Sculpture
Park and in the Binboard Paintings. A
proposal with appropriate support materials must be submitted by May 1. Selected sculptors wiN receive up to $200
for transport and installation expenses;
billboard artists $t65 for paint and a 9 ' x
12' white canvas. For more details regarding requirements and procedures,
contact: Maine Arts, Inc, 582 Congress
SI. Portland, ME 04101 .

Continued on page 34
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Visit Rose Marasco In her studio by appointment
by calling 774-3762.
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Rose M.... sco·s "PlellAntd.le Gr_,. No. 431, Sarborough, M.lne." bl8c:k . . d white photograph. 13"

An associate professor of photography at the University of Maine, Rose has been teaching in various
capacities both at USM and PSA since 1979. She grew
up in Utica, New York, and received her BFA from
Syracuse University. She started the photography
department at the Munson-Williams--Proctor Institute of the Museum of Art at Utica. She ran the
program for five years, and then, feeling a pull to the
Northeast and the sea, moved to Portland.
Why Portland? 'The size of the city and the kinship with the people that 1 felt immediately," she
replied. "I experienced an immediate love for Portland. It's an amazing city . There were so many people
1 found here who shared similar values - people

II

16". 1991.

who made creative values part of their daily lives,
but in a simple, unpretentious way. And yet there's
as much sophistication as anyone needs," she continued. "There are two art schools here, a dance company, theater companies and a symphony."
A few years ago, as Rose was commuting to USM's
Gorham campus, she began to feel that she wanted to
document changes she was watching occur both to
the landscape and to neighborhoods. At the time she
lived in Scarborough, and one of the buildings that
intrigued her historically and architecturally was the
Pleasantdale Grange on the Black Point Road.
"It was a decaying building," she said, "and it
represented a passing era." So she took a photo, but

was dissatisfied with the image. "I knew," she said,
"that there was much more to that grange hall than 1
first saw. 1 realized that there was not enough that
was informative in this photo to a larger audience."
She decided to go deeper.
Thus began her two-year study,
"Ritual and Community: The Maine
Grange." A collection of over 150 of
Marasco's contemporary photographs of the phenomenon of the
grange, the secret society of agriculturalistsfounded in 1874, is presently
on exhibition at the Farnsworth Museum in Rockland until April 19. After this exhibition leaves the
Farnsworth it will travel to five University of Maine locations until it
closes in Orono in March of 1993.
As Marasco studied the grange and
its hugely important role to rural
fanning populations fighting off the
"unjust" profits of financially savvy
middlemen marketing their harvests,
her own personal involvement with
the instituti.on increased,
'''Personally,'' she said, "I am not
against technology _I do, after all, use
a camera. But," she continued, "I am
increasingly alarmed by the ongoing
lossofoursenseofcommunity. Technology is great," said Marasco, "but
we have got to let the human part of
our existence detennine some of our
goals. We have so few ways left," she
said, "to have spontaneous communityinteraction." The grange was one
method Americans found to fend off
the encroachments of the depersonalizing Industrial Revolution.
For Marasco, the challenge to her
artistic creativity was in finding
confluence between the internal clarification of her inner artistic voice and
her knowledge ofcontemporary photographic theory and criticism. "Photography is complicated," she said,
"like music. It can't be defined in a
single way. And what can and can't
be present in a photograph is being
examined in post-modernist terms."
What Marasco attempted to create in this project were what she calls
visual readings. Photos are enigmatic
things, she explained. "What is the
truth of a particular photo? What can
we really know from anyone specific photo? People confuse a photo
with the truth. The truth is always
much more complicated and multidimensional than anyone photograph can convey." Photographers
of merit today, she said, make photographic memory / symbols that letthe
viewer in.
To·that end Marasco adds, for example, text to her images - a song
from the grange, perhaps, that symbolizes the conferral of a ritual degree for women. Or words describing the woman who lived down the road and let her
into the grange; or lettering; or multiple images,
dream-like or purely physically descripti ve; or juxtaposed ones. She will switch from black and white to
color, or combine the two in one image.
The multi-dimensional approach is effective; this
viewer, at least, was let into a long, intelligent, narrative poem - an elegy to a dying effort on the part of
the American farming community to remain human.

Margot Brown McWillilims
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SPRING COLORS OF BENETION.

56 Main St. Freeport, ME 865-6369
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Coyeside
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ChrlstrruJS Cove
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~ Private lessons available using our boats or yours.

I~

.Charter Pacific Seacraft 24,27, by the week,
or Ericson 26 by the day.

~

,

.10% Discount on lodging

I
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For more information "alII
(101) 644-8181 or (107) 644-8180
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Christmas Cove. HC 64 Box 150. S. Bristol, ME. 04568
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ART GLASS!
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Celebrate Earth Day ot
772~4080

Caravan
Beads

••••

BEST PLACE
ON EARTH
TO BEl

Currently located at 891 Brighton Ave , Portland

but moving to a new location as of Thursday, April 23rd
at Forest Avenue Plaza (2nd floor)
449 Forest Avenue, Portland

••••

Hours: Thursday 4:30 to 8pm; Saturday tOam to 6pm;
Sunday noon to 4pm

---------------------------------

Easter Dinner
Ipm"" 7pm
Make your holiday celebrations very
special with cakes and pastries reflecting
the joys of Spring's new growth. Breakfast
coffee cakes to start your weekend
mornings off with a pleasant treat.

Baked Virginia Ham - Raisin Sauce
Roast Spring Leg of Lamb
Stuffed Boneless Chicken Breast - While Wine Sauce
Baked Northeast Salmon - While Wine & Caper Sauce
Baked Haddock - Crab Hollandaise Sauce
Prime Rib of Beef Aujus

~

Port Bake House

i~~~~~~ Localed
north
or Rl 302I mile
on Rl
85

in Raymond.
Reservalions Ac.cepled

655-7841

263 St. John St., 773·5466 • 205 Commercial St. 773·2217

FRESH :

j.t1MI

• SIX DIFFERENT WJCES DAILY TO TRY WITH OUR DELICIOUS PASTAS.

....
F F
"

Lunch or Dinner

wi this coupon, exp 4/30/92

• KIDS BIKES WITH BUY BACK PROGRAM •
• MT. IllES
• ROAD IllES
• HYBRID BilES
• USED IllES

• CLOTHING
• SHOES
• COMPUTERS
• TOOLS

Expert and Prompt
Repair at
Reasonable Rates
Thurs·Fn n,gnls 11117 • Cbsed
Sundays due to product teSllng.

58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146
Open everyday: Mon. - Sat. 11-6:30 ~
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ART
Seco Side_lk Art. Festival'.
organizing committee is accepling original,
lramed works 01 art - sculplures, paint·
ings, watercolors, graphics, photos and
silkscreens - displayed in portfolio or suit·
able stand. Prizes will be awarded in several
categories. Each application must be ac·
companied by a $30 fee and postmarked no
later than May 15 (evenl held June 27). For
application lorm and more info, write to
SSAF, Box 336, Saco, ME 04072.
USM Art Sale & Exhibit
To help benelit the University 01 Southern
Maine Association 01 Visual Artists, April
26 from 9-3 pm in USM Gym, Falmouth
Street, Portland. For info call 772-3992 .
Dozier Bell Lecture
Maine artist Dozier Bell will speak April 22
at 4 pm as part of USM's Visiting Artist
Lecture Series - in Hastings Formal
Lounge, USM Gorham. Cal 780-5480.

to EXCHANGE ST
PORnAND

Yes, in their perpetual search for new and more tempting
baubles, the bead queens have added art glass (blown
glass beads in matched pairs) to the already astonishing
collection at Maine's hottest bead shop:

For Easter & Passover Desserts

Entertainment

~

hands-on learning

II
UNITED COLORS
OF BENETTON.

J

• Five day beginners course emphasizing

I,I

I

TIDS
SUMMER!

59 Federal St., Portland
ME 04101 (207) 774·2933

SENSE
Bowdoin Celebrat. . Co-edueatlon
with readings, talks and movies. Upcoming activities: "Films 01 Barbara HamApril 20; lecture by Cynthia Fuchs
Epstein, April 21; lecture by Jamaica
Kincaid , April 23; lilm "Dry Kisses Only:
April27 . Nearly all events start at 7:30 pm
and are held at the colege's Kresge Auditorium, Brunswick. For more info and
confirmations, call 725-3620.
Film Seri.. on the Holocauat
begins April 21 with Alain Resnais' "Night
and Fog." Upcoming are: "The Story of
ChaimRurrl<owskiandtheJewsolLodz,·
April 23; "The Warsaw Ghetto," April 28;
"Weapons of the Spirit," April 30. All lilms
start at 4 pm and are shown in Beam
Classroom, Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Series is free. For
lurther info call 725-3275 .
Gay L_blan BI.exuai A_ran ... Week
Lecture Series
litled 'The Hoiocaust·A RetrospectIVe: Ste·
reotyping and Stigma 01 Minorllies,' the
series consists of 21 events, including lectures, discussions, readings, meellngs and
forums scheduled through Apnl 23 primarily
at USM Portland's Campus Center. Free
and open to all. For more inlocaIl874·6596
Homeowne..hlp for the '8Oe
is the topic of three public seminars presented by Greater Portland Landmar1<s
and scheduled for April 18 & 25, from 911 :30 am, in Key Bank's Phoenix Room,
1 Canal Plaza. Portland . Valuable advice
oHered lor prospective buyers and own·
ers of newer homes. Seminars are lree.
Home inspector Brian Rolins, Landmar1<s'
Advisory Service member Linda GriHin
and mortgage officer Doug Smith are
guest speakers in the lirst program. Call
774-5561 for more info.
"Th. Invention of New England"
Lecture by Dr Martyn Bowden will focus
on the commercial and early industrial
development of New England. Accompa·
nied by slide show. April 16at7 pmin the
Moot Courtroom, Law School Bldg. USM
Portland. Free. Call 780-4920 for details.
"Is the Current Middle East 'Peace Process' Relevant to Peace?"
As part of USM's Great Decisions '92
Lectures, speaker Gene Bums will deliver
this talk April 24 at 8: 15 pm in Parish Hall,
SI. Luke's Cathedral. 143 State St, Portland. Admission: $5 public. $t students,
free lor USM faculty, members 01 the
World AHairs Council and parishioners.
Call 780-4551 for details.
Land Truat Conf_nce
will deal with how communities can protect sign~icant open spaces. Wor1<shops
on such topics ascorrrnuni1ytrails; larm,
f""est and waterlront protection; environ·
mental laws; and land stewardship. Keynote speaker is Tom Bradbury. Advance
registration recommended for this event
scheduled for May 2, lrom 8 :30 am-4 :3O
pm at Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Fee:
$20, $25. For more inlo call 729-7368.
Planned Parenthood Profe. .lonal
Workahope on Sell
deal with how sexuality is inseparable
from other social and psychological con·
cems and with the topic of relationship
negotiation. "Sex Talk" presented on April
29, from 9:30 am-3:30 pm at a cost 01
$75; "Sex Talk II" on April 30. lrom 9·
12:30 pm at a cost of $40. For more inlo
and to pre-register, call (802) 862·9638 .

mer:

Lesbian Dlscu•• lonlSupport Group
Write.. ' Festival at USM
Out lor Good meets each Thurs lrom 7-9
takes place between April 20-25 at USM
pm in Saco. Topics relevant to lesbians
Portland. Schedule 01 readings is as 101are discussed weekly. Meetings are nonlows: Thomas Carper & Betsy Knoll, April
smoking . They're free, but a $1 donation
20at 7:30pm; student writers, April 21 at
is requested. For directions or more info,
1 & 4: 15 pm; Jacquie Fuller & Barbara
call 247-3461 or write to PO Box 153 E.
Hope, April 22 at 4:15 pm; Perry Glasser
Waterboro 04030.
& Constance Hunting,April22 at 7:30 pm;
John Piiewski & David Walker, April 23 at Life, Death and Transition Work.hop
will bring together over 50 people coming
4:15 pm; Diane Benedict & Alfred DePew,
from a variety of backgrounds and will
April 23 at 7:30 pm; Dennis Gilbert &
include tenninally ill patients, parents of
Monica Wood , April 24 at 4:15 pm; a
dying children and other who have expepanel discussion is scheduled for April 25
at 3:30 pm; Mekeel McBride & Cathie
rienced loss in their lives. Conducted by
the staff of Elisabeth Kubler- Ross Center.
Pelletier, April 25 at 7 :30 pm. For info on
a non·profrt organization dedicated 10 the
places and to conlinn, call 780-4291 .
enhancement 01 lile through the practice
of unconditional love, ~ is set to take
place May 4·8 at Notre Dame Spiritual
Center. Alfred . Cost: $800 includes meals,
lodging and tuition. Inlo call 829·3027 .
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Service.
oHers ongoing support and info on HIV
and AIDS. It currently sponsors an HIV+
support group meeting the first & third
Wed 01 every month , from 7·8:30 pm; as
well as a familylfriends support group
which meets the first & third Mon of every
month. from 7·8:30 pm. For more info ca II
725-4955.
Need to Talk? Dial Kid. Hotline
is lor teens who have a problem or need
to talk. The hotlineis open from2 :30· 5pm
Mon·Fri . Teens calling in talk to other
teens who are well trained to listen and
help. Calls are kept confidential, except
The AIDS Project (TAP)
when the caller is in danger. Topics dis·
sponsors a support group lor HIV· nega·
cussed on the hotline range from lamily
tive partners of HIV· positive persons. The
and school to sexuality and relationships ,
group is tacilitated by TAP case manag·
peer relations , birth control , loneliness.
ers with the purpose of making a space
substance abuse & suicide. If you need to
for seronegative partners 10 share their
talk. call 774·TALK .
feelings and concems in a confidential O.C.D. Support Group
setting. The group meets regularly on
meets weekly on Fridays at 6·7:30 pm.
Mondays lrom 6·7:30 pm at 22 Monu·
Mercy Hospital, Upper Auditorium . Port·
ment Square on the lilth floor. For further
land. Free. For more info call 773-0976.
info call John Bean or Chris Monahan at Outright
774·61377.
The Portland Alliance of Gay and Lesbian.
Di.ability Support for Injured Workers
Bisexual and Questioning Youth, offers
is a non- profi1 organization dedicated to
support and inlormation lor young people
helping elderly and the disabled. Share
22 and under, in a safe environment,
yourexperfences on such issues as workevery Friday lrom 7:30-9:30 pm at the
ers' comp oeveryMon , from 9 am-noon, at
Preble Street Chapel, comer of Preble
lhe Hollis Community Bldg, Hollis . For
and Cumberland avenues . For infonnamore info call 793-4440.
tion, writeorcall: Outright, P.O. Box 5028,
Divorce Pe ... peetlve.
Station A, Portland04 tOt, tel . 774-HELP.
Support group lor those people facing P.ren," Support Group
problems in the divorce process; new·
sponsored by Parents Anonymous rreets
comers' group each week . Meets year·
Tues eves at 6 in the United Methodist
round Weds at 7 :30 pm at Woodford's
Church, Brunswick; Tues eves at 6 :15 in
Congregational Church, 202 Woodlord
SI. Elizabeth Center. 87 High St. Portland;
St, Portland . Donation of$I .5Orequested.
Fri moms al lOin Family Resource Cen·
DMD Portland
ter, Presumpscot St, Portland. Volunteers
Depressed-Manic Depressed confiden·
are needed to help stall a Parent Helpline
tial support group meets Monday nights
now in use. For info. call 871 -7445.
in room #2 at lhe Dana Health Center. Parents Without Partners
MaineMedical Center,Portland. Formore
will hold its support group rreeling the
info call 774-4357.
second, third and fourth Mon of the month,
from 7·9:15 pm, at Holy Trinity Greek
F .... lingAlive
New social group fonning lor those age
Orthodox Church Parish House, 133
35+, whether separated, divorced or widPleasant St, Portland. For more info call
owed, who would liketo meet new people.
774·4357 .
Call 284· 1922 for further details .
Peer Support M ....tlng
Food Addiction
For individuals with disabilities and olher
Leam moreaboutcompulsive eating hab·
interested parties. Two monthly meetits . bulimia and anorexia at this free work·
ings: Third Thurs 01 evety month, 1·3 pm
shop about the basic facts of this type of
at 1700Broadway West, S. Portland; third
addiction. April 20 at 7-8:30 pm at the
Tuesol every month, 5-7 pmat 100 State
Cumberland room at Holiday Inn by the
St, Portland. For additional details call
Bay. 88 Spring St, Portland . For further
767· 2t89.
info call 774· 4564.
People with AIDS Coalition of Maine
aay Support Group
oilers a'special meeting for those recov·
for gay men is now fenning . Call 799·
ering AA's Living with HIV or AIDS. Tues7276 for further info.
days at 8 pm. at The Living Room North,
377 Cumberland Ave, Portland . For deGrandperent. Support Group
Seeking custody or visitation. raising
tails call 871·9211 .
grandchildren, etc.? Corre together for The Rape Crilli. Cent..
emotional support and action on April 27
oHers crisis intervention. advocacy and
from 7-9 pm at Keeley's Banquet Center,
support groups lor survivors of sexual
178 Warren Ave, Portland . For more info
assauH and abuse, including family and
call 797· 9227 .
friends of the victims. All services are Iree
Group The .. py for Couple.
and confidenlial. Comprehensive training
Partnership may nol be as easy as you
is given to volunteers, who are welcomed.
If you have been sexually assaulted, call
expected. so this 13·week group therapy
the 24-hourhotline at 774· 3613. Formore
is meanl to help you discover what is
info on volunteering, call 879-182 1.
missing or to recover what has gone
astray. "will take place Tues evenings at Recovery Support
78 Fessenden St & 73 Deering St, Port·
Group for those in recovery who want to
land . Starts as soon as enough couples
explore spirituality and for those on the
sign up. For further info call 775·5903
spiritual path who want to explore recov·
(2833).
ery from addictive substances or behaviors . Meditation and 12- step-style dis·
Homel .... ne..
To help, contact the she~er closest to
c ussion sponsored by the Portland Suli
Order. Every Wednesday from 7-8: t 5 pm
you . Or if you need assistance in finding a
home, call Hospnality House Inc at 453·
on the third floor of Woodfords Con9re2986, or write P.O. Box Hinckley, Me
9ational Church. 202 Woodford St, Portland. Formore info call Jan at 878-2263 or
04944.
Eli at 774-1203_
H.O.P.E. Self·Support Groups
with lacilnator meet weekly to help heal Resolve Support Group
the emotional pain associated wnh chronic
is especially lor those who are no longer
pursuing infertility treatment or those for
or serious diseases, injury, lile, death and
whom trealment is not an option. All wei·
childhood issues . Group rreets at Mercy
come- whether considering adoption or
Hospnal on Tuesdays from 5:30· 7:30 pm,
living childlree. Meetings on third Tues 01
and attheUnilyChurch, 16 Columbia Rd ,
every month, lrom 6 :45-8:45 pm in the
Portland , on Thursdays from 1o· 12 noon.
There's also a support group forthe lam·
caleteria at Par1<view Memorial Hospital,
ily and lriends 01 lhe ill that meets every
329 Maine St, Brunswick. For more info
lincluding "regular" meetings where treatother Thursday from 7-9 pm; and a Nexl
ments are discussed), call 767-4104.
Step Group for 12-Steppers who want to
go deeper into feelings , that rreets every So. Maine Are. Agency on Aging
Monday at Unity from 7-9 pm. For more
offers a trained advocate in Portland , at
inlo call1-800-339-HOPE.
237 Oxlord St every Friday from lOam-I
pm, to assist older residents and their
Ingraham Volunt.......
Help available by phone 24 hours a day.
concemed lamily members and friends
with questions about Medicare, MedicCall 774·HELP.
aid, insurance, housing, social services,
P.O.S.S,I.B.L.E. (partners of Sun/ivo .. stop
consumer issues and others. To sched·
Inceat br Leamlng and Educ8t1ng)
ule an appointment, call the agency at
oHers phone support, wor1<shops and sell775-6503 or 800-427-7411 .
help support groups . Portland group
meets bimonthly. For more info , call 1Continued on page 36
547-3532.
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'~PORTLAND'S BE ST BREAKFAST"
- CBW 1991 READER'S POLL

ST' PORTLAND

Why Is Bveryone

Talking About
Kosie1s?
"Rosie's dishes out some fantastic fare.
"Three stars for food - three and a half for service.
N

H

Portland Press Herald

"Known for its appetizing lunches and dinners."
The Business Review

"The Dart Meca of Portland. "
"Great place to relax with dinner

(!(

drinks.

N

Face Magazine

"There are lots of Roses and we have ours."
A great place to eat, drink or relax."

~

0~

N

Tire Old Po"erRepo""

HAPPYHOUK

~~~'~p:~~f 0~
\J

Brew Lover's
DAILY BEER SPECIALS: $1.50
Mon - Miller's Oenuine Draft Lite
Tues - Coors Light
Wed - Miller·Oenuine Draft
Thurs - Rolling Rock
Fri - Miller Lite
Sat - Rolling Rock Light
Sun -16 oz.Bloody Marys or Mimosa's $2.95

330 Fore street • Old Port • 772-5656
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Entertainment
Co"/i",,.d from page 35

HELP
1lpec18llnt_tAA M_tlnvforPeop!e
LIving With AIDS
meets weekly on Tuesdays at 8 pm at the
PWA Coalition. 377 Cumberland Ave.
Portland. Meeting designed to provide a
safe space in which to discuss HIV issues. while living positively sober. This
meeting is open only to those who have
tested HIV pos~ive or have been diagnosed ~ AlDS. For more information
can 871-9211.
U ......ployed Vete..n. Support Group
is now forming . For more info call 77'5-

2934.
Veteran.' Support Service.
provide vets with the opportunity to SDcialize & gather in relaxed setting. Dinner
served Thursday nights. open to the public.located at 151 Newbury St. Portland.
For more info call 871-0911 ,
WINGS
Anon-profrt organization that serves single
parents. Newsupport groups for 1991-92
will meet Thursdays from 7-9 pm. For
more info call 767-2010.
YMCA Young Fathera' Program
Advocacy and support for fathers ages
14-24 with individual case management.
counselingandanongoingsupportgroup
Monday from 6:30-8 pm at the Portland
YMCA. 70 Forest Ave. For more info call
Steve Ives at 874-1111.

WELL

NESS

Adult Health Sc:reenlnga
for diabetes. anernia. colorectal cancer.
high blood pressure and cholesterol level .
Two or more tests per person ava~able.
time permitting. Fee for services. APril 21 .
12 :30-2 pm at Grey Congregational
Church Hall; April 27. 1-3 pm at
Scarborough Town Hall; APril 29 9:3011 :30 am at Gorham's St. Anne's Church.
For additional info. call 775-7231. ext.
527,
Buddhl.t-Oriented Meditation
Group meets every Sunday. from 1()'11
am.al104OBroadway. S. Portland. Small
donation. For more information. call 8394897.
Childbirth CI. ._
Discovery Educalion offers six-week prepared childbirth classes including
anatomy & physiology of labor. relaxation
& brealhing lechniques. pain management oplions during labor. role of coach
or support person. physical & emotional
changes after birth. and much more .
Classes are held Mon orTues eves from
7-9 for six weeks. Cost: $60. including
handbook. gift packs and articles. To
register call 797-4096.
Coping with Stre. .
Slress management workshop offered
Tuesday eves al 7 pm. Malerial covers
slress tests. coping and relaxation skills.
stress management and decision-making tips. Call A Better Way Chiropractic
(2063 Congress 51) at 879-5433 to RSVP.
Courage of the Heart
Asix-weekgroup(lim~edto 12)forwomen
which explores the dance to consciousness using expressive arts and Jungian
perspectives. Tuesdays. APril 28-June 2.
from 7-9:30 pm in Brunswick. Cost: $25.
Call 725-6847 for registration and further
details.
Expectant and N_ Parenta
Heanhy Beginnings offers classes aimed
at making parenting a fulfilling experience. Prepared Childbirth. emphaSizing
choices in birth and individual approaches
to breathing and relaxation. starts May 4
from 7-9 pm. $7S1couple. Early pregnancy classes and a new parents' support group also available. To register call
829-3362.

Taking a trip down Fiddle Lane
Poet Thomas Carper finds divinity in details
U Thomas Carper were a carpenter, everyone would want
to buy the chairs he made. He is a master craftsman who
never declares his work finished until he has achieved a fine
technical sheen. As it is, Carper builds poems, which is bad
news for his bank account but great news for the reader. After
all, a good poem outlives even the best carpentry.
Carper is a sonneteer and proud of it. And his "Fiddle
Lane" establishes him as one of the most distinguished poets
in the state. He belongs firmly to the tradition of New England formalists: Robert Frost and Edna SI. Vincent Millay
come first to mind. The poems in "Fiddle Lane" are the work
of a careful mind and an exacting eye, spoken in a voice
sensitive to the music of language. "Casting the Nets" provides a good example:

"exploring the Realm 01 the Mlraculoua"
Discover the essential human needs that
lie beyond our cunural order. Meetings
will take place APril 26. May31 &June28.
at 10 am in the Proprioceptive Writing
Center. 39 Deering St. Portland. Fee:
$120 series. $50 session.
Free Sire•• Management Workahop
Malerial covers stress tests. coping arid
relaxation skills. stress management and
decision-making tips. Wed evenings at 7.
at A BetterWay Chiropractic. 2063 Congress St. Portland . Foradditional info. call
879-5433.
Friend. olthe We.tern Buddhlat Order
invite all interested parties to a period of
meditation and chanting each Mon from
7:1'5-9:15 pm. at 222 Saint John St. Portland , For more details call 642-2128.

OUT
SIDE

Back Country Bike Excuralon.
Beginning May 7 & 14 and continuing
through Oct 1 . these mini-weekends wil
take you through the loothills of the White
Mountains . They start at noon on Sat and
end about 2 pm on Sun. Each weekend
includes overnight tent accommodation.
one pancake breakfast. one sweat lodge.
and more. Cost: $35 single. $60 double.
To enroll or for more info. call 62'5-8189.
Blke-A-Thon
Sponsored by The People with AlDSCoalition of Maine. this 22-mile round-trip
bike journey from Portland to Cousin's
When we arrive, the land is lost in mist.
Island and return is scheduled for May 2.
We balance carefully as we prepare
Forregistration lorms. pledge sheets and
The nets whose spidery strands seem to resist
further details. call 772-4856.
Hatha Yoga Clinic
Their being flung extravagantly in air.
Hatha Yoga lor PWAs will continue 8o.ting Safety Courae
Subjects include boating and equipment.
through June 23 from 12:40-2 pm every
safe operation . navigation. laws and legal
Wednesday and Friday at 22 Monument
But, being brought to standing height and artfully
requirements. charts and compass as
Square(take elevatorto fifth floor). Cost is
well asemergencies.ApriI30. May7 & 14.
$1 for those who can afford it. Call PortSwirled out into the sunset, they begin
from 6:30-9:30 pm in the Cumberland
land
Yoga
Studio
at
797-5684
for
info.
To wing and fan as though infinity
Recreation Department. Cumberland. For
Healing Circle
more details call 829-2208.
Could be encompassed, caught, and gathered in.
The meetings of this non-denominational
Ca.co
Bay Bicycle Club
circle will take place on April 19. May 3 &
is going for a ride along the ocean and
lrom
11-1
pm
al
the
Center
for
Inner
17.
This poem weaves together vital
marshes of Scarborough and Cape ElizaHealing, 78 Main St. Yannouth. For furbeth. Riders of all abilities are welcome.
threads of Carper's thinking:
ther details can 846-6464.
Afterwards : pizza and socializing. April 16
homely details, overwhelmHealing Support Group
at 6 pm. meet at Pat's Pizza. Route 1 in
A safe environment for those experiencing questions and the
Scarborough . For more info ca1l79~ 1085.
ing personal traumas. addiction. grief.
ways in which they
loss of good health. and who seek sup- Journeys with Maine Audubon Soc.
The following tours offer highly skilled
port within a context of mutual sharing.
can be connected.
leaders. first-rate accommodations and a
Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30 pm at Mercy
"Do not ask
comfortable pace - for members & nonHosp~al. Spring Street entrance. Portmembers alike: Georgia . APril 25 to May
about the god,"
land. Call 761-7608 for lurtherdetails.
3 (visiting historic Savannah. Wassaw IsIn the Track. of the Buddha
he writes, "but
land and more); England & Scotland. May
An introduction to Buddhist thought and
30 to June 14 (York. the Scottish coast.
ask/ About the fruit
practice of meditation. Meditation . teachthe Helbrides); PacifIC Northwest. June
and seed, about the rind/
ing and discussion every Tues. beginning
1!t-30 (exploring the Olympic Coast.
APril 21 and continuing through May 19.
Cast off." Only in details
Butchart Gardens. Canadian Victoria). For
For more info call 772-7614.
a detailed itinerary and more info. call
can the designs of
Ingraham Volunt_ra
781-2330.
things be discerned.
offers a hotline for teens where they can
Maine Audubon Society
call to talk about birth control. sexual
Carper often puts
A fewvolunteers are needed fortheSpring
abuse. loneliness. drugs. depression. and
Salt Marsh Ecology Program. held at the
his subjects under a
the like. For more info. call 874-1055.
Scarborough Marsh Nature Center. The
Iyengar Yoga
magnifying glass, and
programs run on a weekly basis beginSpecial weekend workshop APril 24-26.
ning APril 28. Training forvolunteerguides
cea ses to be in teres ting
For inlo call 77'5-0975 or 799-4449.
is scheduled for April 16. 21-23 from 9:30
only when observing
Planned Parenthood
am-noon. For more info or to sign up 10r
of
Northern
New
England
can
help
teensomething of narrow
the workshop. call 781 -2330. Coffee and
agers at its Walk-In Clinic Fridays from 1donuts will be available following a suninterest to the reader.
4:30 pm. at SOO Forest Ave . Portland.
rise celebration of Earth Day. April 22 at
(Several poems about works
Confidential services include: birth con5:30 am. Wildlife demonstrations . entertrol. pregnancy texts. pap smears. STD
tainment and olher activities aimed at
of art and literary figures may
screening and treatment. Fees based on
encouraging environmental awareness
fall into this category.) The
ability to pay. For info call 772-6521.
take piaceApril25 lrom 10 am-3 pm. Free
most successful sonnets are
Pop Ego'. Balloon
to members. $2 otheraduMs. $1 children.
Enjoy your true self with Sahaja yoga
Both events held at Gilsland Farm. 118
the ones dealing with everymeditation Mondays. lrom 7-8: 15 pm. in
US Roule '. Falmouth. Call 781-2330 for
"Flddle lane" by Thomas
day reality, the lives of
the Faculty lounge. Student Center. USM
additional info.
Portland. Call 767-4819 for more inlo,
Carper, Johns Hopkins
common people.
Maine Outdoor Adventure Club
Stretc:hfng the Spirit
University Press: Baltimore,
brings together people who enjoy the
"In Families," the book's
A yoga class of gentle breathing and
outdoors. MOAC offers trips and events
1991. $26.50 hardcover,
longest section, traces the
stretching ending in deep relaxation. All
to people of all skill levels. beginner to
$10.95 paperback.
are welcome to this creative approach to
expert. Upcoming: Earth Day tree plantprogress of life from childbody. rrind and spiritual well-being. Bring
ing in Windham. April 25 (772-983t);
hood to death and departure. Memories of growing up are
a mat. Wednesdays lrom 5:30-6:30 pm.
Muscongus Bay Sea-kayaking. April 25
Saturdays from 9-10 am at the
shown as strangely troubling, like old family snapshots
(774-0074); hiking. climbTng and biking at
SwedenborglanChun;h. 302 Stevens Ave.
Acadia National Park. May 1-3(772-9831);
hauled out by your relatives "just when you think you've got
Portland. Donation: $3 . For more info call
Dead Riverwhitewaterrafting. May 9(829your life in order." Youth is presented as a time of both terror
772-8277.
5932). Ongoing: rock climbing atthequary
Sull Danc. . of Universal Peace
every Tues evening; Tues (6 pm) & Thurs
and discovery, a gradual surrendering of childish pOSSibilicelebrate the unity of religious ideals.
(6:30 pm). walk around Baxter Blvd. startties. 'The Tree Seat" embodies the overall outlook:
based on the world's spiritual traditions .
ing at Payson Park. For updated trip info.
First& second Satof every month.lrom 7call the Outdoor Hot~ne at 77 4-1118. For
9 pm. at the Swedenborgian Church. 302
club & membership info. call Carey at
Each time I took my place, there was a glow
Stevens Ave. Portland. For more info call
772-9831.
Of green vibrating from the leaves. in light;
846-6039.
March of Dim. . 1992 Walkamerlca
Six-mile trek kicks off APril 26 at Andover
The sun arranged itself so it could show
Sufi Meditation
Join the Portiand Sufi Order for meditaCollege and helps supportthe fight against
I was its golden focus at the height
tion sessions based on the works 01 Hazrat
birth defects in Maine's babies. Food.
Of summer noons ...
Inayat Khan and Pir Vilayat Inayat Khan.
entertainment and give-aways wil follow .
Experienced teachers will offer sessions
Pick up inlo and pledge sheets at local
Though, from the distant house would come the mild
working with creative visualization. breath.
Deering Family Restaurants. Or call 871Voices reminding me to be a child.
sound. light and divine qualities . Open to
0660 for further details .
all; no experience necessary. Bring a Outdoor Trip LIne
meditation pillow or bench if desired. No
For the latest bicycling, hiking and other
"Fiddle Lane's" first section contains a poem called "Coslee. butdonationsaregratelullyaccepted .
outside activities info. sponsored by
mos," while the last section is entitled" At Home." Carper
Sessions held at 232 St John St (Union
Casco Bay Bicycle Club and Maine OutStation). Room 132. For more inlo. call
escapes pomposity by grounding his observations at home,
doors Adventure Club. call 774-1118.
Hayat Ricki Schechter at 657-2605 or Penob.cot (Eaat Branch) Expedition
and avoids writing brie-a-brae by always keeping one eye on
Rosanneat846-6039. Fornewsletterw~h
learn about wilderness whitewater caa larger perspective. He is also able to assume the voices of
activities list. call Eli at 774-1203.
noeing in this HerWild Song trip designed
Tarot Workahop
as an expedition. clinic and laboratory.
disparate characters, such as a Nazi functionary in "Nobody
Imaginal and joumaling work will help in
Each day will include time for reflection.
at Treblinka." (The bureaucrat claims to be innocent of the
finding out the symbols that have meanMay 2().24. Previous Whitewater experiHolocaust, but with his defense condemns himself: "] was a
ing for your life and soul. April 25 from 10ence recommended. though not required.
noon. in S. Portland. Fee: $25. Call 799A deposit of $100 (cost is $415) secures a
nobody. Nobody does those things.")
8648 for further details.
place; balance due 30 days prior to deThomas Carper, a professor of English at the University of
The T_nlYoung Adult Clinic
parture. Post to: Her Wild Song. Box
Southern Maine, has quietly outstripped many of his contemis a place to go if you have a health concem
6793. Portland. ME 04101 . Or call 773or medical problem. need a sports/school
4969.
poraries. "Fiddle Lane" is a fine book, one that deserves
physical done. or have birth control issues Trek Aero .. Maine
national recognition, and is likely to receive it. Craftsmanship
to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21. every
bicycle ride . a 18'5-mile three-day ride
Monday from 4-8 pm. at Maine Medical
which starts on Sunday River Ski Resort
as fine as this deserves to be rewarded.
Canter. 22 Bramhall St. Portland. Walk-ins
and ends at the Samoset Resort in
seen if they arrive by 7 pm.
Rockport . isa keyfundraiserfortheAmeri"Fiddle LAne" is available through the Maine Writers and
can lung Association of Maine. Take off
WlahcraftlTHmworka Support Group
is a team of motivated people who want
date is June 19 and information meetings
Publishers Alliance in Brunswick and Raffles Cafe Bookstore in
to make things happen. Through giving
are ongoing- for the Portfand area . May
Portland.
9 at l. l. Bean in Freeport. Call 1-8Q()..
support. ideas. accurate steps and the
faith in one another's ability to succeed.
499-lUNG for more info .
we won't let you quit. For more info call
Jason Wilkins
773-6226.

Maine Cricket Cfub
is seeking experienced players and curious beginners for its 1992 season. Games
already scheduled. Call761-9678 for more
info.
Men'• • Women'. Open Gym
South Portland Recreation offers gym
basketball for adults 18 and older at Memorial Middle School. Women's night is
Man and men's is Tues. both from 7-9
pm. Cost: $1. Both programs run throughout April. Call 767 -7650 for more info.
Portland Rec' .. Adult Volleyball
offers pick-up games everyTues & Thurs
Entertainment. Workshop Series
from 7:30-9:30 pm. Reiche Commun~y
at the Children's Museum of Maine. PreCenter, 166 Brackett SI. Portland. Cost:
school workshop "Egg-Straordinary ."
$2 lor residents . $3 for non-residents.
April 16. 11 am; Easteregg hunt. April 18.
Call 874-8793 for more info.
10 am; Up-close: animals rescued Irom
the wild. April 20. 11 am; papermaking. Portland Rec'. Adult Soccer
Pick-up games every Friday ranging in
computer lab. grav~y games. April 21.
skill level trom intermediate to advanced
10:30 am-noon; tree secrets workshop .
every Friday lrom 6-8 pm at Reiche ComAPril 22. 10:30 am-noon. All events are
munity Center. 166 Brackett St. Portland .
free after paying regular museum admisCost: $2 residents. $3non-residents , Call
sion . located at 746 Stevens Ave. Port874-8873 for more info,
land. For more info call 797-5483.
Portland Rec's Men'. B-ball
French Cla ••e.
offers pick-up games every Mon & Wed.
Helping children to interact w~h each
from 5: 15-7 pm; and Sat from 2-4. Fee: $2
other in a foreign language promotes creresidents. $3non-residents. ReicheComativity and self-knowledge. Classes lor
munity Center. 166 Brackett St. Portland.
elementary school children are starting
now and take place Mon & Wed. from Portfand Rugby Club
welcomes new and old players alike to
3:15-4 pm. They're offered through the
join them in experiencing this physical
Riverton Community Center. For further
and fast-paced game. "Old Boys" (over
info call 761-8330,
35 years old) also welcome. Practice on
The Fresh Air Fund
Tues & Thurs at 5:30 pm in the Fox Street
is an non-profit organization that sends
Field. just off exit 7 of 1-295 in Portland.
thousands of underprivileged children on
For more info call 839-3861.
free summer vacations to suburban and
country host families. It is now seeking Rolling. Seakayak Rescue Clinics
sponsored by Saco !'iver Outtitters . run
host families for kids 6-12 years 01 age. A
Saturday nights at a cost 01 $40. Call
variety of programs and possibilities exSaco RiverOutfitters at 773-091 0 for more
ist. For more info write to The Fresh Air
info.
Fund. 1040 Avenue of the Annericas. New
York. NY 10018. Or call (212) 221-0900. Senior Fitne. . for Men. Women 55+
USM lifeline offers classes Mondays.
Kids' Night Out
Wednesdays & Fridays from 10:30-11:15
The Portland YMCA is hosting this event
am at the USM Portland campus gym on
for children in grades K-5. who will be
Falmouth Street. Programconsists of proable to participate in swimming . gym
gressive exercises . Registration is ongogames. movies and stories. followed by a
ing. Call 780-4170 for more info.
slumber party. Space is limited to 20
children. so pre-registration is compul- USM Lileline
offers membership to the general public
sory. April 25-26. beginning at 6:30 pm.
in its gym activities program. Squash.
Cost: $15 members. $20 others. $8addiweight training facil~ies . racquetball and
tional children. For further info call 874basketball courts. etc. are available. Sev1111.
eral membership options. USM Campus
Planetarium Show.
Gym. 96 Falmouth St. For more info call
Alligator in the Elevator. laser light con760-4170,
cert. April 20. 22 &24; Stars. Dragons and
Me. astronomy show for preschoolers. Women'. Rugby
APril 21;The Mars Show. facts and myths
The Portland women's rugby team has
begun practices for the spring season
about the red planet. APril 24. Showtimes
and welcomes new players of all abilities
are noon. 1 &2 pm. Cost: $3 adults. $2.50
children & seniors. Additionally. a oneand fitness levels. Wednesdays from 7 :309 pm at Portland Police Station. Call 828day workshop where children learn to
make a star projector is scheduled lor
1213 for more.
April 25. 9:3()..noon Cost $ 15. All actlvi- Year·Round Volksmarch
-ties held."t the Southworth Planetarium in
A lree and non-competitive walk opel'ftd
the Science Bldg. USM Portland.
all. Start the seven-mile tour 01 city and
Falmouth Street. For reservations and
residential streets any day of the year
more info. call 780-4249,
from Ramada Inn. 1230 Congress St.
PPL'. Children'. Room
Portland. Forfurtherdetailscall77 4-8306.
is lots ollun the week 01 April 16: Tales for
Twos. APril 17 at 10:30 am; Storynme lor
3 years old and uP. April 18 at 10:30 am;
Preschool Story Time for 3-5 year olds.
April 22 at 10:30 am; Finger Fun for Babies. April 22 at 9:30 am; Family Story
Timeages3and uP. April 24at 10:30am:
Movies. April 25 at 10:30 am, Five Monument Square. Portland. For more info call

FOR
KIDS

871-1700 .
Riverton LIbrary
otters Toddler Time for I - to 2-yearolds.
including games. stories and songs. Wed
at 10:30 am & Fri at 9:30 am; Preschool
Story hour forages 3 to 5, Friat 10:30am.
'he library's located at 1600 Forest Ave.
Portland. For more info call 797-2915.
Youth fndoor Soccer Program
at the Portland YMCA for children 6-11
years of age. Registration is ongoing . For
more inlo call 874-1111 .
YWCA April Vacation Camps
Both camps will be held between Aprtl 21 24. from 7:30am-5 pm. TheDayCamp is for
ages 5-10 (part·time care available) and
takes place at Hall School. 23 Orono Road.
Portland. Cost: $5S1week. TheSportsCamp.
for ages 8-12. takes place at 87 Spnng St.
Portland. Cost: $40/week. $1S1day. For info
and brochure. call 874·1130,

SPORT
Aerobic ..
Pure and simple and coed, Saturdays a
9:30 am at Police Bldg. 150 Middle St
Gym. Portland. Call 761-0168 for more
info.
Ba.eb_lIlor Men 30+
Portland's Senior Baseball league is now
forming for the 1992 season. CaU 7730767 for more info.
GoIl Fit
A new 3-month program by USM lifeline
combining weight training and cardiovascular exercises specifically aimed at
strengthening "golfing" muscles. For more
info and brochure. call 780-4170.

.. .. . . . . . . . ..
.. THE MOVIES·.

I

• HEALTH VIEWS:
The Future of Majne
Hospitals (1 hr)

• POWER & STEELE ON
THEATER:
A Review of Local Theater
Productions (1/2hr)

~

A Filmaker's Apocalypse.

APRIL 22-28 WED-ruES 7, 9:15
SAT-SUN MAT 1, 3:15

• THE BOYS OF WINTER:
An Inside Look at the Red
Sox Fantasy Camp (1/2hr)
Programs premiere Fri. 7·10pm. and are
repeated Sal.- Mon.l·4 & 7·10pm and
Tues .. Wed .. & Thurs. 9am-noon,
Cable Channel 37 In Portland . So. Port·
land. Cape Elizabeth. Falmoulh. & Scarborough. Channel vanes in Gorham.
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"Practice
Random
Kindness
and
Senseless
Acts 01
Beauty."

THE QUALITY RESALE SHOP

WE PAY
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for your children's outgrown
quality clothing,
toys, books and equipment.
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Continued on page 38
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ACT UP/Maine (AIDS Coalition To Unleash Power)
is a diverse group of activists committed to
the use of nonviolent. direct action to end
theAIDS cnsls. Our goals Include theestablishment of a Maine AIDS Resource Center
and the self-empowerment of People lIving
with AIDS Community. Meetings are open
tothepublicand held (Nery Monday from 79 pm at 72 Pine St. Portland (Andrews
Square BUilding). New members are always
welcome. Wheelchair accessible. For more
Information. write to ACT UP/Maine. P.O,
Box 5267. Portland 04101. tel. 774-5082 or
871 -0959.
ACT UPlPortland
Are you angry thai people are dying because certain Individuals In the federal and
local government are ignoring the fact that
we are in a health crisis - and that because
of their ignorance. prejudice and fear noth ing see'llS to be getting done? JOIn us. We
are a progressive. grassroots organization
of volunteers dedicated through non-violent direct action to ending the AIDS cnsis
by dispelling ignorance through education.
By enlightening people we can initiate
change lpen meetings are Sundays at 7
pm at the YWCA, 87 Spnng Street. Portland. Wheelchair accessible. For more info
call 774-8475.
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ETC

FM

WED-lUES 7, 9
SAT-SUN
ONE WEEK
MAT 1,3
MAINE PREMfERE

APRIL 15-21
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GENTLY WORN ITEMS FOR CHILDREN . .
ALWAYS BUYING, ALL SEASONS INFANT - SIZE 10.
DROP-OFF OR CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT.
Mall Plaza, S. Portland (by Ames and Bookland)
Mon. - Sat. 9:30 AM - 8:30 PM • 772-7333 or 1-800-564-7333
I
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Entertainment

NOW OPEN THURSDAYS TIL 9

ETC

Brunch so tasty you'll
to lick your plate.

Adults Thinking About Colleg.

ervl"g S"fldays 9-3
.Tony'. ComedbeefH2sh -Omlette. -Egg. Benedict
.Fruit FiUed Crepes -Salmon & Egg. -Cheese Blintzes

.Lisa'. Baked Bean. -Greek Soul Food .Almond Crusted
Toast
'Serving Bloodies & Ceasars
AND SATURDAYS

: The Good Table Restaurant :
•

Rt. -~

(apt·l.Ii/ahl'lh

-\)9-(,()OJ)

Mnn · thurs: .2 for $9.95

•• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

•

•

Westbrook College is sponsoring a seriesof
events just for this group, from open houses
to career-oriented programs. Upcoming include: Evening Open House for Adults, April
16 from 5:30-7 pm; Dental Hygiene: A Career Worth Exploring, April 20 & 27 from 69 pm. All gatherings held on the campus
located on Stevens Avenue, Portland. For
further info call 797-7261 .

Th. AFDC Advisory Council
is a non-profit coalition of advocacy and
education service providers and AFOC
constituents, focusing on issues of importance to low-income communtties in
Maine. All are welcome. For mare info call
871-1475 or 882-5490.

Farm Tl1Ictor Stifety Cou ...

Allianc. Fl1Incals. Brown Bag Lunches
are held the first Wed of every monlh.
from noon-l pm, at Portland Public library, Room 316, 5 Monument Square,
Portland. Topics of discussion vary but
there's always a French connection! Call
774-1474 for more info.

American Instltut. for Foreign Study
Schola..hlp Foundation

Start off your day \Nith a

SUNRISE BAGEL
egg· cheese· ham

is a non-profit organization which arranges
1O-month hig h schooVhome experiences
for teens from Europe, Asia and Latin
Ameriica. You selectlhe person that most
closely matches your interests . Host familiesareawarded up to $800 inscholarship
funds for family members to use on AIFS
study abroad. If you would like to become
a host family , call 87HJ682.

Friday Night Fish Fry

" Best bagel in the Old Port"

'5 Temple St. Portland 879·2425

Servil1R Lunch and Dinner Noon-Ilpm
Sorry no Brunch Easter Sunday.

,,

795

BAKED HAM DINNER
with Pineapple Raisin Sauce

ROAST TURKEY DINNER
BAKED srUFFE.D HADDOCK DINNER
with Crab & Cracker Stuffing .

895
995

Dinners include: Red Bliss Polalo, Peas, Carrols, Rolls and Buller.

SUNDAY'S KIDS EAT FOR FREE - Any Item off Kids Menu
We sugges t Reservations

Ample Parking
Allen's Corner

878-3339

~I·I4ENTION

MT.ARARAT
CIASSOF

1982
The Reunion has been set ...
but have you heard about it?
If not, you are not on our mailing list!
Please write:

CBW
Box 699

Portland, ME
04101.
Hurry, time is running out!!!

meets regularly on the second & fourth
Tues of every month, at 7:30 pm at Clart<
Memorial Church, 15 Pleasant Ave, Portland. Call 683-0314 for more info.

Outstanding Curriculum

~

Honors Classes and
Advanced Placement Courses
Exceptional Opportunities
in the Arts and Athletics
8:1 Student-Faculty Ratio
Average Class Size: 11

Now accepting applications
for academic year 1993-94.

en

Z

~

Social Seniors
is the Jewish Community Center senjor
adult program (non-sectarian!) encompassing wide"ranging activities, contemporary classes and events forwomen and
men 55+. Scheduled programs begin
every Wed at 1 pm. For more info on t9is
or on aerobics, studygroupsorluncheons,
call 772-1959.

TEST SCIES AlN1
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Spring Antiques Exposition

Z
0

will take place April 25-26 starting at 10
am on Sat and 11 am on Sun, in the
Portland Exposition Building, 239 Part<
Ave, Portland. For more info call 8748203.

~

The Downeast Cat Club is a non- profit
club open for membership to people who
know and love cats. The 17th annual
Household Pet and Championship is
scheduled for April 18, from 9:30-5, at
Kennebunk High School gym, Route 35.
Kennebunk . Admission : $4 adults, $2
seniors & students. For more info can
737-2825.

Getting through this door isn't

I Beyond Test Prep.

going to be ~ You wiR need

Our national staff of experts

a high LSAT, GMAT, or GRE

kncms the ins and outs of grad-

score, You'll also need stellar

uate sch::x>Is. 'Ne'li find the best

essays and letters of recom-

programs for you-according

~

Educational Group guides ~
through the entire process.

U

~
~

Then we'll assist you in
I

~

completing applications and

I Test Prep with a Difference.

essays, collecting letters of

L..SAT. GMAT, and GRE classes

recommendation, and apply-

at The Ronkin Educational

:: .

to your specifications.

mendation. The Rankin

"How to Reaily start your Own Biz"

though you must be at leas121 years old .
SCORE (Serviced Corps 01 Retired ExFirst training session scheduled lor either
ecutives) will hold a seminar highlighting
April 25 or 26 at the museum on 195 Log
issues on organization, budgeting, marCabin Road , Kennebunkport. Call 967 keling and recordkeeping , etc .. on April
27 12 forinlo and other possible sessions.
21 from 1-4 pm, in its offices at 66 Pearl
Turning Memories into Memoi..: Ufe
St, Room 2 10. Portland. For more info call
Writing Workshops
772- 11 47.
Leam how to record lamily and personal
Indoor Rubber Powered PlaneFun Fly
histo ry to create a lasting legacy. No
Sponsored by Brunswick Area Modelers
writing experience necessary. Held every
Country Music Association's Hall of
and Maine Model Club Association . this is
other Wed through June 3, from 1-4 pm at
Feme B.nquet & Show
the biggest indoor free lIig ht event in
55 Plus. 6 Noble St, Brunswick. For lurwill feature Gene Hooper, Slim Clark. AI
Maine. The contest, open to all ages , is
lher inlo call 729- 0757 .
Hawkes. Betty Cody, Betty Gribbin. Jack
held April 25 from 8:30 am-noon in the
Uptown Co. Meeting
Thurlow, Norm Decteau et aI., April 26
Brunswick Recreation Center gymnasium,
will take place on April 16 from 8-9 am at
lrom noon-5 pm at Verrillo's Flestaurant,
30 Federal St, Brunswick. For more info
Sonesta Hotel's Castine Room, 157 High
Exit 8, Westbrook. Cost: $15fordinner&
call 725-5758.
St, Portland. For more info call 77 4-2209.
show. For details call 799-8938.
Inkeepe.. Assoc Schola ..hlp Program
Volunteer Center
Th. Enriched Golden Age Cent.r
Applications currenttywelcome from stuis in need 01 people to be c ompanions to
invites men & women over60years of age
dents accepted at accredited schools
their Alzheimer'S clients, as well as a
to Wed luncheons . There will be a prooffering concentrations on culinary sci coordinator to wort< with expanding the
gram about crime prevention for seniors
ences, hospttality industiI or hotel aduseof volunteers and reassessing present
on April 22. Birthdays celebration April
ministration. For further info or applicasystems. Call 874-1000 for further info.
29. Donation: $2.50 for luncheons. Lotion contact: Ed Langlois, Executive Dicated on the ground floorolthe Salvation
rector. Maine Inkeepers Association, 305 "Writing & SeIling the Modern Thriller"
Awriling workshop which explores genres
Army Bldg. For reservations (mandatory!)
Corrmen:ial St, Portland, ME 041 01 -4641 .
and sub-genres. research , narrative drive
and more info, call 774-f;974.
Or call 773-7670.
and mart<eting your thriller. April 25 Irom
Effective Communication
J.wlsh Community Center Events
11 am-4 pm at the Maine Writers Center,
Spring session gives practical and useful
The fa lowing activities are scheduled:
12 Pleasant St, Brunswick. Cost: $30
"how to" info and instruction for advertisMonday's Mini Seder lor children ages 4
members, $35 others. For more info call
ing pros, small business owners and stu112 to 10, April 20, 9:30-noon; Stop and
729-6333.
dents. Upcoming: "How to Do Effective
Smell the Roses for children 4 112 to 7,
Public Relations," April 21 ; 'Computer
April 21 , 9:30- 11 :45 am; News Cruise for Y.rmouth Radio Club
will hold its regular monthly meeting on
Design Made Easy," April 28; "How to
children 4 112 to 7, April 23, 8:45-11 :30
April 21 at 7 pm in the Yarmouth CommuDevelop New Business for Your Profesam; Boston Sox vs. Texas Rangers for
nity House, East Main St. Yarmouth. The
sional Practice," May 5. All seminars held
ages 7 & up, April 26, 9am. All events take
hamfesVcomputer show is up for discusfrom 6-9 pm at the Moot Court Room of
place or first meet at thi> center on 57
sion. Call 846-0700 for additional info . •
the University of Maine law School, PortAshmont St, Portland. For more info &
land. Cost: $15-$8. Cal 799-2599.
reservations, call 772-1959.

For information, call NY A's
Admissions Office at 846-9051

~

Featuring clothes for people with unique
needs: physical constraints such as arthrttis. lack of mobility, or age, need not
limt one from wearing a colorful. comfortSWeater Workshop
Caseo Bay Greens
ableanddurablewardrobe. ApriI26 , from
Bring successes, failures, questions, mug
holds general business meetings on the
2-4 pm, in the Huntington Common, 11
& lunc h. To try techniques, a 16' circ.
fourth Sun of the monlh, regular educaRoss Road , Kennelbunk . Admission : $1 5
needle size 7-8, with 64 sts wort<ed 1" In
tion meetings on the second Wed of the
includes food , champagne and musical
garterst with worsted wt. April 18 from 10
month . and newrnerrberorientation meetentertainment. For more inlo call 985am-2 pm at the Alfred Parish Meetingings on the third Wed of the month. For
2810.
house. Route 202, Alfred. Cost: $5 So
more info call 781 - 5432 or 865-4351.
H.O.M.E. Annual Dinner Meeting
Me. Guild members,$tOothers. Call 324Caseo Bay Maine Council's
Friends and supporters are invited to cel6138 lor further details .
Navy League will hold tts monthly dinner
ebrate on April 28 at 6 pm in the Church
Trolley Motormen
meeting on April 16 at 6 pm at Orion's
Hall at St. Vincent de Paul Church , Parish
are needed at the Seashore Trolley MuLanding, Naval Air Station. Brunswick.
Hall, Franklin St, Bucksport. Call 469seum to run restored electric trolleys for
For more info call 725-5237 .
7961 forfurther details .
the public . Experience not necessary,

Cat Show

A Co-ed Day School for Grades 6 to 12

National Organization for Women

Retired Senior Volunteer Program of
Southem Maine has tips and advice for
lhose seniors wishing to keep busy by
volunteering their time and energy. Call
775-6503 for more info.

He.rt's Delight Fashion Show

.. a New England Tradition since 1814,

u

Senio .. K_plng Busy

In recognition of Thesll Mortan. area coordi nat or. and featuring Diana Long, d irector of
USM Women's Studies Program, dinnerwlli
take place April 28 at 6 pm in Keely the
Katerer, 178 Warren Ave, Portland. Cost:
$15. For more info call 874-2351 .

North Yarmouth
Academy

~

Do you want to be a member of our stud io
audience for one of our "Wayne's World"
(NOT!) shows? Plan on ioining April 20 at
7 pm. For more info (collect calls accepted), call 926-3094.

Amnesty International Hum.n Rights
Award Dinner

JOIN US EASTER SUNDAY

~

Public Acce.. Cable Show

The following courses are offered in the
coming weeks: Babysitting Skills, April
20-22,25; AduH CPR Skills Training, April
22 , 27; Infant & Child CPR Skills,ApriI25,
May 2; Child Care Provider, April 23, 30,
May 7 , 14; Standard First Aid, throughout
April; Standard FirstAid Progression, April
8 ; Instructor Candidate Training, April 21 .
23,30. Advance registration is required .
For times and places, call 874-1192 .

Animal Sanctuary

z
0

The GreaterPortland Chapter is sponsorAjumpin' & groovin' jtterbug dance party
ing a public forum on "Women Taking
on the second Fri of every month. Dance
Control in Birthing" on April 22 at 7 :30 pm
instruction is from 8-9 pm at The Casco
at the YWCA, Spring St, Portland . For
Bay Movers Dance Studio, 151 St. John
more info caU 879-0877 .
St, Portland. Admission: $4 . For more info
Parents of Highly Gifted Children
call 774-2718.
The Hollingworth Support Group holds its
Gene.logic.1 Society 01 Maine
monthly meeting on April 14 from 7 -9 pm
meets the first Sat of every month at 1 pm,
in the ground floor conference roomof St.
in the Cape Eizabeth Fire Station, Cape
Joseph's College , Windham. For more
Elizabeth. Call 772- 8103 for more info.
info call 655-3767.
Good Frid.yServlce P",yerforHealing
takes place April 17 at 1 pm at St. Portland Folk Club Music Swaps
continue on the fir.;t & third Tues of every
Maximilian Kolbe Parish, 150 Black Point
month, at 7 :30 pm, in an informal setting
Road, Scarborough. Call 683-0334 for
where a song, tune orslory may be shared.
further info .
Swedenborgian Church, 302 StevensAve,
Portland. For more details call 773-9549.

American Red Cross Programs

$2.65

Maine Ballroom Dance

offers foxtrots, wattzes, iitterbugs, rumDesigned for inexperienced drivers, young
bas and cha-cha classes . All run in sixand old. Scheduled for four consecutive
week sessions. The studio also offers
Thurs evenings, beginning April 23, at
Saturday night dance parties, which are
6:3OpmintheWindhamCommunityCenopen to the public. Fees: $5 parties, $30
ter Annex off Route 202, Windham. Free.
classes. Call 773-0002 for more info .
Call 780-4205 for mare.
ME Organic Fanne.. & Gardene..
Farmers & G.rd.n .... Sh.re Harvest
Associatio n seeks famners to teach farmMOFGA (Maine Organic Famners & Garing skills and methods and apprentices
deners Assoc) urges growers to plant an
interested in a rural lifestyle and on-theextra row of beans or to sow a separate
job training . A typical apprenticeship runs
field of squash. Surplus should be dofrom May to Sept: minimum is eight weeks.
nated to local groups distributing food to
For program brochures and application
the needy or shared immediately with a
forms, write to MOFGA, Box 2176, Ausoup kitchen. For more info on this or on
gusta. ME 04338.
how to plan a garden forthe firstiime, call
The Maine state Housing Authority
622-2176.
can be of assistance to low-income people
"Fln.ncl.1 Security In Retirement"
in search of affordable housing and rightLecture designed forseniorcitizens wonful subsidies. The toll-free hotllne is 1dering about the banking crisis, wills.
800-452-4668 (if deaf, call 1- 800-452modified trusts for smaller estales, pro4603).
tecting assets from nursing home stays.
etc. April 21 at 10 am althe Church olthe Merrymeetlna AIDS Support Services
MASS announces its next scheduled
HolyCross, 444 Broadway , S. Portland. A
Buddy Training on April 24-25 & May 1-2,
free hour of private consultation will be
6-9 pm on Fri and 8 am-4:30 pm on Sat.
available at a later date for those who
A Buddy is a volunteer who gives a few
attend. For details, call 874- 1192 or 799hours each week being a friend and a
4611 in S. Portland.
support to a person HIV- positive or w~h
F.-dom & Energy In Movement
AIDS . For further info, call 725-4955.
A non-profit dance group meets Man
eves at 6 pm in lhe Elm Street United Names Project/AIDS Memorial Quilt
holds a panel -making workshop the first
Methodist Church, 168 Elm St, S. Portand third Sun of each month. For more
land . Children are weicome. Donations.
info call 774-2198.
For further info call 799-1902 .

Group are small-never more

ing for financial aid. We'll be
with you each step of the way.

than ten students. You'll receive

I The Ronkin Educational

personal attention from a top-~

-Group has offices nationwide.

notch instructor. Tutors are

Call 775-5700 for more

available to assist you outside

information, We'll get you a

of class. You'll prepare more

great score-and we'll help

efficiently and ~'II get resulls.

get you in.

~
IF YOU " " A N T TO OET IN. YOU - VE OOT TO STAND OUT.

'i; ~~iTIiiITiiiii~~·•.".""""""",.,.",,~CornerBrook Mall, 3~.,3 " ••,.,~, ~rham Road, South Portland, 775-5700

April 16, 1992

.,

STUDENTS • PARENTS • STUDENTS • PARENTS • STUDENTS • PARENTS

614A Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101

773-0002
6 Week Classes &
Private Lessons
BEGINNER CLASSES

starting in May
call for dates
and information
Intermediate &Advanced Classes adding Rumba, Cha Cha, Polka,
Tango, Mambo & others. Other classes include: Technique,
Competition, Children's, Country & Western, Senior Citizens

FINANCIAL AID
HOTLINE:
, -800-228-3734
If you are a college student, or if you

think you might start college in September of 1992, it is time to begin
preparing applicationsJor student aid.
If you plan to continue your education
this fall, you will need to learn more
about the FAF Form, Guaranteed
Student Loans, Federal Education
Grants, State Scholarships, and other
possible financial resources to meet
your education expenses. To help
Maine students and their families get
this information, the Finance
Authority of Maine has established the
Financial Aid Hotline: 1-800-228-3734.

The Hotline is open 9 to 5, Monday
through Friday.

Next Session starts
the week of May 4th
with Nancy Carroll.

Breakwater School does not discriminate on
the basis of race, sex color, national or
ethnic origin in the administration of its
educational policies, admissions ~Iicies,
finincial aid or school administered programs.

M•• ti*iili(It,iifiji.j4Q i.ijjt;jittl~f_
Call Walt Luck 828-1500

I'Idellty Union Ure
securltlea alTered through ...
flOtUlY tQlJIlY StRVlC1'.5 CORP
23231!ryan :!t. Dallas. TX 75201
Member NASD. 81PC

---

ONE CHILD VISITS FREE
WITH ONE PAYING ADULT
AT THE REGULAR ADMISSION RATE

DURING SCHOOL VACATION
(April 18th through April 26th only)
Child rate good through age 12
Treat your child (and yourself) to viewing live
Harbor Seals, Sharks, Penguins and
Fish of Maine and around the World.
You'll also enjoy our computer center where you
can test your knowledge
of the marine world!

WI LOOK FORWARD
TO TOUR CALL.

The Extended T eachet Education Program (ETEP) of the University
of Southern Maine, in conjunction with area schools, has opening" in
its site-based, one year program to prepare liberal arts graduates to
teach at the Elementaty (K-8) Level. There arc now openings for
ETEP interns at the Fryeburg. Wells-Ogunquit, Gorham and
Yarmouth elementaty sites.

--------------------------------CoU 1-800484-7219 X 0702, 207-767-6581.
Please send FREE scholarship information to:
Name ________________________________________________________

For mo" infmmation and application materials please contact:

Addre~ ----------------------------------------------------

City ___________________ State ___________ Zip __________________

(207) 780-5306 Applkillions wilt be considmd on ~ splICr-IIV(Ij"'bk lNuis.

Phone: ( _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Q University of Southern Maine

l~t:iigii£]!!!llllgif!~~~'IMlaii
to:Portland,
Scholarship
Application Database, 19 Craggmere Ave.,
~
South
ME 04106
A HEALTHY MARKETPLACE

QUARTERLY

WELL
NESS
REPORT

on the
stands
April 23,

1992

Exercise your right to be part of Casco Bay
Weekly's Quarterly Wellness Report.
*89% of Casco Bay Weekly readers actively
pursue a lifestyle designed to maintain
good health.

W~N"ED

Make plans now to reach this exceptional
market.

DEADLINE: APRIL 17
For rates and information, please contact:
Maureen, Marilyn, Cary, Gayle or Larry_

MAINE

NGN-RlI\DERS

l£AR~\\\~ ~\S~tQlED"
NO Cf\S£ 1Cl\) TI\rt \CULT

AQUARIUM

Route 1, Saco, Me
WEMAKENEWSIWTER

PRESENT THIS AD FOR DISCOUNT.
Not Valid with any other discounts_

For more information and our FREE brochure, please
complete and mail the coupon below to: Scholarship Application
Database, 19 Craggmere Ave., South Portland, ME 04106

Office of Graduate Education, University of South em Maine
118 Bailey Hall. Gorham, ME 04038

"I',\'mbvsh & Associatts.1991 Rtnd.,. SUTTley.

Open 7 Days A Week, gam to 5pm
Take Exit 5 (Saco) and go 1 mile No. on Rte. 1.
Ca1l284-4511 for recorded information.

Every Student is Eligible for
Financial Aid. Call Jane, 1-800-484-7219 X 0702, 207-767-6581.
• Comprehensive Database - over 280,000 listings represent over
$10 billion in private sectorfinancial aid_
• Easy To Use - we match up students to awards based on
information provided including career plans, family heritage, and
academic interests.
• Unique awards - our research department has located scholarships
for golf caddies, left-handed students, cheerleaders, non-smokers,
and more.
• Guarantee - we will find at least seven sources of private sector
financial aid, or we will refund your money_

ETEP is a nationally recognized program wh ich provides the education, courses and training needed for state: certification, as wdl as
graduate credit toward the master's degree in education.
If you would Ilke to know what the other options are. we would be
happy to take the time to explore alternative Investments which offer
high yields and high degrees of safety. Ilquldity of free check writing.
.. .so I? you own a co which Is about to mature we Invite you to talk with

MONEY
FOR
COLLEGE

Applications for the 1992-1993 school year
are now being accepted. Call for information
and a catalog.

Financial aid officers from Maine
colleges and universities will man the
telephones to answer your questions
about completing forms and sources
of financial aid.

TNI TlUPHONI CA'~LL~".,,,.,_ _ _~
AND IN.ORMAnON_
AU 'RII.

We can help
youfind

An independent school serving the greater
Portland area . Acedemic f2rogram for
Preschool through Grade 5. Additional
pr~rams include After School Care until
6:0D PM, a morning 3-year old program,
and summer day camp.

551A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 041 01
207.775.6601 Fax 775.1615

GRI\\)tS l-l

UTERAtY

FOR

l\ft

. \~ 17 HOURS OR ltSS
'. Jl\\\\ET R.DARLlNG) M.Ed.

799-0SCJZ
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$

$

$

$

$

$

Why So Many People
Use Our Loans
To Pay For College:

CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A

body & soul
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen
Austen, M.A., L.M.T., licensed Massage Therapist. Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches, neck and shoulder
stiffness, sciatica, stress, improve flexIbility, muscle tone, circulation, athletic
performance. By appointment, 8650672.

" Available to Maine and out-ot-state residents alike

Learn how to
the cash to go

1IBIBII'

Bay Weekly's
Section help you,h

" Eligibility based on creditworthiness, not "need"
" Loan limits trom $2,000 to $20,000 per year

The art of being yourseif. MarX NakellPsychotherapist, n3-4413.

" Low monthly interest rate
" Interest-only payments while in school

COME
SUMMER
WITH
US

If you live, work:, or vacation in
southern Maine, and you are a
full-time student, part-time learner,
or professional seeking continuing
education or certification, take
advantage of UNE's courses in
humanities, social services,
education, and life sciences offered
from mid-May to mid-August. Also,
ask about a unique European travel
course (for humanities credit) at
exceptionally low cost leaving
mid-May for two weeks. Call
283-0171, ext. 256 for information
and a complete summer schedule.

" Up to 20 years to pay
If you would like to receive more information
about a loan program that has helped thousands
of people reach their academic goals, please feel
free to contact us at 1-800-922-6352 (In Maine
Only) or (207) 623-2800. We will send you a
complete information packet, including an
application form.

~

1.800-922·6352 (In Maine Only) or (207) 623·2800

Biddeford, Maine

Jazz, Tap,
Streetfunk
Dancemagic &
Dance Classes
Saturday, May 2,

I-2:30pm

Now that we've got your attention,
we promIse you ours.
NEW STUDIOS at
151 St. John St.
Portland, Maine

We take advantage of our small size to provide all our
students with the attention and guidance they require.
At Westbrook College. you'll benefit from small
classes and from professors, career counselors, and
academic advisors who will know you personally.
And because attending college can be especially
difficult for adults, we offer flexible course hours,
child care services, and financial aid opportunities.

And when you graduate, count on the
attention of prospective employers.
Our outstanding faculty, state-of-the-art
facilities, and internship program will
superbly prepare you to begin a
career-in dental hygiene,
nursing, medical technol ogy, human development
(including early childhood
education), and businessall fields where there is a
growing demand for skilled
professionals. When you
graduate, you will possess
both the real work experience and the bachelor's
degree employers are
looking for.

:.

.

OVER 30 LESBIAN COUNSELING
GROUP- New group forning to begin
Monday evenings 7-9pm on May 4th.
$70/mo. Confidentiality respected. Call
775-7927.

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax tired,
aching, stiff muscles while imprOVing
circulation and soothing tenSion. SlidIng scale. Call Pam Richards, A.B.M.P ~ DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen
Austen, M.A., L.M.T., Licensed MasCertified. 775-6636.
sage Therapist. Alleviate chronic back·
WHARF RATS- LOOKING FOR DEAD- aches, headaches, neck and shoulder
HEADS in recovery to start a support stiffness, SCiatica, stress; improve ftex·
group. Please, only Heads smcerely ibilitv, muscle tone, Circulation, athletic
"deadicated· to their awn recovery and performance. By appOintment, 865growth and the support of others. 773- 0672.

3865.
TAROT READlNG- Listen to your inner
vOice... It can clarify your outer situa·
tion. Readrngs by appointment. Call
Jeanne, 799-8648.

MASSAGE THERAPY & BODYWORK.
Take some time to relax- the I.R.S. can
walt! Tax resisters' special- $5 off
through April. Andrea E. Price, L.M.T..
87Hl121 .

INVEST IN THE FUTURE OF YOUR RELATIONSHIP. Combinrng the needs of
your heart with guided Imagery and
visual symbols we will help bettar understand the unique dynamic of your
relationship. For information and appointments call HeartCenter at 7998648.
WOMAN-CENTERED HEALTH CAREWOMEN'S CHOICE- affordable and confidential annual exams, birth control,
pregnancy testing, options counseling,
STD screening & treatment Respecting
and protecting your most private deCisions.874-1099.

Upcoming Events for Adults Thinking About College
•

Evening Open House for Adults
Thursday. April 16,5:30 pm - 7:00 pm, Free
Learn about our career-oriented programs, financial ald. & other benefits.

Meanings. Myths. Memories,
New Concepts. New Tools. New Habits.
April 24, 1002
8:15 am to 4 pm

• Individual & Group
Counseling

WHY DIETS
CAN'T WORK

DruMyers,
LSA C, NCAn, NCADC

'eas".13

• Shiatsu Body Work

You have 10 IIPn the load thai

Louise Sims
AOBTA

you carry abov.'" shoWders as you

774-4564 775-2701

Itant 10 lighten the load below.

CHANNELING
207-772-8256

Rolfing

VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN
Certffjed NeuroMus<:u/ar ThtrapjS/

->

A ,)'VSHMAlI( APPROACH 10 RUIH
Of ACUH & CHRONIC PAIN

I11III1

off "" lop (Iht mind).

Permanent ~t release requires
a shift III knowledge, IMrIMMor

N/S MlF TO SHARE my large North
Windham home. Country setting, WID,
huge kitchen, living room. family room,
1-112 baths. $320/mo. plus t/3 utlls.
892-8393.
RESPONSIBLE MlF, 30ish, toshare 2BR
bl-Ievel sunny apt. Large kitchen, LR
With wOrXingfireplace,den/study &more.
$300/mo. +112 ubls. 828'{}806.

For brochure or information

CllII 774-8148 or
773-1314

EASTERN PROM- Mature, prof. MfF, N/
Sroommate needed to share sunny2BR
apt. S250/mo., heat incl., plus 112 utils
WID in basement. Call n2-2563 eves. or
leave message.

WANTED
77

RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, N/S FEMALE
roommate wanted to share cozy house
In Portland. aureL safe neighborhood.
Large private yard and parking. Must
value pllvacy and be committed to keeJr
ing house clean + comfortable. SpaCIOUS, su nny livi ng room with fi replace,
bright working kitchen wI dishwasher.
Avail. May 1st. $350/mo. + utlls. Call
775'{}205, leave message. SecUrity deposit and refs.

PEOPLE

OiJiaII hypnotherapy works (II a

*" healng level thai

is saf.,

ho&sIi! &heGthy.

Hypnothtrapy Weight Release
Workshops slart in May
Free InlroJudory Meeting
limited Guaflllllee appies

RUSSELL MOAT

Thomas
Myers
883-2756

LCSW. c.tIIW ""..",.,.""

15 years
experience

• 775-1771 •

We will pay you to lose
weight!

PROFESSIONAL MALE SEEKS Professional GMIF N/S. A drink IS fine, a drunk
isn·t. Upscale 2 BR near MMC, parking.
S400/mo. Call 874'{}9t9.

"We will help you
look & feel Great!"

RESPONSIBLE FEMALE TO SHARE 2
BR, 2nd floor apt. outer Forest Ave QUiet
nelghborhood,largeyard, parking, storage. $300/mo. pet OK. JoAnn, 0)7736462, N)878-3783.

100% Guaranteed
Doctor Recommended
100% Natural
No Drugs

GF AND SF SEEK ANOTHER F- Share
Back Cove apt. Late 20s, energetic, no
drugs please. $200/mo. plus 1/3 utils
Parking. Call 773-3764.

1-800-395-4619

SOUTH PORTLAND ON THE WATER!
Share 3 BR 2-112 bath house with two
GWM N/S. Big house, WID, steps to
beach. S325/mo. +1/3 utils. 767-4496.

roommates

.;

SHIATSU \~.~~~~
ACUPRESSURE

PORTLAND YOCA STUDIO

Certified Iyengar Yoga
'~;nl

G~nllr, ul.Jx'"g. hUlling.
~Xp(rUllU Df dup bA/anu

An

Your ~~noes' - 4/1 J

SCARBOROUGH AREA HOUSE to share
with large yard, deck, woodstove, and
laundry. Nice country neighborhood,
minutes to mall and O.O.B. $275 + 1/3
Utll. 929-3413.

HOUSEMATE WANTED. MlFfor blight &
SpaciOUS house near Payson ParX.Seek109 responsible N/S chem-free profesSional to share mUSical household .
$283+. Please call 81H269 or 7751347. Leave message.

LARGE NICE HOUSE ON PEAKS ISLAND. Porches, large yard, oil heat. WI N/S TO SHARE beautiful Eastern Prom
0, etc. Prefer responsible, fun, solvent, apt Private bedroom sUite with 3closets
25+, N/S. Child welcome, $245/mo. and bath, W/D.dlshwasher,sunnyporch.
considerate roommates and more. 774utilities. 766-9774. Availlble now.
8212.

Sfl.l SIl!Al'St.: CI.ASSES
~IAI{CII

_urtng

Dr. Madeline NoIcI, Ph.D
"What I. thl. thIng
CIIlled love?"
• intimacy
• gender Interaction
• counseling ethics

CllClllitemallIIIMJI8S.

./
! .:{

B[C,I:-':

THE MAINE
ASSOCIATION
FOR HUMANISTlC
COUNSELING

The lint few polIItis hm /0
INTRODUCTORY
MEYERS BRIGGS
TYPE INDICATOR
WORKSHOP

call 773-1314

~

ATTRACTIVE, CLEAN, aUIET ROOM in
West End Townhouse. ProfesSional
couple with chem-free envllonment.
Available Immediately. $310/mo. includes all! SecUllty deposit, refere~es.
Call 775-5022 or 326-88tO

SPONSOREO BY

FOOD ADDICflON
CONSULTANTS

For Information or brochure

I

WINDHAM- $320/mo. includes all but
phone. Female roommate needed for 2
BA. 2 bath condo in Windham. Lots of
ammenities! N/S. Call 892-3971 .

. 6-week money-Issues groups ongoing

To better know myself
and others
Led by
C, WAITE MACLIN, M. Div.
May 12 and 19
6:30 pm to 9:30 pm
$50 ($85 for couples)

.:- 772-6411

RESPONSIBLE M/F N/S to share house
on 14 wooded acres in Standish- ideal
for students- near USM Gorham, WID.
$2751mo. plus 1/3 utlls. 642-2534.

MONEY IN OUR LIVES

PSYCHIC-ASTROLOGICALIB ReadlOgs!! Predictions, ESP, "Crystal-Ciear"
vlowsintoyour Zodiac sign and "newsof
econolT1C Situation, JOb change, move,
fa mil\', marriage,yourfuture! 883-3223

TIRED OF THE CONTRACEPTIVE
BLUES? The Cervical Cap is nowavall·
able, FDA approved! Comfort, sponta·
neity, effectiveness. For information call
Casco Bay MidWifery &Well Women's
Care at 761-2058.

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATlON- TM,
the most scientifically researched, effective technique to remove stress and
to unfold full potential. Classes can be
offared in your home. Call Don at 8653467 for more Information.

Thinking
of a new career?
At Westbrook
College,
we'll give you
all the attention

SPECIAL AFRICAN CLASS

PORTlAND SPIRITUAlIST CHURCHAll are welcome. Services Sundays,
7:30pm- worship, healing, messages
fromguest mediUm. Development Circie
Fridays, 7:30pm. Now at 54 RiverRoad,
Windham. Info 878-8346.

TAl CHI CHAUN helps Improve balance,
coordination. Learn to flow WITH life's
stresses and strains. Beginner classes
slarting 4121192, 6:30pm in Westbrook.
Instructor- Don Labbe. Leave message
for details 854-9257.

Maine Educational Loan Authority
P.O. Box 510
Augusta, ME 04332-0510

UNIVERSITY OF NEW ENGLAND
Continuing Education

WOMEN'S THERAPY GROUPS START1NG. Tuesdays 10:()()'11:3O a.m. and
Wednesdays, 5:00-6:30 p.m. Counseling for couples IS also available. For
details call Jane Gair 774-8633.

caw CLASSIFIED AD
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•

Dental Hygiene: A Career Worth Exploring
Mondays, April 20 & 27,6:00 pm - 9:00 pm. $35 (for 2 sessions)
Discover the wide range of career opportunities available to dental hygienists.
A New Start: College & Careers
Wednesdays, April 29 & May 6, 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm, $25 (for 2 sessions)
Leam how to overcome those common adult fears about going to college - how to
juggle you~ time, pay for your education, and succeed academically.

•

•

Open House for Adults - Bring the Family!
Sunday, May 3, J:OO pm - 4:00 pm , Free
Your decision to go to college affects your entire family. We 'll have spec ial
programs for them while you're learning more about career programs. financial aid
and the personalized attention that makes Westbrook special.
•

Identifying Your Learning Style
Wednesdays. May 13 & 20, 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm, $25 (for 2 sessions)
You'll use the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, a user friendly self-assessment
questionnaire, to detennine how you learn most effectively.
Call us at 797-7261, ext. 225 to find out about Westbrook College
and these events.

Westbrook College:
we'll help you ...to a great degree!
Adull Strvic,~ AdmisSIons Office. Westbrook College, Stevens Avenue. Ponland. Mame
"
. : . ':

categories
Dbody &80ul
Droommates
D eptslrent
D housaslrant
D offIceslrant
D studios/rent
D ....onal/rent
D rae! estate
D ..ctlons
D chid cara
D help wanted
D jobs wanted
D buslnen service.
D buslne.. opportunltl..
D dlltlng services
D stuff for .ale

D $82 stull for sale
D garage/yard lalea
D arts & crafts
Dgardens
Dw.rted

D compute"'
DmU8ic
Dwheela

Dleamlng
D publk:atlons
D anlmala
D IDet & found (free)
D legaf notk:ea

D bulletin board
Dride board

Line ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call n5-6601 for display rates.
',',

:.

THE SURE SELU
Now place your classified ad in
Casco Bay Weekly and The
Penny$aver for just $2 more!

Dtheater .....

deadlines
. .

25 words ... $7 per week
additional words ... 20¢ each

Phone it in: 775-6601 (Visa/me)
FAX it in: 775·1615 (visa/mc)
WalklMaii it in: Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St, Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Classified
Phone#~·

fine print

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name:.______________
Address

Claslited ado must be paid Icr In adInInce with cash p<nonaI
c:heck. """"'" ""'''. VIsa cr Mast....,..-d. Lost &
Items
lsIed ..... a_ed ads '"" non-reluldoble.
oIlai not be
_I", fin( ~ omn. orrisIIons, '" """'goo In the ad
wti<::h do nol affect the value or oonld or sub6tn~ ch.-.ge
lhe me<ring 01 the ad. CnIdIt ";1 be Is""", when ~_ '""" has
b<m
determined
wltl"io one w..... 01 publication • T_ oIleets
__
lor $2J<XlPI'

Number of words: _ _ _ __
Number of weeks: _ _ _ __
25 words or less $7 per week

: - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - r_+~ad~d~.~W~o~ro~s~c~2~o~¢~e~a~.:~$~========:,

cswFMd

PENNY$AVER $2 per week

o visa

D mc*_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ L'+~ad~d':...w~or~d~s~O~2~O~¢.."'e~ac~h'.:.:.!$'=====::J

expo date _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Total: $ - - - - -

44 Ozsco &y W...Hy
WANT TO RENT ROOM from family,
elderly or retired couple. Please contact
Emly at 854-1486.
HOUSEMATE (MIf) WANTED to share
large farmhouse in the country (20 min.
west of Portland). I am seeking someone who is arriable, responsible and
appreciates quiet country living. Call
929:4819 and leave message.
F/M TO SHARE 2 BR DUPLEX, $260+
utils. Private bedroom. 856-1083 MonFri 9:30am-5:30pm or 854-4274 after
6pm &weekends. Don'twasteourtimeserious inquiries only.
SACO: FEMALETO SHARE large2 BR, 1
112 bath townhouse. Great character
(brick & beam), lots of closet space.
$325{mo. includes heaVAC &elec. Call
evenings 283-0698.
PROF. FEMALE, NON-SMOKER to share
3 bedroom, 2 full baths. Townhouse in
the Portland area. Must see to appreciate. ContactTammyat774-{)797 (home)
or 772-4614 (work).
OPEN-MINDED, FEMALE WANTED to
sharealtsrnative2BRapt. nearE. Prom.
Great view, parlling, yard. $250 plus
utilities. Temporary OK. 773-1346.
ROOMMATE NEEDED M/F for large 3
bedroom West End apt. Heat and hot ·
water included. Hardwood floors. 7615959, leave message.
OUIET NlS FEMAlE would like room or
apt. to share with other female(s) in the
Portland area on bus line or near Maine
Mall. Call 773-6743.
RESPONSIBLE FEMALE TO SHARE 2
BR, 2nd floor apt outer Forest Ave.
Quiet neighborhood, large yard, parking, storage, $3oo/mo., pet OK. JoAnn,
00773-1i462, N)878-3783.

AFFORDABLE LUXURY

TERRACE POND APTS.

~
'.

Ene~ Efficient,
Air-Con itioned Apts.
• pool & clubhouse
• security building
• on-site mainlenance
Comer Riverside & Forest Ave .

878-2257
M-P Sam-7pm, Sat-Sun lOam-l pm
Managed by Gamage Enter.

~.-.::

\];rtland
C urt

Aplo.

NEAR MAINE MALL
295 & 1-95
Modern Spacious
2 Bedrooms_
Heated or Unheated.
• All modern appliances.
.Incls. Microwave
• DishwasherlDisposal.
• Self cleaning oven .
• Frost free refrigerator
• Lg . la.undry facility on
premises
• WIW Carpeting
• Private balconies

M-F:9-6

Sun: 12-5

761-2881

PrvteuJon.,ty /II8IIIIfIed

NORTH DEERING AREA- M/F to share
3-BRapt Parlling available, WID in building, some storage space. $20O/mo. +1/
3 utils. Mike or Kurt, 878-5528 after
6pm.

WOODFORDS-l BR,LR, eat-in kitchen,
hardwood floors, heaV HW, off-street
parking. $400/mo. Avail. May 1st. 7741192.

$195{MO. +1/3 UTILITIES. Sunny Eastern Prom apt; hardwood floors and back
porch. 30ish M/F to share with 2 Fs and
1 cat. 879-18t7.

DEERING OAKS- HEATED 2BR APT.
Sunny, hardwood floors, large living
room. Nice view of park. On-site laundry. Clean, secure building. $490/mo.
No dogs. 773-7002.

LOTS OF PRIVACY, space and sun. For
a neat and quiet female to share oceanfront. Scarborough home with same.
Ten nis cou rts, pool, private beach. Great
deal. $300/share utilities. 883-3525.

apts/rent
MAINE MEDAJ2SM AREA, 4 bedroom,
hardwood floors, paved off street parking for 2 cars, storage room, laundry
facilities, yard, no pets.Availabiein May,
$570/mo plus utilities. David 774-4826.
PORTlAND-2-3BEDROOM, hardwood
floors. decks, WID,fully appiianced, fireplace,S minutewalkto MMC & USM, 99
Grant St. $6OOImo. + utilities. Security
deposit Call 874-2448.
SOUTH PORTLAND- PLEASANTDALE,
charming 2 BR in a quiet yet convenient
location. New appliances, freshly pai nted
and ready when you are. $5OO/mo. +
heat. 767-5209.
MUNJOY HILL-Sunny 2 bedroom, lots
of space, hardwood floors, big closets,
quiet street, panoramic city and harbor
views, parKing, laundry. $SSO/mo. plus
umities. No dogS. Call 775-0619.
E-PROM AREA-l BR, skylights, cathedral ceiling, WID, big sun-deck, views.
$475{mo. heated. Call781-09460r7746048.
PORTlAND WEST END- Briggs St.,
large, sunny 1-112 BR in 2 family, owner
occupied, 1st floor, parking, $4251mo.
heaVHW included. 1 mo. deposit 7728397.
PART-TIME PROFESSIONAL SPACE
available for therapist, holistic health
practitioner. Body.yorller preferred. Flexible hours, payment negotiable. Good
opportunity for beginning practice. Excellent location w/parking. 772-t896,
775-5022.
NICE 4 ROOM APT., white walls, hardwood floors, modern kitchen, gas stove,
heated, plowed parlling. $4681mo. sec.
dep. required. 772-7909.

NEWBURY ST.- Newly remodeled 2 BR
townhouse, heat and HW included, 0/
W, disposal. $4251mo. includes one
month renlfree! 772-3595or879-0447.
169 DANFORTH AVAIL5{I . Large,lig ht,
3 rooms, hardwood floors, ideal for
couple. Good buildino, line area. Heat,
hot water, all utilities included. $4351
mo. Security arrangements. On site super. 879-2478.
WESTBROOK 2 BRAPT.- Firslfloor, W/
hook.up, 12 basement $500/+ utilities. 856-1112.
OUIET & COMFORTABLE ONE BEDROOM townhouse style apt. on Munjoy
Hill. 2 stories, landscaped yard with
paUo, off-street parking, pets OK. $3951
mo. Call 781-4255.

Fleetwood 70' $14,895 and $17,495,
80' $27,211, Mansion $16,995, Imperial
70' $23,599, Champion 70' $21,995,
Norris 80' $27,636,Sterling 72' $29,895.
Fleetwood 44' X 24' $23,995, 60' X 28'
$38,995, New 16' wide Norris,
$29,995.

PROFESSIONAL CLEANING AVAILABLE; Commercial, residential, auto interior/exterior. Excellent references, reasonablerates, free estimates. Willing to
clean to your needs. Call 839-4621 .
Servicing Greater Portland.
PERFECT PITCH OF PORTLAND- Expert
piano tuning, repair, and rebuilding.
Every tuning a concert tuning. Great
rates! No extra cost for pitch raising .
Call 828-1200.
TEACHER INTERESTED IN mowing
lawns. Taking lawns for this season.
Call atter 6 pm. 774-0156.

CAPE EliZABETH- CHARM ING BUNGALOW duplex. Large. ' sunny .
Livingroom, dining room, den, kitchen,
2 BR, bath. Private driveway, yard for
summer enjoyment. Lease $750/mo.
871-0112,799-1401 .

Hours; Daily 11-7, Sunday 11-5
Closed Tuesdays

BEST HISTORICAL FIND
SINCE
THE DEAD SEA SCROu,s
Historical Old Port office space
offering big business amenities
at small single office prices.
RaoepVSecretary. Confemnce
Rooms, Fax and Xerox plus
more, from $200 up.
C8I. 772-8887
and ask for the Landlord who
was around when they copied
the book of Isiah.

studios/rent

PFL We Insurance Company

dating services

1-800-499-7609
207-871-7609

You feel ready to meet
someone new, but how
do you start? We can
make that first step
easier. Call us. We may
know someone special
waiting to
know you.

,.·u.·.·...·.·.·.·....,.·.·.·...·.·.·...·...·.·u.·.·....n.·.·.·,·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·...·.·...·•·.•.•.·.·••

PO RTLAND

C01npatibles

Daily 9 to 6 I Sunday 10 to 5 I Closed Wed.
Rt. 93, Exit 20, Tilton, NH • 603-286-4624

child care
LOOKING FOR SOMEONE who loves
children, $5.50/hr. Need car 3-1i:30pm
Tuesday thru Friday every other week.
Call Ken or Claire 828-1489. House located in West End.
ARE YOU TIRED of your child coming
home from daycare with cold after cold
and all those bad habits? I am looking
for a playmate for my 2 year old. Mom
is non-smoker, CPR & First Aid certified. Located in Gorham,10-15 mi nutes
fromUNUM and MaineMall. 838-8922.

help wanted

stull lor sale

."r••••••••,v.....

'FAIRlANE MOBILE HOMES Inc.
MALE ACTOR, 50's, for BoeV thess
film, to be shot in Portsmouth in May.
Call Ann Sisco 617-266-7527.

business services
HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE
to do odd jobsand moving. I'll move you
locally or long distance. Experi enced &
dependablewith references. Call for my
low rates, 774-2159 anytime.
REMODELINGAND REPAIRS- For horre
and business. Offering for 10yearsclean
and professional services,like built-ins,
kitchens. restorations. and plain old
home repairs. Call Paul Keating 8465802 .

NASTY~NEAT
COMPULSIVE! CLEANING

...and other Iif. support ..rvices

If yoo've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning person .. . or worse,
cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life

Katherine Clark
772-8784
resi dential

commercial

CHARLES B. MELCHER

MEN'S LT. BLUE 10 SPEED BICYCLESchwinn, good condition. $92. Call
Michael at 772-9769.
MOVING SAlE- TWIN BED, $40; swinging bassinel, $40; mini-crib, $6; stroller,
$6. $92 takes all. 87H981
BRAND NEW DIRT DEVIL UPRIGHT
VACUUM, used once, withattachments.
$92. 985-3090.

HAMMOND ORGAN- Double keyboard,
foot pedals, 16 instruments, percussion , $300. Toro snowbiower,like new.
$450. 775-1973.
YAKIMA ONE-KEY CAR RACK system
for cars With gutters.lncludes3-pairski
set 2-bikesetwithwheel holders, security cable and multi mounts. S175. 8747475.

-----------

MOUNTAIN BIKE- Ross/Diamond
Cruiser 186 &-sP8ed. Great condition.
$92 or best offer. 799-5316.
ARTiSrSEASEL,STUDIOSIZE-Sturdy,
wood. 592. 799-2265.
MALE GAY VIDEOS. 2for 592. Call 7749484, Roy.
UTiLITYTRAILER-6'x 4'x2', good condiUon. S92. 892-8477.
SLEEPER SOFA $40; Pfaff sewing machine with table & chair, $52. Call 8650679.
4DARK-STAINED pinecaptain's chairs.
heavy duty, $80 new, S92 for all.
DEACON BENCH, 5 ft. long, wedgewood
green $92. 797-5136.

Mercedes ... S200; '86 VW... 550; '87
Mercedes ... $100; '65 Mustang ... 550;
Choose from thousands starting at 525.
FREE 24 hour recording reveals details,
801-379-2929 copyright IMEI14JC
CORVETIE. .. 5400; BRONCO ... $50; '89
Mercedes... 5200; '87 BMW ... SI 00; '65
Mustang ... $50. U.S. Public auction,
druglord properties. Choose fromthousands starting at $25. FREE 24 hour
recording reveals giveaway prices. 801379-2930 copyright IME114RC

NISSAN SENTRA, 1984- 2 dr. 5 spd.
California car. No rust 111 k miles. ArrI
Fm cassette. New exhaust, new tires,
new fuel pump. Yellow. $1000. South
Portland. 799-4758.

adult services

AKClCKC GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPS.
ScHh lineage. Bred for temperrrent,
obedience and protec~on . Written hi &
health guarantee. Blkltan, Blklred. AUBURN 345-9796.

LIVE AND VISUAl- Exotic bubblebath
with yourchoiceofspaallendants. 7614303.
TALK TO GIRLS LIVE ! Just call 1-900288-3399, ext 3923. $25/call; must be
18yearsold. Faberilapre Co. (602)6310615.

CHEVY NOVA, 1986- 4 dr. hatchback,
Toyota engine, 61 ,000 miles, auto., stereo casselle, one owner. Clean, reliable
car, no rust $2900 or 8.0. 883-7040.

AKC COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES! Females, black and buff, ready April 25.
Champion sired, vet checked ,first shots.
$300. Will takedepositsl payments. Call
Tim, 874-0462.

TOYOTA CHINOCK MOTOR HOME,
1980- Low mileage, sleeps 4. Toilet,
stove, fridge, sink. H20 tank, 4 cyl.
Great shape. $4500. 799-4336.

WOLF HYBRID PUPS BORN 218/92. Love
to play and have beautiful markings.
Dewormed and first shots. Parents on
premises. Pups $250. Buxton 727-5199.

1984 NISSAN SENTRA- 2 dr. 5 spd.
California car. No rust 111 K miles. AM/
FM cassette, new exhaust, new tires,
new fuel pump. Yellow. $1000. South
Portland. 799-4758.

SWEET ADORABLE AKC - ChOW-ChOW
puppies. All black, had shots, nineweeks
old. Both parents on premises. Call
767-4295 after 4:00 workdays, anytime
weekends.

PHONE FRIENDS 1-900-680-1999
(S2.95/min. 18+). Talktosingles inyour
area. All lifestyles: Straight. cu~y. ki nky.
Seek your fanatasy date. T.T.
Telexcitement (702)593-0303.

VW SUPERBEETLE 1972 Excellent condition, well-maintained,runsgreat. Light
blue, 120K miles, 52300. Call 883-5774.

HOME RAISED PUPPIES: ShihTzu, Toy
Poodles , Bichon Frise, Maltese,
Dachshaunds. 885-5259.

1980 PONTIAC LEMANS - in good condiUon $600, 883-5821 .

lost & lound

DATELINE U.S.A.! Receptive hotsingles
in every NC in America! Listen, leave
and/or recieve messages. All categories. Absolutely, positively America's finest dati ng service ' 1-900-680-1444.
(O nly $2.95/min.)

learning
LESSONS: PIANO, VOICE, GUITAR; all
ages welcome. Studio located near
Mercy Hospital. 15 yrs. experience,
master'sdegree. lndivi du~ized program
for learning fun. 772-2029.

LOST CAT. Lost on Danforth St. between Brackett & Clark. Small black cat
with a few white hairs on chest. Please
call Robert or Joyce 772-0718. Reward .

TRANSVESTITE, TRANSEXUAl,
CROSSDRESSER information hotline
and meetingplace. 1-212-986-1777-8
or 1-212-986-9856-7. Loca~ Nationwide, 24 hoursl7 days. Excitingfashion
catalog from famous Michael Salem TV
Bou~que.

HOW SECURE IS YOUR FUTURE? Learn
what will happen beforeit happens! Find
answers to all your questions. Call 1900-933-9514 (52.99/min). TAV.
Scottsdsale, AZ. 18 yrs.+

bulletin board

THE UNCERTANTIES IN LIFE no longer
need to be a mystery. Excellent accuMAZDA 323 f 989- 3 dr. hatchback,
racy. Call 1-900-933-9514 (52.99/min).
40,000 miles. Excellent cond ition. PAINTING CLASSES-Watercolor or oil. EUROPE- only $160. Hitch a fi de on a T.A.V., Scottsdale, AZ. 18yrs+
Landscape. Tues. or Sat. A.M."s begin- commercial jet. CARRIBBEAN- only
54.300. 829-4088.
5189! Rou nd-trip air to somewhere
n i ngea~y May. Pai ntingweekon Swan's
1979 CHEVY BlAZER 4x4- 350 auto., IslandJu ne 19-25. Call Sarah Knock fo r warm & sun ny! AIRHITCH( r)- 212-864new paint, motor &sticker,$2800. Chevy info. 829-5750.
2000.
Citation 1982, V-6, 4-spd .. stickered.
SWING INTO SPRING! Private tennis HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY, CHARLIE NEED RIDE TO AND FROM LITTLE VILS900. 773-7701.
LAGE/JOHN HIATT concert Sunday 4/
lessons. Have fun and improve game BROWN! Regardless, Lucy.
26, Boston Orpheum. Will pay half of
MERCURY ZEPHYR, 1978- Silver & with experienced pro. Spring special:
black, rrinimum rust, 8t ,000 orig inal first lesson Iree! Call Matt for details, RIDE SHARE: One person needed to gas. Chris 773-1i925.
share driving and expenses one way to
rriles, NC , good condition, many new 775-2787.
Santa Fe, N.M. Leaving April 23. Call
parts. $850. 767-3003.
IFAX FREE THURSDAY!I
797-0932.

ride board

IIYTJJQPl!fJNG.

THE SURE SELL!
for only

YARD SALE SATURDAY APRIL 18th
10am-2pm rainorshine.Furniture, rugs,
chain-li nk fencing, drapes, bicycles, 1 ••••••••••••••••••• 1 ••••••• 1.1 •••••••• 11.1111111111 •••••• 1 ••••••••• 1 ••••••• 1 •••• 1 •••• 11,1
bargains galore. 16 Pond View Drive.
Scarborough.

Portland~s

Largest
Adult Entertainment
Center!

gardens

wanted

Offering a huge selection of
videos, magazines and toys
for the discriminating adult_ ..

WANTED-HOME DAY CARE of 1-4 year
olds would like to have a Fisher Price
playhouse or similar for our backyard.
Donated or inexpensive. Please call us
at 773-0816.

PROFESSIONAL DATING SERVICE
MEMBERSHIPforsaie,l12price, Southern Maine! Greater Portland area. Getting married , no longer need my membership. Call evenings, 865-1993.

Casco Bay Weekly is looking for a new/
used telephone system. We need one
with about 10 out going lines, an intercom/paging system. easy to operate
and in great condition. If you have one
or know of one call Robyn at 775-6601.
I AM A QUIET MALE, vegetarian, with
secure job seeking inexpensive roommate share house opportunily in Portland. Happy to hear from you. Call Jay at
775-5308 anytime.

IWE MAKE NEWS MATTEA I

45

animals

Call Casco Bay Weekly today at 775-6601 to really cover the area!

real estate

MEET BEAUTIFUL, FAITHFUL, Marriagerrinded ladies from ASia, Russia, Europe, North & South America. For FREE
photo brochure and complete details
call 702-451-3070 anytime and leave
mailing address.

-------------------CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED- '89

'66 MUST ANG- RESTORABLE, former
southern car, body in good condition,
drivable, 9OK, 6 cyl. auto. $1500. Paul.
879-2453.

garage sales

4 BURNER ELECTRIC STOVE - White
frigidaire in good condition. Call 799- MOVINGlYARD SALE-Sat. 4/18, 9:30
3843.
a.m.-3:3O p.m. , 7 Sherman Street, Portland. Furnitu re, tables, lamps, washer,
CLASSIC CONTEMPORARY FURNI- shelves, clothes and lots more.
TURE - Lover? Condo? Psst!
Thomasville LR, DR blond mahoga ny
collection. Same on display at Youngs
now. Go to Cheflshed Possessions,
SAVE BIGI
CULTIVATE YOUR GARDEN with mahogany benches, tables and chairs,
handcrafted by Yarmouth's Royall River
lYNDA BARRY
Garden Collection. Sturdy and graceful
for a generation's enjoyrr.ent For cata100·'. COt:t:O)l 'C-SHIRtS
logue call 846-5802.

dating services

wheels

ASK ABOUT CASCO BAY WEEKLY'S
WHEELS DEAL! 4 WEEKS FOR ONLY
$16! 775-1i601.

seasonal/rent

LOOKING FOR INVESTOR/FINANCING
FOR well-managed & maintained residential income real estate. Potential to
double current CD interest rates. CBW
Box 029.

MUST SELl: PRE-CBS Fender Twin
Reverb $600. Steve 772-1i986.

SPRING CLOSET CLEANING: Two London Fog coats and two wool blazers,
sizes 12-14. $92. 774-0678.

CARPENTARIBUILDER - ADDITIONS
(our specially) We also do roofi ng,
siding & decks. 20yearsof experience.
No job to small. 761-0932.

business opps

PIANO OR WOODWIND LESSONS (Jazz
or Classical), beginning to intermediate,
any age. Willing to travel to your home
(Portland area) . Please call Jim,
(207)774-1110.

WOOD/COAL STOVE- Suburban model,
thermostat controlled. $92. 797-4574.

48"ROUND DARK-STAINED pine dining
table, opens with sleaves to 7'l:, $92
MATRESSES & BOXSPRINGS & 797-5136.
FRAMES- New and used. Also washers
BENTWOOD ROCKING CHAIR $42, reand dryers and appliances. We also buy
clining chair $50. 797-0951.
unwanted items. Credit available 7725737.
LACROSSE EQUIPMENT, NEW. Brine
s~ckwith graphite handle, shoes, gloves.
AUSTRAlIA- ONE ROUND-TRIP ticket
$92. 929-3454.
from Portland to Syd ney . Leaves May 5,
returns May 31. Must sell. $500 or best COMPUTER VIC 20, $20; printer, sao;
offer. 207-926-3257.
x-country skis, $20; 12· B&W TV, $22;
871-1022.
MY LOSS IS YOUR GAIN- Beautiful 27'
Century Cortez. 1980 wltwin 228 MIIIC KITCHEN SINK- Kohler, csat iron with
Cruiser. Excellent condition. Take over red enamel finish. dou ble bowls.
payments. ~onus - Iree season on 33-lx22"wxlO-d. $92. 772-1585.
Sebago. 799-1261.
FUTON BED/ COUCH double size. pine
frame. Good co ndition 767-4136.

VOICE LESSONS- PRIVATE & QASSMusic Stu~, Adults/Children- Broadway Musicals, Classic and Opera. Piano
Lessons. Credentials: Bachelor of Music, Master of Music. 772-7208.

$$ CASH CASH CASH $S- WE HAUL
AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any
cond ition, seven daysaweek. 9-9. 7736878

1940s SOLID WOOD LIGHT OAK,
dropleaftablewith six chairs. Must sell,
moving. $92. 781-32SO.

RIVER OR SEA KAYAK- Cream color
fiberglass, very good condilion. Used
three seasons. $395; weighlliftlng set
$30. 772-2029.

$14,995,2 BR Titan, $150for 180 months,
$1,499 down, Apr 10.5.

SEWING MACHINE- TOYOTA MODEL
4081C. Excellent condition! Free-arm,
buttonholer, 16stitches. $92.874-3330
after 5pm.
SLIDE PROJECTOR WITH REMOTE and
vertical carousel. $92. Call Tom, 7721393, p.m.

Call DougJas Strout

ART & CRAFT PEOPLE - Get a new
WESTGATE AREA-Female NlS. No pets. studio for spri ng at 317 Cumberland
Basement apt. Large livi n!¥kitchen area, Ave. 150-12.000 sq. ft. lights, heat Incl.
large BR, walk-in closet, shower, stor- Parking available. No lease required.
age. WID, parlling. $4251mo. includes Call 772-1i527.
ODD JOBS (WITHOUT AN ODD PRICE):
utilities. Leave message 775-2566.
USM STUDIO- Sunny, large room, 16'x S40,OOO/YR.! READ BOOKS and TV Carpentry, masonry repairs. Window
RENOVATED VICTORIAN CONDO, East- 16'. bar style kitchen, bath w/shower, scripts. Fill out simple "like/don"! like- sash cords, broken panes, screens reern Prom area, quiet building, 2BR, car- heaV HW, electric, off-street parlling. form. EASY ! Fun, relaxing at home, placed. Drywall, plaster and stucco repeting, high ceiling, parquet floors. Large $33O/mo. Avail. now. 774-1192.
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. paired. All painting. FULLY INSURED.
living/dining area, parking, W/D.CatOK.
FREE 24 hour recording 801-379-2925 Call Horneownere Helper: 772-fi159.
Perfect for prof. couple. $SSO/mo. plus
copyright IME114EB
SPRING PAINTING- PAINT 1 ROOM,
heat. Avail. May 150r June I , ref. & sec.
get the 2nd ha l f~ff during April only.
SSOOWEEKL
Y.
NEW!
EASY!
Stay
home,
773-0749. leave rressage.
Call Betsy at Portland Paint Works, 871VACATION IN A LUXURIOUS CONDO 1 any hours. Easy Assembly... $21,000;
WEST SIDE- A VERY NICE furnished or 2weeks anywhere in the Caribbea nor Easy Sewing ... $36,000; Easy Wo.od 0087. Neat, expenenced, referenced.
apt at a reasonable price. Bedroom, the USA (some lirritations.) Sleeps 4. Assembly ... $98,755; Easy Crafts ... ·15% off 1st exterior of '92·
living room, kitchen, den, full bath. Spa- You choose the week. Must be used $76,450; Easy Jewelry ... $19,500; Easy BUILDING! REMODELING CONTRACcious, ceiling fans. $400 includes every- before Oct. 1st, 1992. SBOO/week. Call Electronics... $26.200; Matchmaking ... TOR seeking renova~on work, interior/
thing. 799-0090.
$62,500; Investigating... S74,450; TV exterior.Top qualityworkat recessionalY
871-9252.
Talent Agent... $40,900; Romance
PORTlAND WEST- 2nd floor studio 2 SUMMER ON MCGRATH POND, OAK- Agent.. $62,500. No selling. Fully guar- rates. Additions, garages, kitchens,
rooms for single occupancy. Fireplace, LAND. $25O/week, June and Septem- anteed. FREE 24 hou r recording. 801- baths. Insured, references, est 1978.
Call Phil, 797-4977.
bay window, parlling. Non-smokers, ber, $3oo/week July and August Fur- 379-2900 CopyrightlME114YH
references. $397/mo. includes all utils. nished. Just bring your clothes. Call
ADVERTISING AND TYPING SERVICESMay 16. 772-0498.
S2OO-$500 WEEKL Y- Assemble prod- We offer laser quality typesetting and
873-4705.
ucts at home. Easyl No selling. You're typing services. Plus, set-up of logos,
MUNJOY HILL- 2 LARGE SUNNY 2 BR
paid direct. Fully guaranteed. FREE 24 catalog sheets, business forms, bUSIapts. in newly renovated Victorian 3hour recording. 801-379-2900 Copy- ness cards, resumes, etc ... Call Omega
unit. $550/mo. includes heat, water &
right IMEI14DH.
Art: 846-5063. Lowest prices!
parking. One available immediately. Call
LAKE FRONT LOT, DENMARK, ME.-200' S40,ooOIYR! READ BOOKS- Number
773-9549 evenings.
frontage on Hancock Pond. Beautiful Pages ... $21,000; Make Index... $30,000; ABOVE GROUND POOL INSTAlLATlONSUNNIEST APT. EVER- Hardwood mountain views, flat land with sandy Corrections ... S30,OOO; Reviews ... Done by a professional at the lowest
floors, waterview, Smin. from Old Port, beach. Build your dream house. Very $40,000; Read TV Scripts... $50,000. At prices. D.G Above Ground Pools. 2838952.
great neighborhood. Seeking female private. Must sell. 642-4459.
home, beach, vacations. Guaranteed
roommate, 23+, N/S, no pets. $262+
FOR SAlE BY OWNER. Charming 3 bed- income. Publishers need you! FREE 24 ELECTRICIAN- CALL -FORREST" at
uti Is. Karen 828-1213.
room home in the West End. $79,000. hour recording 801-379-2925 Copyright Town & Country Electric for 1st class
workmanship & lowest prices in town.
WILLARD BEACH AREA-Sunny 1 or 3 926-3332, leave message. NO BRO- IMEI14DB.
lis. & insured- Fuses to breaker panels
Bedroom. DIW,laundry,largeyard,deck. KERS.
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ASSIS- aspecialty. Contractors- CALL US! 772$450 or $675 includes heat and hot
TANCE regarding the investigati on of 5257.
HOUSE
FOR
SALEWESTBROOK,
3
BR,
water. Securitydeposit. Avail. rrid-May.
financing, business opportunities and
FHA
oil,
woodstove,
all
appliances,
799-4983 .
fenced yard, 50Xl00 lot, $79,500. VA work at home opportu nities, Casco Bay I CLEAN FOR FAMILIES: apartments,
Weekly urges it's readers to contact the houses; bi-weekly, monthly, or as
MUNJOY HILL GARDEN APT. WITH qualified assumable. 878-5539. Deb.
Bener Business Bureau, Inc., Maine DI- needed. Current, excellent references,
WATER VIEW, hardwood floors. Newly
remodeled large eat-in kitchen is in- $67,485 CHARMING 1820 COLONiAl Vision, 812 Stevens Ave., Portland, ME and Iree estimates. Call Kathy, 7730542 anytime, and leave message.
cluded among these 4 rooms, plus bath in quiet Cornishvillage. Exposed beams, 04103-2648.
with a tub & shower. This is a 1st floor wood stove, completely updated. Move GIRLS WANTED Irom Maine, NH & MA. LANDSCAPES FOR LESS- Let us beauapt. w/private deck and direct access to in conditiOn, 45 rrin. to Old Port. Marll between 7-19, to compete in this year's tify your outdoor living space. We'll delarge yard. On-site laundry, off-street Atkinson 839-2747.
3rdannuall992 Portland pageants. OVer sign, plant, mulch, prune, maintain your
parkino, good neighbors. Heat & HW OLD ORCHARD CONDO, BY OWNER; $20,000 in prizes and scholarships. Call yard. Profession~ results, reasonable
are included for $525{mo. Newspaper & appliances, WID hookup. pool, stereo. today I-SOD-PAGEANT ext. 1318 (1- rates, free estimates. 879-1352.
cardboard recycling as well as Near, but not in the rriddle of, every- 800-724-3268).
composting provided at this owner-«- thing; convenient commuting, great vacupied residence. It's later than you cation propertylfirst home; $61 ,000; VOLUNTEERS NEEEDED- Volunteer for
think, sO please call 772-2570 for apAfrican Nonprofits for 1 year as an Ur934-7649.
pointment.
ban Development Intern. Positions in
SCARBOROUGH - 19 Running Hill Rd., Kenya, Uganda, Burllina, Zimbabwe,
RESPOND TO APERSONAL AD 8Y CALUNG
3 tear old ranch , 2 BR combination liv/ South Africa. Call (202)625-7403 for
dinlkitwith bay window, sunny deck, all info.
appliances included. On 4 acres with
woods. brook, income from large culti- GET HIRED the easy way! Learn how to
vated berry patch. $107,000. Call Ray , get employers to call you and give you
CAlLS COST $1.48 AIINUTE. MUST BE 18
Ballum Realty. 797-3367. 772-2224. the job you want Results guaranteed.
OR MR. TOUOHONE PHONES ONlY.
Free recorded information. l-1i57-3141
CASCO BAY WEEKLY (207) n~8IlO1
ex. 11 .

900-370-2041

Cost-Effective
Health Insurance for
Self-Employed Individuals
Underwritten by

.N ••••••~••~..uN ••••••~••N ...... N~.·.........·.·.·.' .·••••••...·.' ...•...•••••••....

onIces/rent

April 16, 1992

Rt 26, Oxford, ME
207-539-4759

LUV
HOMES

houses/rent

by DOLBEN, INC.

TWO VERY NEAT, QUIET, PROFESSIONAL GM roommates seek third M/F
roommate to share very large 8 room
Baxter Blvd. area apt. WID, storage, a
must see $230/mo.+1/3 utils. 772-6655.

PORTlAND, 21 HANOVER ST. Th'ere
must be one or two ladies outtherewho
would liketoshare a big 3 bedroom apt
close to downtown and near USM. For
more info, call 883-1i316 after 6:00 pm
Mon-Fri. Ask for Richard.

HURRY! HURRY!

o

EAST END LANDMARK BUILDING Sunny 2 BR, new bath, eat-in kitchen,
new appliances, pantry, sparkling hardwood floor.;, deck harborview,laundry,
yard. $515{mo. heat, electricity included.
892-5345.

SOUTH PORTlAND-MiF NlS to share 2
BR duplex within minutes of everything.
$210/mo. plus sec. dep. + 112 utilities.
Call Randy 772-9634, leave mess3Q11.

PORTLAND-Are you looking for asunny, SCARBOROUGH HARMON FARMS - FAlMOUTH BY OWNER 213 bedroom
quiet, 2 bedroom apt.? You'll like our Fantastic family neighborhood close to cape, t bath, great perennial & veg·old farmhouse- feel, with open floor beaches. 3 BORS, 2.5 baths. Nice etable gardens. 2 car garage $105,000.
plan, wood floors, wood stove, and privatsyard. Byowner$I94,500. 883- No brokers please. Leave message.
797-0629.
private yard with room for a garden. 1407.
Efficient oil heat, parking, good land- ~~=========-....;;;;:=========:::,
lords, and close proxirritytodowntown
are part of the deal. We're looking for 1
or 2 (3?) low key tenants for May 1st.
$495 + utilities or we will also rent it
heated, your choice. Call 774-2397 now.
sale ends 4/22/92.

computers

Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded!

,.,

COMPUTER TRAINING: LEARN WORD
PERFECT 5.1 and/or Lotus 123. Reasonable one on one rates. Also, group
discounts available. Call 878-8350.
BASEBALL CARDS: Six completeTopps
1988 sets. Burks, Reed, McGriff, Cone,
Seitzer rookies. $92. 283-8420.

music

CROSlEY REFRIGERATOR, about ten
years old. Good condition. $92. 7972533.

THEPINETONES, a lively, eclectic mix of
western, swing, and ethnic music; perfect for weddings, parties, func~ons,
dances; duetto quintet,acoustic or electric. 799-9788.

PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO.
666 Congress St • 774-13
Open M-Sat. 10-10 •

",. ....., ~, ..':.' '" ,.,
NM$~ ,h.' ,·f· '..' ••. '...... ..~I

..

~. ........

"

Also in KITTERY
• VIDEO EXPO.
Route 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Sat. 10-10 • Sun_ 12-7

April 16,1992
SWM, 27,5'10' 175 LBS., business
owner, handsome, athletic and secure.
Looking forS'DWF, very attractive, slender, intelligent. emotionally &financially
secure, age 25-34. If you're the woman
for me, nobody will be able to treat you
better! P.O. Box 1755, Windham, ME
04062.'!I'5165.

46 Casco Bay Weeldy

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY

caw

SF, 32, FROM NJ LONGS for rural family
life with witty, honest and intelligent
handyman. I'm 112 Irish, 112 WASP,
blondish hair. I love mountains, the sea,
music, words (aspiring writer). Will respond to all. Write P.O. Box 336,
livingston, NJ 07039. tr5111
DWF, YOUNG LOOKING 48. Let's laze
around your country shack. We'll play
some country tunes and pop a few
brewskys. Throw another log on the fire
and we'll chat abo ut ou rfutu re together!
You're over 35 and country. Write P.O.
Box5165, Portland, ME 04101. tr5113
HEY GUYS! YOU ARE MISSING OUT on
the fun with a great group of gals who
love to dance to country rock. We welcome all guys and gals who share our
enthusiasm for country music. No experience is necessary, just the desire to
have fun' tr5117
HEY, DID YOU RESPOND TO AN AD in
February: "Soon-ta-be-DWF who walks
in the light gracefully has cabin fever"?
Well, Febfever developed into Marchmadness and now I'm an April fool. If
you will call this box I, then I'll take the
chance. 'lr5122
DWF, EARLY 40s, looking for adventure. Reply to: Box 6064, Falmouth, ME
04105. 'lr5132
THREE YOUNG (MID 20s) SINGLE
WOMEN looking for Ihree elderly, unhealthy, wealthy men. -HOP 'lr5133
2ATIRACTIVE, DOWN-TO-EARTH SWF
looking for 2 similar SM, 20-28, for
double dale(s), friendship (& more)?
Must enjoy the outdoors. Sense of humor? Better have one! Please include
photo(s) with crea~ve response. P.O.
Box 414, Freeport, ME 04032.tr5143.
DWF,52, 115LBS, IWS,enjoyswalkson
the quiet side, monogamy, animals,
dancing & photography, wishes to find
soulmate, a S/DM, B or W, who would
enjoy doing some of those things with
the possibility of building something
special.trSl44.
SINGLE, PRETIY BLOND lADY, 30's,
seeks tall, intelligent, attractive, profesSional, totally unattatched man for
spring/summer (maybe next falVwinter?) fun. My interests: sailing, music,
wine, skiing, travel, movies, working on
my old house and newadventures.CBW
Box 031.
DWF, 37, 5'5' BRWNlBL NlS attractive,
friendly, mother of one with major case
of spring fever. Enjoy music, movies,
dancing, holding hands on long walks
and cuddling. Looking for honest, earthy
male 35-45 for fun, laughs, and companionship. Letters only, photos exchanged/returned. CBW Box 032.
DWF, 40's, TAlL, SLENDER, elegant
with a full and happy life. Looking for a
monogamous relationship w~h a secure, athletic, God-centered man who
enjoys country living as well as dinner/
movies in town. CBW Box 035 tr5146.

SWM, 33, 5'11", BLOND HAIR, blue
eyes, NlS, NlD. Enjoys cooking, being
out in my Zodiac in Casco Bay,
windsurfing, skiing (at Stowe), hiking
and bicycling . Looking for aS/oWF, 2635, for friendship with possible longterm relationship. '!I'5044

SWM, 25, SEEKING GOOD-LOOKING,
intelligent, childlessSWF. Must like cats
for I have two. I read sci-fi, fantasy and
other books. I'm old-fashioned but not a
fuddy-duddy. I enjoy late nights under
the stars and talking. Calm and Quiet
person. tr5108

WARM, GOOD-LOOKING, HAPPY, TALL,
monogamous man, 30s, secure, successful physician, would like to meet
warm and tender lady, 24-34, spirited,
slim, interested in outdoor activities,
exploring, intellectual pursuits, travel.
You might be supportive, understanding, patient. NlS. Quiet momenls and
hours are to be celebraled, not avoided.
I'm absenl-minded, genlle, enthusiastic, creative, almost comical, well-liked,
SPIRITUAlLY-MINDED SWF seeking a cross between Harryon Night Court and
healthy, spiritually-minded male, 45-52, Jimmy Stewart. Write me to tell me how
sense of humor, earthy, compassion- you feel today. Thanks! CBW Box 018.
ate, sensitive, self-sufficient, nexible, tr5056
.
broad-minded, trustworthy, takes you
as you are; enjoys biking, camping,
walking, nature, dancing, chinese food,
music, conversation, travelling. Also IW
S, NlD. I'm on ajopurney of self -discovery and want to share it with the right
man. Photo appreciated. CBW Box 038.
'!I'5156.

YOU:SlIM, CUTE,S/OWF, 25-34, childless, girl-next-door type, honest, part
tomboy- part lady, still little girl at heartyet mature, perky and humorous. ME:
SWM, 34, 5'9', t851, enjoys outdoor/
indoor activities, rural living, movies,
comedy, dining in/ out. and more.
tr5110

I AM A GOOD-LOOKING SWF, 24,S'S"
145 Ibs., Br/BI, easy-going, affectionate, romantic, sensuous, honest Enjoy
beach walks, music, dancing, cooking.
Tired of bar scene and head games.
Seekinggood-Iooking, matureSWM2228,57", proportional weight and similarinterests who wants to make time for
monogamous, fun-loving relationship.
Let's see what happens! '!I'5155.

LADIES, I'VE ONLY GOT 45 WORDS, so
this description is very basic: I'm a 6'2"
WPH, hiking, outdoors loving, reading,
writing , iconoclastic fool who enjoys
conversation, danCing, music,cold beer
and a good laugh. A simple phone call
will reveal more characteristic mysteries. tr5115

person of the week

DWF, 36, IWS, INTELLIGENT, attractive,
fit professional, financially secure, energe~c,creative, witty, passionateabout
many things spiritual (Le. gardening,
poetry), inteliectual(Le. reading, writing), physical (Le. running)- seeks
healthy intelligent, genue professional
man 32-50 for companionship,
etc. tr5159.
THIS VERSATILE, SOMETIMES SWEET
sometimes stubborn princess is looking for a friendly Prince Charing with a
gift of gab. She's kissed a lot of toads
within herself i npreparation fortheg rand
meeting. She would appreciate help in
discerning the meaning ofthose calicoclothed turtles of her sleeping dreams,
and would immensely en joy a person
able to romp with her children within,
especially the "imp." The reality based
woman is growth-oriented, health-conscious, 45, and interested in flying planes
in lieu of knitting when she's 90. If the
shoe fits ...tr 5163.
HIP28-YR.-OLD SINGLE WOMAN loves
to sing harmony! Wishes to meel Kevin
Costner look-alike, 28-38, rugged, sensitive, but mature. If you exist, you may
meet this vivacious Jerry Brown supporter who likes to dance (preferably
with Jerry!), but also enjoys quiettimes.
You must be an excellent communicator. A strong friendship/romance would
be nice. tr5176.

men..women
SWM, LATE 2Os, ATIRACTIVE, healthminded, professional, new here, still in
search of aValentine. My life? H-D, BTO,
CSN, R&B, CCCC, MTV, BA, UMO, UPT,
USAF, JD, MTA, IRS, VW, OOB, CNN,
NBA, CBW, AT&T. Any questions?
You've made it this far, call! tr5043

CHARGE

HIP 28-YR"-OLD SINGLE WOMAN loves
to sing harmony! Wishes to meet Kevin
Costner look-alike, 28-38, rugged, sensitive, but mature. If you exist, you may
meet this vivacious Jerry Brown supporter who likes to dance (preferably
with Jerry!), but also enjoys quiet times"
You must be an excellent communicator.
A strong friendship/romance would be
nice. ".5176.

Eacll week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal is chosen as CBWs "Person
of the Week" and is awarded two Iree movie rentals, compliments of

SWM, 32, VERY ATIRACTIVE and intelligent, 6'1", healthy, honest sincere,
professional. I love hiking, fishing, working out, skiing, beach, etc. Have many
friends and close to my tamily. I'm a
very happy, positive person respected
by most. Looking for somewhat shy.
mature, intelligent woman with strict
values and similar interests for possible
commitmenV kids. Come on shy ladies,
give it a try. Serious inquiries only. Letterspreferred, photoencoureaged. CBW
Box 028. tr5121

MWM 55N1S, N/OWOULO LIKE to meet
some interesting ladies for non-sexual
relat ionships. Prefer women 50 and
older. Write me something about
you.CBW Box 037 'lr5148.

SWM , 28, 5'10", 1551, blue eyes, br.
hair, attractive. likes sports, dance, dinner out. Seeks D/SWF, 22-34 for get
together or relationship. tr5123

HAPPY , HEALTHY, ACTIVE, FUN, lOVing
DWM, 41, seeks attractive, fit woman.
Let's share the great outdoors. music,
nature. friendship, personal growth,
good attitude, passion, thoughtfulness,
love & romance, and more. HapPily ever
after ... tr51SO.

SWM, 34, 6'4", SLIM. FIT, ACTIVE, artistic; wanting running mate for Back
Cove and elsewhere. Prefer single females of any race, 20-35, slim, in shape,
attractive, positive, NIS, outdoor type,
down to earth, ambitiOUS, loves life's
Simple pleasures, affectionate, and believes in God. tr5127
IAM22, GOOD-LOOKING, TALL, sllm,a
student? I am also very single. Can you
help? I am into movies, music, eating,
dancing, and anything else you might
like... well, almost! Call and leave me a
message. tr5128
VISIONARY, MAGICAL SWM; ordinary
looks, physically 41, emotional ly
younger, spiritually ancient; seeks intellectually curious, emotionally sensual,
spirituallv adventurous solemate who
values depth, growth. WI!. flow, playfulness, commu nication, congruency,
cuddletouching, creative romancing, and
doesn't confuse who she IS with her
looks, personality, profession, or bank
balance. '!I'5131

DWM, 38, 5'7" IF YOU'RE looking for a
warm tender loving fnend and enjoy
walks on the beach, boating, movies,
BE MY BENEFICIARY- DWM, youthful dining out, travel, holding hands, back
5t . weak heart, big wallet, seeks S/OF, rubs, and intimate times, you might be
30-45 for dining, old movies, golf. Must the one I've been looking for. Write me
be a good listener. '!I'5118
at P.O. Box 2t t 2, South Portland , ME
SEXUALLL Y UNDER-UTILIZED MWM, 04 t 06-2112 or leave me a mesOK looks, healthy, clean , caring, nice sage.tr5141 .
guy, well built, needs intimacy w~h M/ SWM , SOON TO BE30,5'10",170, black
SF. Must be attractive, caring , sexual , hair/moustache, greenish brown eyes.
clean, healthy, trim. Enjoy fun , music, Looking for attractive, energetiCwoman
finewineand dining, massage, hottub- who loves romance, 20-35. Pa~ence a
bing , sex. Discretion, fulfillment guar- plus, will explain later! If you are looking
anteed. Sincere, real replys please. to tame awild one then stop looking and
'!I'5120
start taming.CBW Box 033.
SM, 31, NURSINGSIUDENI wamslo
meet SF, 25-35. I am NIS, fun-loving, POLITICALL Y INCORRECT SM, 26,
bleeding heat liberal wlsense of humor seeks mid-20's SF of similar passions.
whowishestodevelopaloving relation- Interests In art, old movies and Monty
ship w/Woman who has at least the Python a plus. Sense of humor apprecisame amount of inner beauty as outer. ated. No shrub-huggers please. CBW
'!I'5t24
Box 034 '!I' 5145.

Video porI. All personal ads are entered in lIle drawing.
IF YOU KEEP YOUR TONGUE firmly In
your cheek knowing this is only life and
we'll never escape alive. " you realize
this fragile existence is only as significant as we percieve. If you understand
the value of fidelity, the Blessing of
Compassion, the power of loyalty. If you
make truth and justice an obsession and
hold 0 nes t rust as you r greatest possession. lfyou fall in love with all your heart,
mind, body and soul and want the same
to make your life complete. If you can
pack all this wonderful into a
thirtysomething year Old petite, then
yours is a pedestal. and all the love and
devotion worthy of a goddess. And
what's more, I'd love you endlessly,
honest... F.Y.1. I'm 5'10',150 Ibs., athletically built 39, sales rep , smoker,
non-drinker, been single 3 years. P.O.
Box584, Waldoboro, ME 04572. 'lr51 06

YOUR

CLASSIFIED

ADS
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PHONE

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ACBW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost l"49/min Mustbe18 or over. fouett-tone phones only,
How to respond to a personal ad
Just call 1-900-370-2041 from any touch-lone phone.
When Personal Call® answers, follow the instructions and
enter the four-digit tr number of Ihe ad that interests you.
You may lhen leave a response, enter another tr number
or browse through other messages. (Calls cost $1.49 a
minute.)
To respond to an ad without a 'Ir number, write to the
P.O. box or CBW Box indicated. When addressing mail to
a CBW Box, be sure to print the box number clearly on the
lower left hand corner of your envelope.

How to place a

caw personal ad

You can place your ad by mail, by FAX or by stopping by
our offICe at 551A Congress St. in downtown Portland. Call
775-6601 to find out more.
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal ad comes with free
use of a Personal CalI® tr number. When you place your
ad, you'll be given a '!I' number and an easy-ta-follow
instruction sheet. It 's important that you call and leave your
personal greeting before the paper comes out on Thursday
- that way you won't miss any of your responses.
When recording your 9O-second greeting, relax and be
creative, Describe yourself - but don't leave your full
name, telephone number or address. We suggest that you
leave your first name, and ask the people responding to

leave their telephone numbers and best times to call.

SWM, 42, SEEKSA SENSORY, sensual ,
amorous, voluptuous woman, slightly
overweight,long hair, forocassional allnight sensual pleasures. Oiscretion and
respect assured/required. Write with
qualifications, fantasies and phone number. tr5t49.

I'M GOING DOWN TO LUCKY TOWN
because these are better days. DWM
executive, 30, seeks an attractive, successful s/oWF, 25-35, to shar~ alittleof
that Human Touch and bein my Book of
Dreams. P.O. Box 8566, Portland, ME
04104. '!I'5151 .
ATTRACTIVE, PROFESSIONAL , 45,
5'11', t65Ibs., very physically fit, many
interests. Open, caring, affectionate.
Looking for occasional escort. Brght, fit,
buxom, sexy lady, not afraid of dressing
up and meeting people. Prefer letter.
P.O. Box 10116 Portland, ME 04t04.
tr5154.
DO YOU ENJOY LAUGHING? A lot? Island or inland trips? Music, flea markets, antique stores, sports, reading the
classics? 6'1" handsome, caring, humorous, fit, supportive, very interesting
man seeks witty SF, 18-30, for great
conversation, sharing, honesty, entertaining times. P.O. Box 10796 Portland
04104.tr5158.
BLOND, BLUE-EYED FORMER Southern California beachboy misses the sun
and surl. LeI's enloy the waves of lhe
beautiful Ma, ne coast. Seeking sun and
fun fema le who's not alraid to get her
feet wet. Drop me a line and we can dig
ourtoes into the sand. P.O. Box 11111,
Portland, ME 04104-7111 . Prefer letters.
SWM,35, 6'2112', 195 LBS., attractove,
easy-going, romantiC, non-prof.,
healthy, never been married, 2 yaer degree, en joy dancing & dining out, the
beach, concerts, qUiet times. Interested
in meeting attractive,very romanticSWF,
25-32 (never been married) for possible
relatoonship. Photo?Box204 , Hallowell,
ME 04347.1I'5t6t .
MATURE, HANDSOME, SENSITIVE professional DWM, 40, seeking similar
woman of compassionate nature.lvalue
intelligence, sense of humor, and a
healthy body, mind, & spirit Please be
30-40. If you have children, that's fine.
Photo appreciated.CBW Box 039.

FIT MAN OF MYSTERY & CHANCE (5'7",
t45lbs),direct relation to IndianaJones.
In search of lightweight canoeinwsailinwhlking partner, 30's for romance,
Intrigue & adventure. Kids & non-biting
animals welcome. CBWBox040'!l'5164.

Casco Bay Weekly 207-775-6601)

Your ad:

What does a personal ad cost?

Category:
o women ... men

Personal ads of 45 words or fewer cost only $5 for two
weeks. Additional words cost 50¢ each. All personal ads
must be placed for a minimum of two weeks. (Ads of 45
words or fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on
Thursdays or w~h a current promotion.)
Use of a Personal CalI® '!I' number is FREE. Use of a
CBW Box # which includes mail forwarding , costs $20.
Visa, Mastercard, personal checks, money orders and
cash are welcome. All personal ads and box services must
be paid in advance.

Rules & deadines
Casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seeking relationships. CBW will refuse ads that seek to buy or
sell sexual services. No full names, slreet addresses or
phone numbers will be published. Ads containing explic~
sexual or anatomical language will not be published. We
reserve the right to ed~ or refuse any ad. Personal ads will
not be accepted over the phone.
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by noon on the
Monday prior to publication. Bring or send your ad to:
Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St .. Portland, ME
04101. FAX: 775-1615

Omen "'women

o women'" women
Omen ... men

o others
o companions

Confidential infonnation:
(We cannot print your ad without it.)

45 words
for 2 weeks

$5.00

Additional
words 0 604 _ _ _ __

~vities.SeekingSWF20'st031,at-

tractive to very attractive w~h similar
inerests. Please write P.O. Box 451,
Saco, ME 04072.'!I'5t66.
SWM,37,6'I', MEOIUM-BUILD,lookingforsomeoneforcompanionshipand
romance.llikecooking,walking,recreational sports. Looking for someone
betweeen t he ages of 30-40, looki ng for
someone with average weight, build.
'!I'5167.

Personal CallI!!)

FREE

caw Box
forwarding
(add $20.)

add .....

Total
city, .tate, Zip
VlSAIMastercard • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ME. BRENDA, WANDA) "'NO
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Go

o Check here if you request
ONLY CBW box forwarding
_ _ _ _ _ _ exp: _ _ _ _ __
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doors, motorcycles, music, danCing,
cards, hugs, talks, partying. Oown-toearth, open, honest only. Let's have
lunch logether. Letters preferred.CBW
Box 041 tr5168.
LOST: YOUNG LADY AGE 19-30; Description: Eyes and hair subject to
change, attractive and athletic; Interests: everything. Adventurous 22 yr. old
looking for someone who fits this description. If seen please call tr5171 .
DWM, 38, 135 LBS, LIKES camping,
beaches, fishing, music and playing
guitar. Seeks honest, caring female 2540 with similar interests for long-term
relationship & more.'!I'5173.
ALLURE OF AMOUR IN ARIES- Available, accessible. attractive, adventurous, affectionate, active and energe~c
ewes are invited for amorous adventures. Honest attractive, affectionate,
egalitarian, altruistiC, amiable, artistic
ram is anticipating emancipating influence of abundance of affection among
allies. Act immeciately.Animai instincts
are alive. 'lr5174.
SWM, 33, 5'11', t65 LBS., dar!< features, professional, very handsome, and
of good humor with interests in the
beach,outdoors, travel, sports, movies,
dining in/out and good conversation,
seeks slender, spirited, and very pretty
srOWF 24-33 to sharevOlld times and
perhaps more.'!I' 5175.
SWM, 28, 5'10", 155 LBS., blue eyes,
brown hair, attractive. likes sports
dance, dinner out. Seeks OISWF, 22-34
for get-together or relationship. CBW
Box 043.

women..women
LOVE GIVEN AND RECIEVED is the true
essence of life. This GWF, honest, Intelligent, attractive, N/S and a young 40 is
looking for samein friend/lover. Caring,
mature, light-hearted women unafraid
of intimacy or comminment are highly
valued by yours truly. Please respond.
CBW Box 027.
RElATIONSHIPNOTOUITEWHATyou'd
like it to be? Not ready to throw in the
towel just yet? Seeki ng ki ndred spiritfor
meaningful friendship to fill in some
voids. Me: single parent- You: between
35-40, IWS, active, passionate about
life. tr5152.
YOU SEND ME LILACS; I will romance
you. We share a secret love of women.
Bisexual woman looking forlhe passion
and romance of Spring. P.O. Box 4417,
Station A, Portland O4t01.'lr5162.

men..men
GM, 36, SEEKING TO MEET MEN with
Sincerity, honesty, a sense of humor,
class & sensitivity. I enjoy music, theater, travel my ho me, romantic di nners,
intelligent conversation, the outdoors,
If you're 100kingforfriendship, let's take
the time to develop it. I'm worth it.
tr5107
THE WORST THING ABOUT LIVING in
Portland, is that I'm gay, smart and
good-looking. I'm looking for a normal,
beautiful (inside & out), cynical, slighny
Sinful kind of guy that has a good job,
kisses on the second date and is creatively romantic. I don't date out of my
food chain, so Jeffrey Dahmer types
need not apply. CBW Box 024.
GM,ATIRACTIVE, AMUSING, mid-thirties, looking for spring romance. Minimum requirements: someone who has
thought once or twice about Who he is,
what he does, and why hefalls in love ...
'lr5126

PASS TIllS PAPER
ON TO A FRIEND

BiMWM, UPPER 30s, PROFESSIONAL,
masculine, neat, healthy, fit (truthfully)!
Decent looking, acting. Looking for
buddy (SWM, MWM) with similar traits
to share good times publicly, privately.
Enjoy sporting events, outdoors, loud
times, quiettimes. Considerate, sincere,
down-ta-earth, posibve, diverse. Honesty & discretion- both ways. P.O. Box
9715-124, Portland, ME04104. trS130
SINGLE BiM, 20, good looking, great
shape, looking for close friendship with
other male. Discretion and confidentiality assured. Hobbiesincludeclassic rock,
guitar jams, and consumption of mother
nature's goods. Love loud partying and
quiet walks. If you're looking for some
wild fun, please drop a note. Your photo
gets mine in return. CBW Box 030.
GWM, 38, 6' with a full and successful
life, lifting weights in anticipa~on of
aerobics evenings with you! Also have
an appetite for good food, good conversation , movies and massage. "you are
sane and sensual, write or call or
both.CBW Box 036 '!I'5147.

31 YR. OLO SINGLE DAD, 6'1', 2151bs.,
long blond hair, seeks attractive lady for

phone

name

".

So

PERSONAL

ARE YOU A HEAL THY, ROMANTIC
LADY, but frustrated with your miserable life? Me, too! Let's meet and resolve this problem together. Let's be
happy! I'm a 25 y.o. SBM who likes
movies, music, video and more. Voice
mail detested. Write P.O. Box 1t432,
Portland, ME041 04. Photo appreciated.
tr5125

BlI Lynda Barry

IAMTHEGUYEVERYGIRLIooksat, but
RVNNING INTO THE STREET· il'\E Dp"A6 IS
I rarely approach them. SWM,29, gor- ~F.~~~~~~~~~"';~~~~:";~--::"";:":.:Jfej
geous, very fit, 6', 185Ibs.,IWS, honest, '
StP.e:AMlN(, SHE WANfS TO GO HoME
easy-gong, sincere, fun, faithful & a
\oJ AN DA S ()
BA' TU N GO"
littleshyatfirstEnjoyoutdoors,music,
THE 'PAlti'( OF MOSTl'( Al.1. GUYS, I DON'T
..
CK • I
exercising, nutrition, recycling, travelACTVAI.Lv v"OW uOW IT TVn~, .. "
BlAT TIiE. DRAG WON'T
Wl1tiOUT
ing, modeling in Maine, all fitness type
1 I' N
n
.... '" 1: v

(Calls cost 1 A9/mjn . Must be 18 or over. Touch-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-6601)
MY HOPE CHEST RUNNETH OVER. I
have so many dreams locked away it's
time to air them out, shake off the cobwebs and try them on for size. SWF, 40,
IWS, looking for the adventurous man
with the key to unlock my future. tr
5153.

ernie ook

47

BiM, MID-THIRTIES, HONEST, humorous, sincere, friendly, fit, good-looking,
discreet, seeks other BiMs for friendship. Possibly interested in forming informal , confidential support group.
tr5129

S(oR~D 3 BOON~S FARM APPL.E WINES
BIj WANDA ASKING DIFFeP-et-.lT 61J~S
WOVl..D 1l-\E~ BIf'( IT FoR t\~~. IN FRONT

OF TttE 5iOP.~ Sl1c ASKe \) AL,l. 6U~S

WlfH B~ARDS. FINAI.L.lj ONE GIJ~ DID.
you CAN SA'( WA NDA IS Bo\..P. ALSO
you CAN <;A'( WE GOT So ORVNK THAT
E:IJER~ ONE OF VS THRtW Vp. WANDA
WANTED TO BARF IN THE ,(AR.n OF n-\E
L.AD'( OF TI\E GARDt;N HOSE BlAT D1DN 'T
MAKE IT. ~~

NO WAY (OULl) we 60 KOME SO We WE~i
TO THE GRADE Sc.HOOt. AND I.AIO DowN
ON n\~ SAN K Be .... IN D ONE Of THE
poRTAB\.~5. TWo FII.IPINO TWINS, ME
AND"BRENDA LOO~ING vf AT THE NI6HT
of STARS AND BREATHING p.s Mu.C!1 AI~
A<;, WE cou\.O. AIR AIR AIR. WArt"lN(O
VNTIL. WE COUI..D WA\,K STAA\6I1T AND
TAl..K SiF-l\\GI-\T SO VIE COVI.D A\,L. 60
HOME AND GET S(REAM~D AT B~ OlJR
MOM'i. ANO TI-\cl'l LA'( IN StD AND SWEAR
we Wll.l. Nc'JeR. Do~n~~~E.

GWM, 30, 5'7" MASCULINE, professional, somewhat shy, handsomeand in
good shape. Not into bar/gay scene.
Looking to meetother in-shape Bi/GWM
26-35 for friendship and (?) long-term
relationship is my ultimate goal. Discretion is assured and expected.
GWM UPPER 30'S USEO TO be married. Prof. like, neat, healthy, little overweight. Working on TI. Looking for
buddy, BL or WHo Hiealthy, truthful,
honest, caring, considerate, down to
earth, enjoy life, with discretion. I'm a
romantic. tr 5169.
PROFESSIONAL GM-IF I LIVE to be 100
I'm half way there. Seek friends for ups
and downs of life. Eclectic interests. tr
5170.

others
SAFER SEX: ANYONE INTERESTED in
forming a safe sex groupfor men? "you
are concerned about AIDS, but frustrated, then send your ideas and a letter
of intent to P.O. Box 1512t CCP, Portland, ME 04101 lor safe and pleasurable
fun. Thanks! tr5112

real uzzle

MWC SEEKING MALES FOR FUN and
fantasies. Clean & neat & discreet a
must. We enjoy bowling and camping
out. All letters answered. P.O. Box7801,
Portland, ME 04112. tr5t19

By Don Rubin

THIS AD GOES TO THE pretty brunette
who was in Rosie's April 7th at about
6pm. Maybe we could get together for
dinner a movie and tetris lessons.
Steve. tr5142.

Blind date?
We've painted a portrait on one side of this Venetian
blind and flipped it. Can you identify this shad y
character?

MR. SMILEY doesn't do much dancing
these days. life just not quite the same
without picking 2' blond hairs off Penguins' jersey, those phone calls, glasses
taped on one side, feeling sleepy angel
heac on chest, eating apples. AM MISSING YOU, LUV. Ha! Hal Ha l '!l'5t57.

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a $20 gift
certificate from Alberta's for the first-prize winner. The
second-prize winner receives two free passes to The
Movies at Exchange Street. Winners will recei ve their
prizes in the maiL Drawings are done at random.
Contestants are ineligible to win more than one prize
in a four-week span. Only one entry is allowed per
person per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle must be received
by Wednesday, April 22, The solution to this week's
puzzle will appear in the April 30 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly. Send your best guess to:

YOU'RE A SWF, 5'2"-ish , dark hair/eyes,
very attractive, wore black slacks and a
white blouse over a black camisole. I'm
a 6' SWM, dar!< hair, green eyes, wearing a flight jacket. I was right above you
and yourtwo friends at T-Birds (Jenny &
the Woodmen) Sat 4/11- the guy with
the nervous thumb (I'm a bass player).
I paid for your last beer and could shoot
myself for not asking you to dance (terminally bashful) I'd love to talk with you.
CBW Box 042 tr5 t 72.

companions

Real Puzzle #118
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, Maine 04101

MALE, 52, SEEKS FEMALE FRIEND with
pOSSible live-in situation With smokefree enVIronment I have a lung disability presently, but I'm not dead . Seeks
honesty, togetherness, laughter, good
conversations, Sunday drives, good
food, fun things to do and QUiet times.
CBWBox025. '!I'51t4

Solution to Real Puzzle # 116
Tape record

YOUNG WOMAN (29) FROM GERMANY
is looking for other women from Germany in/around POrtland area to start a
women's group to meet once a month
for socialization , activities, friendsh ip
and speaking the language. Children are
welcome. CBW Box 026.

1) We bought 14 items in all. (The 11 on the receipt
stood for the number of items purchased at 29 cents
each. Count the stuff in the bag if you don't believe us.)
2) The most expensive item cost $2.71.
3) The least expensive item was 29 cents.
4) We returned a bottle and got 25 cents credit for it.
5) The sales tax was six percent.
6) The asterisks represent taxable items.
7) We paid with a $20 bill (and 30 cents in change).
This week, John Costea and a friend will dine at
Alberta's, Jay Bird. and a friend will take in a movie at
The Movies at Exchange Street.

LOOKING FOR DANCE PARTNERS-I'm
male, married and 31. Wife hates dancing. Seeking men or women who like
unsynchronized danceatthelocal, modern dance spots. No romance, just dancing. Appearance and ability not important. The desire to have fun is. tr5116

(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was recently published by Harper and Row.)

FEMAlE,45FlNANCIAlL Ysecure, seeks
live-in situation with maleorfclOale.l'm
in awheelchairand am agocd companion. Please address envelcpe two lines
only: Box 336, Gray, ME 04039. Any
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Secretary's Bud Vase
, A simple yet stunning
arrangement bursting with
spring colors. Freshly picked
flowers grace this lovely
\
ceramic bud vase.
lr'I-....-;."",, \ A Harmon-Barton exclusive.
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Secretary's Week
Bouquet

$15.00

BaHoon N' Flowers
Bouncy spring flowers abound in
this vision of springtime.
A clear glass vase is brimming
with tulips, iris, daisies and
many other garden flowers.
Topped with a colorful mylar
balloon. Your secretary will
be delighted with it!
Harmon-Barton exclusive.
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Brighten your secretary's week
with this special bouquet
designed in a faux- finished tin
filled with an enchanting array
of fresh flowers and topped with
2 matching pencils and a
" note of thanks".
Send this bouquet
anywhere in the county.
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Secretaries Week is April 20th through April 25th.
Tell your secretaries how
important they are to you with
this terrific coffee mug
featuring the familiar "while
you were out" motif in
pink and black. We've
filled this mug with a wonderful
assortment of fresh flowers your
secretaries will love.
A Harmons-Bartons exclusive.
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A burst of springtime is captured
in this beautiful bouquet of
tulips, iris and other spring
flowers all arranged in a sturdy
white washed basket and topped
with a bright yellow mylar
balloon for your secretary.
A Harmons and Bartons
exclusive.

'20.00 .' 22. 0 , .b.O
U

SEND YOUR
SECRETARY FLOWERS
TODAY!

t

Eight beautiful sweetheart roses
fill a delightful wicker basket.
Showered with baby's breath and
beautifully bowed. This is a
terrific way to show your
appreciation for one or many of
your secretaries.
A Harmon-Barton exclusive.

00 I $40.00 / $45.00

Add $2.50 for each additional
rose.

HARMON'S
584 Congress Street
PORTLAND

BARTON'S
........" ( 11 7 Brown Street
..

774-5946

WESTBROOK
854-2518

Call Toll-Free 1-800-SUN-LILY

